You're an independent station in New York. How do you add 214,000 prime time homes to your audience? WNEW-TV added "Hazel".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NEW YORK ARBITRONS</th>
<th>MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00-8:30 PM WNEW-TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HAZEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 29-Nov. 4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 30-Nov. 5</td>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rating: 9.2 Increase 74% Share: 18% Increase 100% Homes: 481,740 to 267,640 = 214,100

After only 9 weeks on WNEW-TV, "Hazel" has become one of the leading syndicated properties in the New York market. She has outrated such formidable prime-time syndicated programs as Password, Mike Douglas, Merv Griffin, Perry Mason—and many first run network entries. 154 half hours, 120 in full color. Distributed exclusively by Screen Gems.

*Based on WNEW-TV's November 1966 homes per rating point (Mon.-Fri. 8:00-8:30 time period). Data subject to qualifications published by the rating service.
Basic in all Storer planning is the need to look ahead, to envision the potential of a market and build to meet its demands even before they develop. This same vision, applied to community service and reflected in enlightened editorials, is a primary factor in building large and loyal audiences for Storer stations...another reason why it's good business to do business with Storer. If you're looking for sound, quality stations in major markets, Storer can solve your problem in ten of them from coast to coast. Contact Storer Television Sales or Major Market Radio—or the Storer stations direct for details.
The vision of the pioneers, reflected in Kansas City's famed frontier memorial, challenges new generations of Americans to explore even wider horizons.
...SOME ARE OUTSTANDING!

And the same is true with television stations.

In the nation's 12th ranked television market, KRLD-TV is the outstanding station. With a history throughout the years of audience dominance, Channel 4 continues to afford the viewer tops in entertainment and information programming. Contact your H-R representative to make your next television buy in the Dallas-Ft. Worth market on the proven leader, KRLD-TV.
It's all over

Approval of resolution deferring action on pay TV (see page 29) was final effort of House Commerce Committee for this session. Committee staffers expect no further executive meetings until next year, although some subcommittee action may still remain. No pending matters concern communications, however. Rules Committee, key to moving legislation to floor for debate, has announced its last scheduled meeting for Tuesday (Nov. 21). One final appropriations bill is expected to move during final days of this session; it's expected to contain ETV and Corp. for Public Broadcasting money, but does not need attention of Commerce or Rules Committee for passage.

All's quiet on Senate front, too. Political broadcasting bills (to modify or suspend Section 315 of Communications Act) lie quietly on shelf, where they'll probably stay next year, too. Nonlegislation may still make news though. Senate Commerce Committee's fairness-doctrine study hasn't been ruled out for release this year.

Deal in Beaumont

Negotiations are underway for sale of KFDM-TV Beaumont, Tex. (ch. 5), to Enterprise Co., publisher of Beaumont Enterprise and Journal, in stock purchase estimated to run about $5 million. Enterprise was unsuccessful applicant in 1954 when group headed by D. A. Cannan Sr. and C. B. Locke won grant. Originally, 29% of KFDM outlet was owned by Mrs. Oveta Culp Hobby (Houston Post-KPRC-AM-TV), but majority owners bought out that interest early this year for $1 million. Mr. Cannan owns 46.63% of KFDM-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.

Agency production

In expansion of agency-generated TV program packaging, Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York, plans to develop TV "spectaculars" for Colgate-Palmolive and "new format" shows for Clairol Inc. Agency says some of its other clients, including Dow Chemical and American Tobacco, are "receptive and interested" to idea of agency-created television shows. NCKK's first move along this road is Colgate-supported Treasure Isle, daytime quiz series that goes on ABC-TV in December. NCKK relates this activity to its appointing Mitchell (Mickey) Johnson as vice president, programming (Broadcasting, Nov. 13), to work with agency executives Marlo Lewis and Johnny White.

Just looking?

Following recent executive buildup of CBS's CATV division (Broadcasting, Nov. 13, 6), scouts have been put in field to check out various systems and get feel of cable market. Although no serious negotiations are imminent, CBS representatives have already looked at systems in San Diego, Seattle, Altoona and Harrisburg, Pa., and Lakewood, Ohio.

Film mix

Cross-pollination of producers of TV commercials and producers of motion pictures and TV film shows is not only possible but happening. Campbell, Silver, Cosby Corp., Beverly Hills, Calif. (production company for Bill Cosby Enterprises) is negotiating to acquire Kaleidoscope Inc., Hollywood, TV commercials producer. Roy Silver of Cosby firm notes that Kaleidoscope is now filming—using TV commercials technique—location sequences for motion picture, "The Picasso Summer," which CSC is producing.

Second looks

Proposed transfer of five Overmyer Communications Co. construction permits and its WPHL-TV Philadelphia which had been expected to clear FCC last week (Closed Circuit, Nov. 13), was instead passed over. Word is that proposal to transfer UHF properties (in San Francisco, Pittsburgh, Houston, Atlanta and Cincinnati markets) and control of channel 17 Philadelphia station to AVC Corp. "is close thing." Action was postponed to permit participation of two commissioners who had been absent, Robert E. Lee and Robert T. Bartley; latter is returning this week from two months at international meeting in Geneva. Sources pointed out specifically that commission felt Commissioner Lee would want to participate because of interest in UHF. Issue in case is need for waiving policy barring acquisition of more than three TV stations in top-50 markets.

Same issue is involved in second transfer item on which action was postponed—that involving transfer of construction permit for channel 20 in Denver from Harcourt Brace & World to Denver Post. Newhouse newspaper chain, which holds 19% of Post, owns or controls five other television stations, four of them in top-50 markets. This item is also slated for closer scrutiny than observers had expected.

Army game

Colgate, for Ultra Brite toothpaste (William Esty), Canada Dry (Grey Advertising) and Quaker State Oil (Kenyon & Eckhardt) are expected to sign with MBS for Army-Navy football classic on Dec. 2 and three collegiate bowls. Mutual stands to collect estimated $80,000 on package, half of which is being sold by Mutual to national advertisers, with other half available to stations for local sale. Bowl contests are Liberty (Dec. 16), Bluebonnet (Dec. 23) and Sun (Dec. 30).

Minicamera

Authoritative sources at CBS News say CBS Laboratories has committed to come up with hand-held miniaturized color-TV camera in time for CBS News' use at political conventions next August. Camera is approximately size of 16mm film camera and would be usable with or without cable. New camera's biggest feature would be mobility—without cable TV reporters can roam through convention halls almost at will.

Frontier life

FCC move into new building at 1919 M Street in Washington hasn't been made without serious grumbling on part of some staff—some of it apparently justified. Most serious complaints are of inadequate office space, defective heating-ventilation equipment and paper-thin walls. Some personnel—including experienced, relatively high-paid lawyers—are crowded, cheek to jowl, into cubicles in inner corridors, shut off from windows.

FCC secretaries on one occasion had to be sent home in midafternoon last week when heat became unbearable. Matter is of serious concern to Chairman Rosel H. Hyde, who says some relief will have to be provided. Commission move from present building on Pennsylvania Avenue is expected to be completed within next few weeks.
Meet a couple of celebrated sports figures

Sports on television have never been as popular as they are today.

And a couple of celebrated sports figures make clear which network is most responsible for that popularity.

First figure: Seven of this year's top ten sports programs were seen exclusively on the NBC Television Network.*

The seven events, in order of their popularity, were:
World Series (Game 4), The Rose Bowl, World Series (Game 3), Baseball's All-Star Game, The Sugar Bowl, The AFL Championship and The Orange Bowl.

Have another figure: This year the average audience for NBC sports programs was 32% larger than its closest rival's, 51% larger than the third network's.* The reason for this leadership?

That's easy: When NBC covers a sports event, it doesn't play games.

*Source: Nielsen Television Index (Jan. I-Oct. II, all sports programming) Audience estimates subject to qualifications available on request.
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Broadcasting, November 20, 1967
In the August 1966 issue of Media/Scope, Marvin Antonowsky, director of media research and manager of spot buying for the J. Walter Thompson Company, set forth two essential criteria for television test markets. Note how well Macon, served only by WMAZ-TV, meets these qualifications as specified by the world's largest and marketing-oriented advertising agency:

**J. WALTER THOMPSON TEST MARKET CRITERIA**

1. Only those markets should be used as test markets where the home county receives a minimum of 67% share of viewing.
2. Any other county which received 75% of this minimum viewing level would receive at least 50% of its total viewing from the market under consideration.

The following exceptional characteristics add to Macon's qualifications as television's ideal test market:

...Largest single-station Metro Area in the U. S. (56,500 Metro TV homes)
...Isolation – 90 miles from Atlanta, even farther from other Metros.
...In Georgia, second only to Atlanta in Effective Buying Income per Household.

Thus, WMAZ-TV offers a unique, controllable opportunity for testing new products, or new campaigns...effectively, economically. Your Avery-Knodeł man has all the facts and availabilities.

**WMAZ-TV, MACON, GA.**

1. 77% share of the two county Macon Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (N.S.I., Feb.-Mar. '67, total day).
2. 73% share of total viewing in the 12-county Nielsen Designated Market Area for Macon. (N.S.I. Designated Market Area Demonstration Report based on Oct.-Nov., 1966, total day).

**Southeastern Broadcasting Corporation**

Greenville, South Carolina

Offering advertisers coverage of more than 1-million homes in six southeastern states.

Wbir-tv  Wfbc-tv  Wmaz-tv

Knoxville, Tenn  Greenville, S. C.  Macon, Ga.
Represented Nationally by Avery-Knodeł, Inc.
Success spoils ABC's pre-convention meet

ABC-TV's traditional blockbuster new-season presentation, full-scale affiliates' meeting and general cocktail party, which over years have become pre-convention highlights of National Association of Broadcasters' annual meetings, will be missing from next NAB convention, March 31-April 3 in Chicago.

Instead, officials said Friday (Nov. 17), there'll be closed business meeting with affiliates Saturday afternoon before convention opens and black-tie dinner for affiliates and their wives that evening, with big affiliates session normally held at that time to be scheduled in May. Place and date not set, but Los Angeles in mid-May appeared likely.

Elaborate Saturday-afternoon presentation, which last April was widely acclaimed three-hour original musical, revue, and post-presentation reception, have been among most popular attractions for convention-goers—which apparently contributed to decision to change. Officials said things had reached point where "we were entertaining everybody, which interfered with communications with our affiliates."

ABC-TV disclosed new plan to its affiliates' board at meeting Wednesday and Thursday (Nov. 13-16) Lyford Cay, Bahamas, where officials, led by ABC President Leonard Goldenson, ABC-TV President Thomas W. Moore and ABC News President Elmer Lowser, also reviewed status and plans in entertainment programming, sales, news and documentaries, sports, advertising and promotion.

Special emphasis was—and in selling is being—put on ratings breakdowns that show, officials said, that although ABC-TV was third in average overall ratings, in terms of adults 18-34 and 18-49 it was first in half-hour wins in October Nielsen and first or challenging in top-40 program placements. They noted that 11 or 12 half-hours where ABC ranked third in women-audience demographics are areas where network is re-programming for second season (see page 56).

Daytime gains, increased output of documentaries, plans for Olympics coverage (see page 60) and for political conventions and election coverage were also stressed. Whether ABC News will give gavel-to-gavel coverage of conventions, or cover events selectively on

strict news basis, has not been decided, according to officials. As part of campaign coverage, they said, Sunday-afternoon Issues and Answers will be expanded to hour in weeks before elections. They also reported that North American Rockwell has signed to sponsor six one-hour Man and His Universe documentaries.

Affiliates board, headed by Burton Laddow of KTVK(TV) Phoenix, was said to have supported ABC in its draw-out negotiations with National Association of Broadcast Employes and Technicians and congratulated network for maintaining service virtually intact during current strike; praised increased in documentaries and especially four-hour "Africa," and also had good word for DEF newsfeed service, to which more sports reports are to be added.

Atlantic Richfield takes athletics in 5-year deal

In one of biggest buys in major league baseball history, Atlantic Richfield Co. has agreed to sponsor all exhibition and regular season games of newly-transplanted Oakland Athletics for next five years with options for additional five years. Package said to call for "in excess of $1 million per year."

Radio broadcasts will be on KNBR, San Francisco, with regional network covering northern California and Nevada being planned. At least 25 games in upcoming season will be colorcast on KHBR-TV, new Kaiser Broadcasting UHF scheduled to go on air Jan. 1.

Buy was through Hixon & Jorgensen, Los Angeles.

KETO, WAMM sold

Sale of KETO Seattle by William E. Boeing Jr. to veteran California broadcaster Riley R. Gibson for $397,500 announced Friday (Nov. 17). Mr. Boeing will continue to own KETO-FM there. KETO is fulltime on 1590 kc with 5 kw. Broker: Tornberg and Co.

Also announced Friday was sale of WAMM Flint, Mich. by Panax Corp. to Neal Mason and associates for $215,000. Panax owns WSWM(FM) East Lansing, Mich., and KFEG-AM-TV St. Joseph and KLIX Jefferson City, both Missouri. WAMM is daytimer on 1420 kc with 500 w. Broker: Hamilton-Landis and Associates.

Both sales are subject to FCC approval.

Cox opens on Loevinger's R/P concept before NAB

FCC Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox got off his chest in speech on Friday (Nov. 17)—most of its at expense of fellow Commissioner Lee Loevinger.

In concluding address to NAB fall conference in Los Angeles, Mr. Cox, like college professor doing critique on term paper, dissected Mr. Loevinger's "reflective-projective" theory of mass communication point by point, disagreeing with almost all of its conclusions.

In what has makings of dandy intra-commission donnybrook, Commissioner Cox, applying liberal doses of sarcasm, particularly attacked Mr. Loevinger's apparent belief that "truly popular programs" are what mass audience broadcasting is and should be all about. "Is this the picture of yourselves and your industry?" Mr. Cox asked assembled broadcasters. "Is this what the NAB exists to protect and promote? . . . Then why do you bother with news, discussion, instructional, religious, and cultural programming which are your conscious efforts to represent the world as it is and to change it, if even by a very little?"

After speech, in reply to question generated by NAB staff, Mr. Cox offered opinion that stations not carrying any cigarette commercials, would have to offer time if requested by such cigarette proponents as Tobacco Institute as balance to any anti-smoking messages same stations broadcast.

Trigg resigns

Cecil Trigg has resigned as president of Doubleday Broadcasting Co. He will continue as consultant. Mr. Trigg was founder of Trigg-Vaughn stations, which was acquired by Doubleday last March.

Doubleday stations are KITE-AM-FM San Antonio, KROD-AM-TV El Paso, KOSA-TV Odessa, KDTV(TV) Dallas, all Texas; KHOW Denver; KDEK-AM-FM Albuquerque, N. M., and KRON San Bernadino, Calif.

TV must 'rethink' role

"All media . . . have on occasion used bad judgment in their reporting of racial conflict," Otis Chandler, publisher of Los Angeles Times told Sigma Delta Chi meeting in Minneapolis (see
WILLIAM E. CHAMBERS JR., executive VP, a director and general manager of Foote, Cone & Belding’s New York office, elected chairman of FC&B’s executive committee. He succeeds Roland W. Taylor, 60, who will retire at end of this year. Also elected: Frank E. Delano (New York) and Brian F. MacCabe (London), both directors and senior VP’s, to newly created posts of vice chairman of board; Louis E. Scott (Los Angeles), a director and senior VP in charge of Los Angeles and Houston offices, to chairman of FC&B’s operations committee; Robert M. Trump (Chicago), director and senior VP, to chairman of agency’s development committee. Last January in first step in transferal of management command at FC&B, Charles S. Winston Jr. and Richard W. Tully were elected president and board chairman of FC&B, respectively; Robert F. Carney, then board chairman, continued as chairman of finance committee; Mr. Taylor moved from president of agency to chairman of executive committee, and Fairfax M. Cone relinquished his post of chairman of executive committee to devote himself to creative work at FC&B. Agency, which billed $255.6 million in 1966, is publicly held and listed on New York Stock Exchange.

Robert V. Coppinger, national sales manager for radio division of Edward Petry & Co., elected VP and general sales manager of radio, new position. Mr. Coppinger joined Petry in 1965 as eastern sales manager of radio and earlier was with Metro Radio Sales as VP and New York sales manager.

WINNING IS NOT ALL

Arnold Palmer might win $186,000 this year playing golf, but with endorsements and residuals from radio-TV commercial work his earnings will total “upwards of $750,000.”

This speculation was offered by Dave Marr, 1965 Professional Golfers Association champion, to New York chapter of Broadcast Pioneers Friday (Nov. 17).

Mr. Marr added that “super stars” like Palmer and Jack Nicklaus command “big price” in broadcast advertising, and “take the rest of us [golfers] along.”

‘Suspense Theater’

MCA TV has placed Suspense Theater into syndication and has completed sales to 14 stations, it was announced Friday (Nov. 17) by Keith Godfrey, vice president in charge of sales.

One-hour color series, which was on NBC-TV from 1963 to 1965 under title of Kraft Suspense Theater, has been bought by WABC-TV New York; KABC-TV Los Angeles; KRON-TV San Francisco; KHTV-TV Houston; WSB-TV Atlanta; KDAL-TV Duluth; KGBV-TV Las Vegas; KRLD-TV Dallas; KIRO-TV Seattle; KPHO-TV Phoenix, and KSL-TV Salt Lake City.

Not on foray for N.Y.

Lindsay tells Hollywood

New York Mayor John V. Lindsay reassured Hollywood TV-radio community Friday (Nov. 17) that he’s not interested in any “raiding expeditions” for new business. TV and movie production can be “easy, simple and beautiful!” in New York he told Hollywood Radio and Television Society, but there’s “plenty of room for everyone” in production business and no community’s locations can be duplicated by another’s. “You can’t film ‘The Night They Raided Minsky’s’ in Pasadena,” he explained. Mayor Lindsay, who is member of President’s Commission on Civil Disorders, commended radio and TV stations in his city for “dignified, cautious and responsible” coverage of racial troubles last summer.

NBC moves to front

NBC-TV nosed out CBS-TV in 30-market Nielsen ratings for week ended Nov. 12 and out Friday (Nov. 17). Averages, covering 7:30-11 p.m. period, were NBC 18.9, CBS 18.7 and ABC 16.8.

NBC scored with four shows in top 10 to CBS’s five and ABC’s one. NBC’s Bob Hope Show (special) and Tuesday movie were 1-and-2 in ratings, while Dean Martin, also NBC, was fourth following CBS’s Friday movie.

CBS-TV spokesmen noted that network “continues to lead for the television season to date,” giving averages as CBS 19.3, NBC 17.7 and ABC 16.8.
Times have changed
Time was when a radio station, to be a network affiliate, had to accept a hodge-podge of programming and an awful lot of time.

But times have changed.

On January 1, 1968 — four trim and new, modern radio networks will introduce a new station concept of network broadcasting:

"no time to waste"

Each of our new breed of networks is independent of the other and designed for a specific station format: Information, Contemporary, Entertainment, FM.

Each network will program independently with that station format and only that format in mind. Our sound is your station. And it will fit your station.

That’s why we’ve created four modern networks in place of one good old-fashioned one.

Something more.

A radio station lives on time, and measures its profit in seconds.

How much time does it cost you to capitalize on all the speed, mobility, international reach, extensive personnel, equipment and radio-only news and sports actuality reporting by the network of your choice?

Significantly less than with any major network today, including ours!

And suddenly, all other radio networks are obsolete!

If you’d like to join the national broadcasters in step with the times, write or call the ABC RADIO NETWORK anytime before the end of the year.
After that we’ll be:

The American Contemporary Radio Network
The American Information Radio Network
The American Entertainment Radio Network
The American FM Radio Network

1330 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019 • (212) LT 1-7777
### The American Information Radio Network

#### PLANNED PROGRAM SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>Mon. thru Fri.</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:00 AM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10 AM</td>
<td>Sports (15 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 AM</td>
<td>News Around the World (15 minutes)</td>
<td>News Around the World (15 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10 AM</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:10 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:10 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 AM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:10 AM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 PM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:10 PM</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 PM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:10 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:10 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00 PM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:10 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 PM</td>
<td>News Around the World (15 minutes)</td>
<td>News Around the World (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Mon. Morning Headlines (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:10 PM</td>
<td>Tom Harmon (9 minutes)</td>
<td>Tom Harmon (9 minutes)</td>
<td>Tom Harmon (9 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:50 PM</td>
<td>Alex Trebek (9 minutes)</td>
<td>Alex Trebek (9 minutes)</td>
<td>Alex Trebek (9 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:00 PM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:10 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 PM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:10 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:10 PM</td>
<td></td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Feature (1) (15 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 PM</td>
<td>World Wrap-up (15 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
<td>News (10 minutes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:**
The American FM Network will furnish additional features and programs at night to all affiliated stations. Material may be used at the station's option. Feature Programs—Religious Meet the Newsmaker Vietnam Update

*Cut-away cue available after first five minutes.

Footnote 1:
Feature program is World of Sports.

Certain public affairs programming such as "Voices in the Headlines," "Issues and Answers" and religious will be pre-fed.

---

### The American FM Radio Network

#### PLANNED PROGRAM SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>Mon. thru Fri.</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:15 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:15 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN STANDARD TIME**
### PLANNED PROGRAM SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>Mon. thru Fri</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:55 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:55 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:25 AM</td>
<td>Sports (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>Sports (3½ minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:55 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:55 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:25 AM</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:55 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:25 PM</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:25 PM</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:25 PM</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:25 PM</td>
<td>Sports (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>Sports (3½ minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:25 PM</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:25 PM</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:25 PM</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td>ACR (3) (3½ minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:55 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN STANDARD TIME**

1. Optional
2. Between 6:55 and 11:55 AM, the Contemporary Network will open for pre-feed or local use.
   a. RELIGIOUS COMPOSITE HOUR: Three 15-minute religious programs pre-fed. Other 15-minutes for local availability.
   b. PERSPECTIVE: 50-minute news-in-depth feature program will be fed in two 25-minute parts.
3. **ACR** = American Contemporary Reports: Short, modern reports geared to the pace of contemporary radio.

---

### PLANNED PROGRAM SCHEDULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>Mon. thru Fri</th>
<th>SATURDAY</th>
<th>SUNDAY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 AM</td>
<td>Paul Harvey* Commentary (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:05 AM</td>
<td>The Don McNeill Show (25 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:35 AM</td>
<td>The Don McNeill Show (25 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 AM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 PM</td>
<td>Paul Harvey (1) Commentary (15 minutes)</td>
<td>Paul Harvey (2)* Commentary (15 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:30 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:30 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:30 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:35 PM</td>
<td>Joseph C. Harsh Commentary (15 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30 PM</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
<td>News (5 minutes)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN STANDARD TIME**

Public Affairs programming will be fed for delayed broadcast including religious, World of Space and Science, Vietnam Update.

Additional Entertainment programming can be made available on a to-be-determined basis.

Footnote 1: Fifteen minute co-op.

Footnote 2: For network sale.

*Available unless pre-empted by previous commitment.

---

**NOTE:**

Two additional 25-minute programs will be pre-fed for Sunday night broadcast.

a. Howard Cosell—"Speaking of Everything” (25 minutes)
b. “On Location” (25 minutes)
“Forecast new vigor for web radio as ABC gives birth to quadruplets custom-made for local
formats.”

Variety

“The four-webs-in-one concept . . . is designed to serve the station need, where presently the
station serves the network need.”

Variety

“... The first network service designed specifically from the stations’ point of view.”

Broadcasting Magazine

“Each of the four services will have its own program chief . . . and each will also have its own
staff of news writers and commentators in addition to drawing on world-wide facilities of
ABC News. Sports and other programming will also be produced by separate staffs for the
different services.”

Broadcasting Magazine

“The American Broadcasting Company is introducing a radical change in radio network
operation in order to offer local stations programs for specialized audiences.”

New York Times

“‘We’re hoping to bring network radio out of the past into the future,’ Mr. Beaudin told
Advertising Age, . . . the news staff in New York will be doubled. Program managers for each of
the four units, and other production people, will be hired, and the research department
will be increased.”

Advertising Age

“ABC announced it is investing $3 million in new technical facilities to implement its plan to
provide affiliates with four program services . . .”

Broadcasting Magazine

“The idea is not only brilliant and efficient, it is also the most
revolutionary development in the audio medium in about 20 years . . .”

Variety
no time to waste
A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

**NOVEMBER**

Nov. 20—Deadline for comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking concerning the public value of presunrise operation by class II stations via-a-vis co-channel U.S. I-A nighttime protected by class I stations. Such operations would be allowed only to the degree protection would be afforded by the I-A stations which at present derive their basic protection from the exclusivity of the I-A nighttime priority within the North American Region.

Nov. 20—Twentieth annual dinner of the Motion Picture Pioneers. Leonard H. Goldenson, president of ABC, New York, will accept the society's "Pioneer of the Year" award in recognition of his years of service to the entertainment industry. Americas hotel, New York.

Nov. 21—Special meeting of stockholders, Jerrord Corp., to vote on merger into General Instrument Corp. Fidelity Bank, Philadelphia.

Nov. 21—Luncheon meeting of the Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago. Speaker will be Marshall Kaplan, president and chief operating officer of the Kitchens of Sara Lee. Sheraton-Chicago hotel, Chicago.

Nov. 22—National stockholders meeting, CEF Inc., which owns American Research Bureau, for the purpose of voting on merger of CEF into Control Data Corp. (BROADCASTING, Sept. 25). Key Bridge Marriott motor hotel, Arlington, Va.

Nov. 22—Deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed revamping of VHF translator rules and policies regarding competitive problems and increased effective service.


Nov. 22—Executive committee meeting, National Cable Television Association, Washington.


Nov. 30—Deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking concerning the public value of presunrise operation by class II stations via-a-vis co-channel U.S. I-A nighttime services. "What the Commission would be allowed and in the degree of skywave interference protection to be afforded by such operations" will present derived their basic protection from the exclusivity of the I-A nighttime priority within the North American Region."

**DECEMBER**

Dec. 1—Opening date for entries in the fourth annual competition for the ANDY awards, sponsored by the Advertising Club of New York for advertising creativity.

Dec. 1—3—AP Wisconsin meeting (newspaper and radio-television members). Pfister hotel, Milwaukee.

Dec. 8—Third annual engineering-management seminar of the National Association of Broadcasters. Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

Dec. 9—Testimonial dinner in honor of Casey Shawhan, retired publicity and public relations director, NBC, West Coast. Biltmore hotel, Los Angeles.

Dec. 8—Winter meeting of Arizona Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include Charles Stone, NBC vice president for station services; Thom Winkle, NAB radio code manager, Camelback Inn, Phoenix.


Dec. 8—National conference of radio and TV weathercasting sponsored by the American Meteorological Society. Causeway Inn, Tampa, Fla. For further information contact program chairman Ray Leep, WVTY (TV) Weather Service, Box 1196, Tampa 23901.

Dec. 12—Meeting of National Association of Broadcasters television code board.

Dec. 14—Deadline for filing comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking to specify, in lieu of the existing MBOV concept, a standard method for calculating radiation for use in evaluating interference, coverage and overlap, and other prohibited contours in the standard broadcast service.


Dec. 20—Deadline for comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking that would permit standard broadcast stations operated by remote control to transmit some telemetry signals by intermittent subsonic tones.

**JANUARY 1968**

Jan. 2—New deadline for filing responses to FCC's inquiry into operation thereof to present commission policies regarding carriage and program exclusivity on CATV systems.

Jan. 4—Newsmaker luncheon sponsored by the International Radio and Television Society. Speaker and newsmen Walter Cronkite, CBS; Chet Huntley, NBC; and Peter Jennings, ABC, Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.

Jan. 5—Deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking that would permit standard broadcast stations operated by remote control to transmit some telemetry signals by intermittent subsonic tones.

Jan. 5—Deadline for entries for the fourth annual competition for the ANDY awards, given by the Advertising Club of New York for advertising creativity.

Jan. 12—Annual meeting Rocky Mountain Cable Television Association, Holiday Inn, Albuquerque, N. M.


Jan. 20—Deadline for receipt of entries in 15th Annual Television News Film Competition jointly sponsored by National Press Photographers Association and school of journalism, University of Oklahoma. Competition open in six categories plus News Film Station of the Year and Cameraman of the Year named during final judging March 1-3. Entries to be mailed to Bob Chadlock, director of competition, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla. 73069.

Jan. 16—Deadline for filing reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking to specify, in lieu of the existing MBOV concept, a standard method for calculating radiation for use in evaluating interference.
Sometimes it's a good idea to get another point of view on your operation—an outside look. Are things really as good...or as bad as they look to you?

It helps most if the feelings, opinions, and attitudes come from the audience itself—from both those who like your radio or television station and those who dislike your competitors.

When you think about it, it's really amazing how readily money is appropriated for capital investment in plant and equipment, but how little and how reluctantly it is appropriated for depth research into the audience itself. And after all, they are the target for the whole broadcasting effort.

Our company uses the unique skills of the social scientist to examine in detail, program-by-program and personality-by-personality, the strengths and weaknesses of your station and the others in your market.

Our clients know where they stand and, more importantly, the reasons why their ratings indicate the way they do. They also know just as much about their competitors.

One of the principal reasons for our contract renewals year after year is that we do more than just supervise a research project. We stay with you for a whole year to make sure you understand it and that it works for you.

Our contribution and the aggressive management effort of some of our clients have helped them to move from third place to first place in some of the country's most competitive markets.

If you would like to talk to us about it, we will be pleased to come and visit you with no obligation on your part. Just drop us a note, or better still, give us a call:

McHUGH and HOFFMAN, INC.
Television & Advertising Consultants
130 N. Woodward Avenue
Birmingham, Mich. 48011
Area Code 313 844-9800

One Moment
Please...

coverage and overlap of mutually prohibited contours in the standard broadcast service.

Jan. 15—Meeting of the Utah-Idaho AP Broadcasters Association, Utah, Idaho.

Jan. 21-23—Winter meeting of the Oklahoma broadcasters Association, Bananas motel, Oklahoma City.

Jan. 21-26—Winter board meeting of the National Association of Broadcasters, Fair Horizons, Longboat Key, Sarasota, Fla.

Jan. 22-23—Executive committee meeting, National Cable Television Association, Washington.


Jan. 29-27—The second annual color television conference sponsored by the Detroit section of the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Rackham Memorial Building, Detroit. Anyone interested in presenting a paper at the conference should contact Mr. B. Hadland, 305 Station WWJ, 632 West Lafayette, Detroit 52321. Registration information may be obtained through Wayne State University, Conference Department, Detroit.

FEBRUARY

Feb. 1—Deadline for submitting entries for the 20th annual George Polk Memorial Awards for outstanding achievement in journalism, sponsored by the department of journalism, Long Island University. Recognition is given mainly for foreign, national, metropolitan, interpretive, magazine, television and radio reporting as well as for community service, criticism, new photography and the television documentary. The application procedure follows: A brief background description, in the form of a letter sent along with the entry, is sufficient. Radio and television programs should take the form of sound-tape and be supplemented, when possible, by corresponding manuscripts. Photographs, suitably enlarged, must be mounted on strong backing. Entries should be filed with Prof. Jacob H. Jaffe, curator, George Polk Memorial Awards, Long Island U., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11201.

Feb. 1—Deadline for entries for the 30th annual Distinguished Service Awards of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalism society. Entries are submitted to the following categories: general reporting, editorial writing, Washington correspondence, foreign correspondence, news photography, editorial cartoon, magazine reporting, journalism research, radio and television reporting and editorializing, and public service by newspapers, magazines, radio stations or networks and television stations. Entries may be obtained from Sigma Delta Chi, 25 E. Wacker Dr., Chicago 60601.

Feb. 1—Deadline for entries for the 1967 Medical Journalism Awards of the American Medical Association. Awards are given for distinguished reporting on medicine or health on a U.S. radio or television station or network, and for distinguished editorial writing on a U.S. radio or television station or network. All entries must be sent to the Medical Journalists Awards Committee, American Medical Association, 535 North Dearborn St., Chicago 60610.

Feb. 5-7—Tenth annual conference on advertising/government relations sponsored by the American Advertising Federation, Washington Hilton hotel, Washington.

Feb. 9—Newsmaker luncheon sponsored by the International Radio and Television Society. Speaker will be Vincent Wastewski, president of the National Association of Broadcasters. Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.


MARCH


March 20-23—Annual West Coast meeting of Association of National Advertisers. Del Monte Lodge, Pebble Beach, Calif.

March 21-27—Fifth Hollywood Festival of World Television, Los Angeles.


Indicates first or revised listing.

Is it really equal time?

ERROR: As one who strongly supports the right of broadcasters to editorialize, I must disagree with your Nov. 6 editorial, "Gag Rule," [Editor: Here is my impression which is based on my speech before the International Radio and Television Society early this year in New York] I not only tried to sustain the right of a station to express on-the-air opinion, I maintained it was a duty.

Nonetheless, my experience in government and politics can lead me to only one conclusion on candidate endorsement and that is that the FCC may actually have been too mild in its conclusion in the matter of KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle.

A 20-second endorsement repeated 24 times with opposing candidate giving six spots also of 20 seconds each reply, is not only unfair, it is ludicrous. The FCC hinting that equal reply time would suffice for fairness, and your reaction to it, misses the point.

If you editorialize on an issue and offer equal time for a reasoned reply, that is one thing. However, if you merely say "We endorse John Doe for city council," which is not 20 seconds, what can the opposing candidate say in his reply? The prestige and power of the station is implicit in the endorsement. What will be effective to counter it? Aside from saying "Vote for me, not him," what can the reply be? This is free time and valuable time, but can it have any true or fair relationship to the damage done or the point made?

The only fair way to handle such en-
Now that it's left home you'll need 3-stage Amp

(ALL MEDIA PULSE)

Just in time to help you keep track of the mushrooming "plug-out" television audience, comes 3-Stage AMP.

Not just another ratings service, but a completely new approach to all-media research, providing for cross-media analysis.

The secret is one sample, in three stages . . . covered by one TV-only diary, one radio-only diary, and one interview to obtain print, demographic and selected product use data.


One sample, three separate stages, all personal.

THREE-STAGE AMP
ALL-MEDIA RESEARCH BY Pulse

The Pulse, Inc., 730 Fifth Ave., New York, 212-Judson 6-3316
In Chicago: 435 N. Michigan Ave., 312-644-7141
In Los Angeles: 6404 Wilshire Blvd., 213-653-7733
Some bonus circulation

Editor: Request permission to reprint Nov. 6 Admiral Corp. editorial with full credit to Broadcasting. Congratulations on another fine and penetrating job which is more or less routine with you.—Hi Bramham, commercial manager, WSM-TV Nashville.

(Permission granted. Editorial related Admiral's decision not to use TV advertising with its sharp decline in earnings this year.)

Editor: Request original art work and permission to reprint Sid Hix Nov. 6 cartoon. We have run very successful Friday Night movie for over five years.—Mort Cohn, vice president and general manager, WLO- TV Asheville, N. C.

(Permission granted; original en route.)

Compliments to the author

Editor: . . . I have received many favorable comments on the Oct. 30 Monday Memo article.—J. E. McDougall, Cockfield, Brown & Company Ltd., Montreal.

Research in the ghetto

Editor: Most of the story, "News pipelines to the ghetto," in your Oct. 16 edition was based on a thesis which was researched and written by Thomas H. Allen while he was a graduate student at West Virginia University. You cite "a recent study" in the article, but I think you should have credited Mr. Allen. He is a modest young man, but I am sure he would have appreciated some recognition for his work.—Professor Guy H. Stewart, School of Journalism, West Virginia University, Morgantown.

(The reference to the study by Bill Monroe, director of NBBC News in Washington, does not include mention of Mr. Allen, hence the omission of credit.)
What's it mean—a masthead?

Not much really until you've demonstrated a level of integrity.

Naturally it costs money and creates problems when you stand behind your masthead. But, your reader buys your publication simply because he has come to know and expect you to perform to a given level.

We make medicines for doctors to prescribe. We take the responsibilities for these medicines.

This is our masthead

For a free copy of This is Lederle, write to Public Relations Department

LEDERLE LABORATORIES
A Division of American Cyanamid Company, Pearl River, New York

BROADCASTING, November 20, 1967
Think 1967 was a big news year?

- Mideast War
- Riots
- Vietnam
- Russia vs. China

More than 300 UPI affiliates have learned there's more money—and more interest—in locally-produced news shows using UPI Audio.

For openers, you might ask WGN, WOR, KSFO, KIXI, WJW, KMPC, WHDH, WAVA, KFJZ, KPOL, WWDC, WNUS, WMCA, WIBG, or KVI just how we did on the big stories.

They’re just a few of the stations that sent congrats.
then just look at what you know is coming in 1968...

- Olympics
- Conventions
- Elections
- Apollo

UPI will provide direct programming in 1968 on all these once-every-four-year stories.

Planned Coverage by UPI means Revenue Producing Programs in your market.

We’re working on coverage.
Are you working on sales?

The Network for News—UPI AUDIO
MARTDAY MEMO from PHILIP E. BASH, Clinton E. Frank Inc., Chicago

Agencies can help curb rising government control

For some time advertising has been under attack from a number of sources. Consider Donald Turner, assistant attorney general for antitrust. Since his Justice Department appointment in 1965, he has periodically raised the alarm bells throughout the entire business community. He also has said he believes there is a significant correlation between high advertising expenditures and market concentration, with adverse effect upon competition.

Or consider the Federal Trade Commission. It has wide powers over the content of advertising. Chairman Paul Rand Dixon made its position clear when he said "advertising would make a mistake if it argued that government should never ask questions of you."

Answers Obvious • There are many solid arguments against the encroaching power of government and arbitrary policies against bigness.

Ours is an innovative economy. We all know that a very good product will survive only until something better is invented.

Yet this simple fact eludes the government agencies. A recent example is the FTC suit against General Foods for acquiring S.O.S. and allegedly threatening to create a monopoly in the steelwool scouring-pad market (see story, this issue). Meanwhile three firms began marketing nylon or plastic pads with ads that attacked steel pads as out of date. But the FTC concluded nylon pads were for use on china and glass and only steel pads should do the job on pots and pans. What a sweeping claim! If it were made on TV could it be labeled as deceptive advertising?

The essence of an advertising budget does not necessarily reflect a majority of the market. Ford found this a bitter truth with the Edsel. Mr. Turner's suggested limits on ad budgets raises the question of who decides how much for whom. Certainly new products need more promotion and often they are brought out by small companies. It seems such limits would not only be arbitrary but in restraint of trade.

Meeting the Threat • What position should advertising agencies assume in the present situation of criticism by the public and the threat of more government control?"

Certainly it should not be one of passive self-defense, for this attitude creates a void which would be filled inevitably by more government activity. It is essential rather that we apply the full force of constructive ideas and ac-

Philip E. Bash, president of Clinton E. Frank Inc. since 1964, is chairman of the Chicago Council of the American Association of Advertising Agencies. He joined Frank agency in 1954, the year it was established, becoming vice president in 1956 and senior vice president and director of marketing services in 1961. Earlier for seven years he was with Leo Burnett Co. He holds a B.A. degree from DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind., and served in the Navy during World War II.

must work consistently with our self-regulatory bodies to bring up the standards of all advertising. We should cooperate in efforts to raise the level of local advertising which sometimes damages the entire industry.

Recently the courts have held that the advertising agency is the expert responsible for content. Obviously someone has to be held accountable. While this decision may add to our problems, there can be no more buck-passing.

Therefore we are obligated to present our clients with ideas and copy which represent truth, good information and proper appeal. We also are obligated to demand of our clients the whole truth about their products.

But we still are faced with the threat of increased government control. Ira M. Millstein in an article for the Columbia Law Review states "it may be time for the FTC to doff its almost exclusively prosecutorial hat and don that of adviser and coordinator."

I would hope we could have some influence in effecting this change in roles by taking initiative in arranging conferences between the government agencies and representatives of the marketing world. We could then keep the government fully apprised of developments in self-regulation, promote some area of mutual understanding of marketing problems and work toward solutions that will benefit the public and the national economy.

We must constantly bear in mind that advertising is the mainspring of the merchandising process. It thrust has economic force. It uncovers enormous opportunities for the social and educational betterment of many sectors of our population. It is a powerful thrust that we must use with imagination and with wisdom.

Although we should not be the first to make suggestions, one can see some areas where we could operate more effectively. We could work together to present a united front to the FTC and state regulatory agencies. We could cooperate to produce some uniformity of standards. And we could cooperate in making public presentations on the need for advertising agencies to be an active part of the solution, not a part of the problem we must face.
We Buy Time

How much is YOUR time worth?

As a good businessman your time is worth PLENTY, and WE can buy you more time.

Nationwide backs their man with a GUARANTEE

Nationwide will provide the “right man” for your opening! In order to assure complete satisfaction we will back each placement with a full one year unconditional guarantee.

DIAL 312 337-5318 FOR FAST, CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE

Nationwide Broadcast Personnel Consultants

645 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 • Tel. 312 337-5318
EXECUTIVE, ADMINISTRATIVE, PROGRAMING, SALES, AND ENGINEERING PLACEMENT
RUST CRAFT
experts in creative color select
the best in color broadcasting...

RCA TK-42 “Big Tube” Cameras and
TR-70 Highband Tape Recorders

In the Rust Craft business, finest color reproduction is most important
whether in greeting cards or broadcasting. RCA TR-70 highband
recorders are a perfect match for RCA TK-42 studio cameras, giving
Rust Craft stations an unbeatable combination in producing highest
quality color programs and commercials.

Medium market stations, like those in the major markets, demand the
best in color. The fact that many group-owned stations are ordering this
RCA color combination is an indication of the emphasis on quality.
Some of the many Rust Craft artists at work, illustrating various stages in design of cards, party goods and gift wrap. In all these, the creative use of color combinations is basic to the appeal and sales of Rust Craft products.

Creative color combination: TK-42 color camera and TR-70 highband tape recorder in operation at WROC-TV, Rochester, one of the Rust Craft stations.

The Food Industry is one of the most competitive areas of retailing. Manufacturers and retailers know their advertising dollars must be invested in the best possible manner. In Maryland, America's most successful food manufacturers, processors and retailers, after years of experience, instinctively buy WMAR-TV, the station that delivers more results than any other in this market. Join them when you are placing spot schedules. Call your Katz man or Tony Lang, WMAR-TV Sales Manager, for complete details.

P.S. This past week WMAR-TV carried 580 spots for products sold in food stores. Was yours included?
Pay TV back in the freezer

House committee tells FCC to cool it for a year
while Congress studies whole broadcast system;
nobody expects FCC to tell Congress to go jump

The House Commerce Committee has acted to stop any FCC action on pay TV for one year, pending comprehensive hearings during the next session of Congress on subscription TV's impact on the total communications picture and receipt of whatever recommendations a presidential task force may have for toll television.

There was every indication that the FCC, although considered not legally bound by the vote of one committee in one house of the Congress (the action took the form of a sense-of-the-Commerce-Committee resolution), would bow to political reality and give the House panel the delay it has sought.

Pay-TV opponents could see in the committee action a parallel to events in 1958 when a similar resolution stayed the FCC's hand from approving pay-TV installations—even for tests (BROADCASTING, Feb. 10, 1958). (A modification of the Commerce Committee's stand made way for limited experimentation.)

But the picture wasn't entirely dark for pay-TV advocates last week. It was noted that stronger language might have been adopted, and key committee members gave assurances that the resolution represented no attempt to judge the pay-TV issues on their merits. Rather, the step was portrayed as a means to keep the matter from being foreclosed by FCC action before Congress could mount a major attempt to assess subscription television's impact on a host of related problems.

Hearings Slated - As if to reassure proponents of pay TV that the congressional door had not been slammed completely shut, Representative James Harvey (R-Mich.), author of the basic resolution, said that hearings in the next session were definitely contemplated. Asked how these hearings would differ from the one conducted last month by the Communications Subcommittee (BROADCASTING, Oct. 23, 16), he said they would be much broader in scope, attempting to relate pay TV to commercial television, “public television,” CATV, networks and spectrum allocation. These areas are specified in the resolution as requiring “comprehensive consideration.”

Mr. Harvey also referred to the report expected next year from the President's task force on communications (BROADCASTING, Aug. 21), a group whose franchise does not specifically include pay-TV problems but is charged with the larger problems of frequency allocations and the possible need for general revision of the Communications Act of 1934.

Proposals incorporated in the task force's promised report are expected to provide a basis for a broad committee inquiry promised by Communications Subcommittee Chairman Torbert MacDonald (D-Mass.). Commerce Committee Chairman Harley O. Staggers (D-W.Va.) is also known to favor an exhaustive probe into basic communications law, an enterprise that will become more likely if shaped in advance by administration spadework.

The resolution, as amended and
The real meaning of pay-TV delay

FEW AT FCC THINK SUBSCRIPTION TV IS A THREAT TO FREE TV

The House Commerce Committee's action last week in moving to head off FCC action on pay television for another year represents, in some measure, a victory for forces opposed to the establishment of a pay system as a regular service. But the real significance of the resolution calling for the moratorium may turn out to be that it helps focus attention on the fact that pay television, at least in the form which has for years frightened commercial broadcasters and outraged members of Congress, may no longer be a real issue.

The commission after studying the matter for 12 years, had been moving toward the creation of a pay-TV service. But its expected decision to shelve the matter has nothing to do with the committee's expressed doubt as to the agency's authority in the matter. It's simply that the commission has no wish to antagonize a congressional committee that has indicated a desire to take a further look at a complex of interrelated communications issues, including pay television (see page 29).

**Authority** - The commission on a number of occasions dating back some 10 years, and most recently in a hearing before the Commerce Committee's Subcommittee on Communications last month (Broadcasting, Oct. 9), has maintained that it has authority to establish a pay-TV system without further congressional action. (And in the only court test involving the commission's jurisdiction in the area, the U. S. Court of Appeals, in a 1962 decision that the Supreme Court declined to review, upheld the commission's jurisdiction to authorize tests of pay television.)

Furthermore, the commission appears to have reached the point where a majority of its members, if not all seven of them, appear to have been persuaded to grant the pay-TV forces' wish to test their systems in the market place in competition with conventional television. Indeed, in requesting comments from the industry in the most recent round of its protracted rulemaking proceeding, the commission, in March 1966, said: "That subscription television on a nationwide scale can be effectively integrated into a total TV system, with advantages to the viewing audiences, appears to be a reasonably sound conclusion at this point" (Broadcasting, March 28, 1966).

In part, the commission's apparent readiness to authorize the establishment of a pay-TV system is based on a desire to keep faith with the ideal of the free-enterprise system. As one commission member put it, in reference to the opposition of commercial broadcasters worried about what pay television might do to the existing system: "Is it proper for an agency of government to put a fence around an existing industry to protect it from competition?"

**Easy Compliance** - But there is a factor, not present previously, that makes it easier for the commission at least to express a willingness to let pay TV compete in the market place—and one which suggests that pay TV is no longer the issue it once was: Few, if any, of the commissioners believe that pay television poses a threat to the existing system.

The continuing test of the Zenith Radio Corp. and its affiliated company, Teco Inc., of Zenith's Phoneline system of off-the-air pay television in Hartford, Conn., certainly provides no basis for FCC concern. Neither did the test of International Telemeter Co. of a wired system in a suburb of Toronto, nor the ill-fated operation of Subscription Television Inc. in California.

And for any commissioner harboring thoughts that a full-blown pay-TV system could cause trouble not foreseen by the tests, there are the rules that the commission's special committee on pay TV proposed that the agency adopt in establishing a subscription system.

They are designed to prevent siphoning of the kind of programming on which conventional television has come to depend. They would, for instance, prohibit pay-TV stations from carrying feature films that were shown more than two years previously on a first-run basis (some exceptions would be made for classics, such as "Gone With the Wind"). Events that had been carried in the pay-TV-served community within two years preceding the proposed pay-TV broadcast would be denied to the pay system. And series-type programming with interconnected plots would be barred. So would commercial TV.

These rules thus reflect what the commission's committee, as well as pay-TV proponents, believe would be the

passed by the Commerce Committee, cited inconclusive tests on public acceptance of pay TV and availability of different or higher-quality programming, unclear effects on commercial TV and on "the established national policy with regard to localization and public-service aspects of television," as reasons for the committee action. It was also noted that subsidized noncommercial television "may fill adequately the need for additional viewing fare and cultural programming."

**Authority Unmentioned** - As passed by the Communications Subcommittee Tuesday (Nov. 14), the Harvey resolution contained no assertion of the FCC's lack of authority to establish a subscription broadcast service—long a sticking point for most committee members, even those who would otherwise have no objection to the start of a limited pay-TV service.

During full-committee consideration of the amendment, offered by Representative Horace R. Kornegay (D-N. C.), added the jurisdictional issue to the bill of particulars: "It has not been established to the satisfaction of this committee that authority to license subscription television operations comes within the power of the commission..." That amendment, as was one other, was adopted on a voice vote.

But stronger language, offered by Representative John E. Moss (D-Calif.), was rejected. It was reported that the Moss amendment would have stated flatter that the FCC had no legal grounds to act on pay TV.

**Limit Limited** - The other change wrought on the subcommittee-approved text by the full committee was inclusion of the one-year limit on commission action. Mr. Harvey explained later that he had offered two draft resolutions to the subcommittee, one with the one-year limit and one without. It
realities of a pay-TV system—mass entertainment. To assure that there is some delivery on the long-held promise of pay-TV backers—cultural events, such as opera, ballet, legitimate theater—the rules would bar pay-TV stations from devoting more than 90% of their subscription programing to feature films and sports.

Commissioner Lee Loewinger made it plain in the oral argument the commission held on the pay-TV question last month that such rules provide for far more program supervision than he could easily stomach. It doesn't seem unlikely, however, that changes could be made to persuade him to at least go along if a majority of his colleagues favored adoption of a pay TV system.

Changes. But the history of the pay-TV tests and the rigid rules under consideration aren't the only reasons for writing off pay television as a real issue. In the view of some commissioners, time is passing pay TV by. Commercial TV, they note, is to a degree moving increasingly into the void pay TV was supposed to have filled, what with its presentation of increasingly current movies and an ever-growing list of specials. Furthermore, they cite the recently established Corp. for Public Broadcasting providing the kind of diversity pay TV was supposed to make possible.

And beyond these developments, there is the exploding technological revolution in communications. CATV, with systems relaying signals picked up from television stations, commissions, is being developed to a rudimentary extent of what may come. Commissioner Nicholas Johnson, among others, has held out the prospect of 20-channel cable TV systems developing in response to viewers' demands for a diversity of programming. And if such systems operate entirely by wire, does the commission have the authority to regulate them? Some commission sources think not.

Commission's Doubts. The commission itself has expressed doubt it has the authority to ban program origination by CATV systems. Indeed, the CATV bill the commission has asked Congress to adopt to eliminate any question as to the agency's authority to regulate cable systems specifically calls for a ban on program origination, in an effort, the commission explains, to bar CATV from developing into wired pay-TV systems. (The commission, however, would want authority to permit certain kinds of origination, such as those for news and weather reports.)

In addition, there is CBS Laboratories' new electronic video recording (EVR) system that, its developers say, can become the counterpart of the home phonograph (see page 66). CBS Laboratories is developing a broadcast version of EVR that is said to hold the promise of replacing conventional film and tape as the basic medium for TV programs and commercials. But EVR's original application is expected to be in the form of an instrument for the display in the home of a variety of audio-visual material.

In view of such developments, one commission official noted, it is hard to get steamed up about the House committee's action in urging the commission to hold off action on pay TV for a year. There seems to be no great feeling one way or another about the matter, he added. Another suggested that the commission had better start looking ahead to the new issues being opened up by the new technology. That, he said, is where the real work of the commission lies.

The full-committee passage came on a voice vote, Chairman Stagg is said. "I heard no no's," he added. Because of the nature of the voting and the patterns offered it was difficult to gauge the location and strength of pro-pay-TV forces. Both the full committee and the subcommittee met behind closed doors.

Two key subcommittee votes were unofficially reported: the main 5-4 vote on final passage for referral to the parent committee and a 7-2 vote against adding the one-year limit to the

**subcommittee text.** The closeness of the final vote led to speculation earlier in the week that the measure came close to being defeated in the subcommittee, a development that would have been tantamount to signaling the FCC to proceed with its determinations.

**Rooney's View.** In fact, it developed that one of the missing votes—that belonging to Representative Fred Rooney (D-Fla.), who was absent attending a grand opening in his district—would have tied the score at 5-5, resulting in no subcommittee action. Mr. Rooney later said he did not have sufficient advance warning of the subcommittee meeting and that he felt that pay TV "should be given a chance."

On the other hand, another vote was absent—that of Representative William Springer (R-Ohio), ranking minority member of the committee, who could have been expected to vote for the resolution. (Mr. Springer was listed as a key advocate of the 1958 anti-pay-TV resolution.)

Those present and voting for the resolution in the subcommittee were Chairman Stagger, Mr. Hairston, Mr. Kornegay and James T. Brovhill (R-N. C.). Those opposed were Mr. Van Deerlin, Richard L. Ottinger (D-N. Y.), Clarence J. Brown (R-Ohio) and Donald G. Brotzman (R-Colo.).

**Hyde Reacts.** There was not much doubt that the resolution would have its intended effect on the FCC. Commission Chairman Rosel H. Hyde would say only that he "gave the committee the commission's views at the time of the hearing, and I have nothing further to add."

At the hearing, Chairman Hyde said that the FCC believed it had the authority under present statutes to establish a pay-TV system if it found one to be in the public interest and that it would take a change in the law to alter the situation. He added, though, that he would closely consider the wishes of the Commerce Committee and that he personally did not expect hasty action of the sort that would not give time for Congress to make its wishes known.

**Zenith 'Not Discouraged.'** In Chi-
Pay-TV resolution passed by House committee

The following is the text of the resolution on subscription television approved by the House Commerce Committee:

Whereas the experimental subscription television systems thus far tested have proved to be inconclusive as to acceptability to the public generally, and as to whether the public interest would be best served; and

Whereas such experimental systems have been unable to demonstrate the ability of subscription television to offer new, different or higher quality viewing for potential subscribers; and

Whereas the long term effects of subscription television on commercial television and upon the established national policy with regard to localization and public service aspects of television are unclear; and

Whereas the development of public television may fill adequately the need for additional viewing fare and cultural programming; and

Whereas the many complex issues and interrelationships among radio, commercial television, public television, community antenna television, subscription television, networks, satellites and spectrum allocation require additional committee attention and comprehensive consideration; and

Whereas it has not been established to the satisfaction of this committee that authority to license subscription television operations comes within the power of the commission under the provisions of the Communications Act of 1934.

Now, therefore, be it resolved that it is the sense of the committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce that the FCC should refrain from further action upon its Fourth Report and Order for one year, or, until the Communications Act of 1934 is amended to authorize subscription television.

BROADCAST ADVERTISING

TVB searches for guiding light

With unsold time on stations' schedules, salesmen look for ways to get television back onto its usual track of continuously climbing sales curves

Television forces gathered for the Television Bureau of Advertising's 13th annual membership meeting in record numbers last week to try to peer into a future that they devoutly hoped would be better than 1967 has been.

Economists, consultants, researchers and agency executives painted a generally optimistic picture of the years ahead, and in the meantime TVB officials, led by President Norman E. Cash and Chairman Joseph P. Dougherty outlined what the bureau is doing today to make a brighter tomorrow.

A meeting Wednesday morning in New York (Nov. 15), opening three days of business, dealt primarily with spot television, whose softness this year has been a source of continuing concern.

The indications, according to participants in the closed meeting, are that although as always spot volume is up at some stations and down at others, in total it seems to be on a plateau about level with total spot volume at this time last year.

Needs Help = Officials reportedly stressed that TVB is doing all it can with its present resources, that it must have help if it is to do more-and that stations not now members of TVB represent a vast reservoir of potential help, if they would only join up.

It was estimated that approximately 260, or fewer than half of the more than 600 commercial stations now on the air, are TVB members. Some members complained tartly after the meeting that, as one put it: "We're putting up the dough, and the others are getting a lot of the benefit standing on the sidelines doing nothing."

A membership drive seemed in order—and likely.

It also was disclosed, according to participants, that arrangements had been made for TVB to get a lot of additional help from station reps. These arrangements, it was said, include the designation of one TVB contact at each rep firm to be available for a variety of assistance to TVB, from compiling information to making sales calls.

A review of other TVB activities in behalf of spot television or TV sales generally was said to have included long-range and more immediate research programs, an intensified program of sales calls and the evolution of the new "System of Spot" designed to reduce paper-work and make spot buying easier (BROADCASTING, Sept. 25, et seq.).

Regional Clinics = It also was disclosed that TVB sales clinics, held on an individual-station basis in recent years, will be conducted on a regional basis in some 21 cities. In 1968, Howard Abrahams, vice president and director of local sales, said the tentative lineup will permit member-station executives to travel no more than 250 miles to a
The city that turns us on

San Francisco is the city that sets the pace, makes the trends, starts the styles. San Francisco: one of a kind. Unique.

In the San Francisco Bay Area, viewers are turning on KTVU, the only television station that programs its entire schedule to match the varied tastes of this market.

So when you need impact and coverage, go to the independent that’s tuned to the market and gives you a net weekly circulation of 1,204,700 TV homes.* The Nation's Leading Independent TV Station.

KTVU 2
SAN FRANCISCO • OAKLAND

* Figures quoted or derived from audience surveys are estimates subject to sampling and other errors. Original reports can be reviewed for details on methodology.

Cox Broadcasting Corporation stations: WSB AM-FM-TV, Atlanta; WHIO AM-FM-TV, Dayton; WSOC AM-FM-TV, Charlotte; WQOD AM-FM, Miami; WITC-TV, Pittsburgh; KTVU San Francisco-Oakland.
Coffee growers use of TV draws praise

Citations praising "superb efforts" to increase coffee consumption through TV advertising were presented to the International Coffee Organization and its agency, McCann-Erickson by the Television Bureau of Advertising last Tuesday (Nov. 14).

Norman E. Cash, TVB president (shown at left above with McCann-Erickson representatives) made the presentation at the board of directors luncheon opening TVB's annual meeting in New York (see adjacent stories).

Enrique Soto of the National Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia, accepting on behalf of ICO, responded with some kind words for TV. ICO started using television in 1965 because of deep concern ever declining coffee sales in U. S. and Canada, and now has evidence of a sales upturn for the first time since 1961, he reported, hailing TV's "tremendous impact."

Television is the primary medium in the campaign, which portrays coffee as the "Think Drink" and the number of markets is being increased for 1967-68. Shown with Mr. Cash are McCann-Erickson's (1 to r) George Morris, account director; Donald Smith, senior vice president, and Al Tractenberg, account executive.

Meeting, except in the Far West.

Cities designated for the one-day meetings were Los Angeles; San Francisco; Portland, Ore.; Chicago; Boston; Salt Lake City; Denver; Washington; St. Louis; Omaha; Jacksonville, Fla.; Charlotte, N. C.; Minneapolis; Detroit; Buffalo, N. Y.; Oklahoma City; Houston; New Orleans; Indianapolis; Pittsburgh, and Cincinnati.

Several stations said that gains in local business were keeping their total sales volume up despite slowdowns in spot's growth rate.

TVB officials said registration for the three-day meeting exceeded 220, the largest in TVB history.

Most of the sessions dealt with what's ahead in the coming years, including a look at commercials and commercial practices as they're apt to be five years from now (see page 39).

Today's business was dealt with mostly in closed sessions, including, in addition to Wednesday morning's, elections Thursday afternoon (see page 74) and a partially open, partially closed meeting Friday morning at which WGN-TV New York presented a campaign technique that many authorities thought could be instrumental in increasing TV's share of retail business (see page 48).

In the keynote speech at a dinner Tuesday evening, President Cash reported that TV has had a growth of $1.5 billion in advertiser investment since the bureau started but that today the medium faces "a future full of uncertainties and equally full of opportunities."

A Challenge * Mr. Cash emphasized that the increased cost of selling constitutes one of the challenges of the future. He referred to FCC reports that show station sales expenses at an all-time high of $112 million, and commented: "There is no such thing as a cheap salesman. Either he makes a profit or he is too expensive. The same yardstick has been applied to the bureau's activities."

He stated that TVB has stepped up its spot television sales calls in an acceleration program that already has included 202 national advertiser meetings and has resulted in "some $18 million in added spot business."

He praised the cooperation of station representatives in making possible "a greater awareness" of spot television on the part of national advertisers. "Television's future growth in spot, in network and in local is important not only for the telecaster but for the total economy of our nation," Mr. Cash asserted.

Improved communications, teamwork and forward planning by the television medium and advertisers and their agencies can be mutually beneficial, TVB Chairman Dougherty, executive vice president of Capital Cities Broadcasting, told the bureau's board of directors luncheon on Tuesday. He acknowledged that television has a communication problem, for example, in attempting to pinpoint for agencies the inventory of its spot TV availabilities.

Mr. Dougherty reported that last April TVB and its representative members took a check and discovered 9.5 million home impressions were available April 15 for a May 1 start (via primetime spot minutes) at a total cost of $28,000.

"We discovered that advertisers thought prime minutes didn't exist in spot," he continued. "Yet, here was 9.5 million home impressions worth of advertising pressure... available two weeks before air time."

Mr. Dougherty said similar checks were made in mid-August and in October. TVB now has developed a short-term and a long-term research approach to this problem and some of the results of the two studies now are being analyzed, he said.

A Gap * He indicated that advertisers, too, may be involved in a "communications gap." Mr. Dougherty said restrictions placed upon agency requests for availabilities can reduce the audience reached or can increase the cost. He urged advertisers not to restrict their buys to prime time but to buy the audience rather than the time period.

He suggested that advertisers may want to attempt a single day's saturation campaign to generate sales at a faster pace, and added: "These one-day sales can produce the dollars for an additional advertising budget. It's a cycle of advertising to sales to more advertising that can operate almost as fast as you are will-
Television’s most distinguished offering.

53 suspenseful hours, calculated to turn on the young adult audiences as well as the 50-plus set. From the production teams behind Universal’s “World Premiere” films-for-TV. Knit together with superb color, gripping suspense, promotability of all-star casts and diversified stories. Powerful fare to resolve your most pressing scheduling problems.

SOLD TO:

- WABC-TV, New York
- KRON-TV, San Francisco
- WSB-TV, Atlanta
- KDAL-TV, Duluth
- KHTV, Houston
- WDSU-TV, New Orleans
- KABC-TV, Los Angeles
- KBVH-TV, Las Vegas
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- KPHO-TV, Phoenix
- KIRO-TV, Seattle
- KODE-TV, Joplin
Managing Business Information for Tomorrow . . . Today," S. F. Damkroger, assistant vice president, marketing and rate plans department, AT&T, stressed that computers with the proper communications abilities can help cut costs in buying and selling TV time; can provide demographic research of markets and detailed, up-to-the-minute reports of spots sold and those still available.

"When Touch-Tone phones, now spreading rapidly, are in general use," Mr. Damkroger continued, "you will be able to program the computer itself to make surveys of the homes in your market. . . . The telephone call is made live, using a Touch-Tone telephone hookup with the computer. After answering and agreeing to the survey, the respondent feeds the information sought directly into a computer, punching out the answers on the Touch-Tone buttons of their home telephones."

W. Robert Widener, president, Information Management Facilities Inc., described the use of the computer in assisting various manufacturing companies in meeting their marketing and sales requirements. He said smaller businesses, such as TV stations, can utilize the computer in making decisions more easily and quickly.

Charles R. DeCarlo, director of information research, corporate strategy, International Business Machines, noted that there is a similarity between TV and computers in that both are "love-hate" symbols. People "love" them because they are useful and informational tools but "hate" them because they are "mechanistic" and associated with loss of individuality. He thought there will be "disenchantment" with the computer as well as with TV in the years ahead, among young people, who, he said, will be asking: "What does it all mean?"

Demographic measurements currently used to define audiences are becoming less and less meaningful as the "life styles" of people are becoming more and more diverse.

**Tomorrow's Business** That was one of the messages offered by several speakers at the Wednesday-afternoon session on "Barometers for Business Tomorrow."

The point was made first by Dr. Wendell Smith, president of the Marketing Science Institute, who said that, for one example, people are "discretionary replacement buyers" cut across all income and educational lines, resembling each other more than they resemble people who are in their respective demographic groups.

He advised broadcasters to "think of your audiences in behavioral as well as demographic terms."

Daniel Yankelovich, president of the research firm bearing his name, underscored Dr. Smith's point and suggested that attitudinal as well as behavioral differences must be taken into account.

"Demographic differences are blurring, and life-style differences are becoming more important," Mr. Yankelovich said, adding that "in local marketing you are being victimized by "the decline in demography" as a profile demographic measurement factor.

In a similar vein, Carl Spielvogel, president of the Market Planning Corp. in the Interpublic complex, predicted that selection of advertising media in the future would rely more heavily on the behavioral sciences, in addition to demographics.

Mr. Spielvogel reviewed the working of the "presidents' councils," groups of

---

**BAR network-TV billing report for week ended Nov. 12**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day parts</th>
<th>Networks</th>
<th>Week ending Nov. 12</th>
<th>Cume Nov. 1</th>
<th>Week ending Nov. 12</th>
<th>Cume Nov. 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td>ABC-TV</td>
<td>$248.8</td>
<td>394.6</td>
<td>ABC-TV</td>
<td>104.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>1,503.9</td>
<td></td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>729.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NBC-TV</td>
<td>2,362.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>NBC-TV</td>
<td>729.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6,963.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,751.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday-Saturday</td>
<td>ABC-TV</td>
<td>1,502.2</td>
<td>2,983.3</td>
<td>Saturday-Sunday</td>
<td>189.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>2,010.2</td>
<td>4,377.2</td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>422.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NBC-TV</td>
<td>1,742.3</td>
<td>3,455.6</td>
<td>NBC-TV</td>
<td>926.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4,242.4</td>
<td>8,005.8</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>2,104.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Saturday</td>
<td>ABC-TV</td>
<td>283.9</td>
<td>633.7</td>
<td>Monday-Saturday</td>
<td>14,215.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>704.2</td>
<td>1,072.9</td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>24,605.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NBC-TV</td>
<td>603.8</td>
<td>1,150.6</td>
<td>NBC-TV</td>
<td>26,783.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,591.9</td>
<td>2,857.2</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>65,129.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following correction has been made to November accumulated totals due to program rate revisions: ABC for week ending Nov. 5, 1967, Monday-Friday 10 a.m.-6 p.m.—Decrease $1,200.00. This adjustment is reflected in summary figures for November and year-to-date above.

**38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)**
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MEADOW BROOK MUSIC FESTIVAL. Held on the beautiful campus of Oakland University and featuring the Detroit Symphony Orchestra with renowned guest soloists such as Van Cliburn, Meadow Brook is acknowledged as one of the most noteworthy musical events in the United States.

Just as Detroiters regard this highly acclaimed concert series as distinctive of Detroit, so they have regarded The WWJ Stations as distinctively Detroit for 47 years. Why? Because of programming that reflects the city's own interest in local news, sports, entertainment, public affairs, and community service. And, because of WWJ's home-ownership by The Detroit News. When you ask a Detroiter which radio and TV stations are distinctively Detroit, he'll instinctively tell you "WWJ."

WWW and WWJ-TV
OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS. AFFILIATED WITH NBC.
NATIONAL TELEVISION REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. • NATIONAL RADIO REPRESENTATIVES: MCGAVREN-GUILD-PGW RADIO, INC.
3500 feet down, people could travel 500 miles per hour—through solid rock

(The steels are ready whenever you are)

Although the automobile will continue to be the basic means of American travel, high-speed mass transportation will soon be needed through thickly populated intercity areas.

Already, the 460 miles between Washington and Boston, for example, have become one densely crowded, metropolitan corridor. When the saturation point comes for travel by today's cars, planes, and trains, masses of people could travel at great speeds far below the congestion—in a comfortable, pneumatic tube vehicle driven by ordinary air pressure.

They would be virtually catapulted from downtown Washington to downtown Boston in 90 minutes. With seven stops along the way.

This seemingly fantastic mass transportation system is one of many being explored. Participating are the railroad, automobile, aircraft, electrical products, and other leading American industries.

To build whatever systems are eventually decided on, American industry already has the technology and the materials needed—including stronger, lighter weight, corrosion-resistant, more dependable steels from Republic Steel. As American industry knows, Republic research and production skills have anticipated the needs of industry for products sometimes literally out of this world.

At this moment, the long reach of steel from Republic is probing into areas wherever man's imagination needs it—from the ocean depths to outer space, from the heartbeat of man to the drumbeat of defense.

Republic Steel Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.
key executives of Interpub and the Marketing Planning Corp., whose assignments are to anticipate what various elements that are involved in the world of marketing will be like in the future.

Among the conclusions he offered as projections for the years ahead, aside from increased use of the behavioral sciences in media selection, were wider use of multimedia techniques with television as one part of a total media impression, greater use of the "systems concept" in agency and advertiser planning and new demands on research

**Poverty Fight** Mr. Spielvogel made a special plea for business involvement—including TV and radio involvement—in efforts to solve social problems, particularly the poverty problem. He suggested that business could help itself and antipoverty efforts at the same time by making its products available for sale by community self-help groups, and that broadcasters could contribute by making local TV and radio time available to these groups to help them get started.

No industry, he said, has contributed more than television in arousing hope for a better society.

In a rosy report on general economic prospects, Albert Sommers, vice president and director of economic research for the National Industrial Conference Board, anticipated "great demand" for family products, saying—as one example—that the prospect of 13.5 million auto sales in 1975 is unreasonable.

There is a "great marketing challenge" ahead, he said, because it's "an economy of abundance."

Earlier at the Wednesday luncheon, Richard W. Darrow, president of the public relations firm of Hill & Knowlton, blistered "the boys in bureaucratic blue" for what he called "overregulation" of American business, including TV.

He called upon the TV broadcasters to "use your tremendous power of communications in self-defense," and suggested they air not only editorials but also documentaries pointing up the many activities carried on by business itself in behalf of greater consumer protection.

Alluding to the noncommercial Public Broadcasting Laboratory, which was created by the Ford Foundation under the guidance of Fred W. Friendly, and its use of "anticommercials" on the new PBL series, Mr. Darrow said that-

What will television be like in '72?

**SOME MIGHTY DRAMATIC CHANGES COMING, B&B PANELS TELLS TVB**

More commercials, higher-priced commercials, shorter commercials and bigger clusters of commercials, delivered by leased line and bought, verified and paid for via computer—these were only parts of the TV picture for 1972 as painted last week by a team of the industry's top experts.

Their view of five years from now was a highlight of the Television Bureau of Advertising's three-day annual meeting in New York (see page 32). It was presented at the Thursday (Nov. 16) luncheon and featured Victor G. Bloede, B&B's executive vice president; Gordon Webber, vice president and director of TV commercial production, and Richard F. Casey, senior vice president.

By 1972 "the supposedly inelastic medium of television will have expanded in a very dramatic fashion," Mr. Bloede predicted.

This drama, Mr. Bloede said, will unfold with more commercial time to sell—over 1,200 minutes daily on the networks, up from a current 1,000 minutes. But, he pointed out, "there will still be three commercial television networks. The nearest thing to a fourth network will be noncommercial and educational—though I must admit that..."
We talk your
At Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc. we can even show you where to spot a pitch to sell people who buy pitchforks—at the lowest CPM.

It hasn’t happened to us in 35 years, but there’s always a first time—and that first time can be tomorrow.

No matter what you want to know about spot television... Ask us first.
Reflections in the tube

TVB film notes how TV viewing habits coincide with audience living patterns

The differences in how people live today are closely mirrored in the different patterns of viewing television. And these different living patterns have also been mirrored in radical changes effected in the commercial messages of TV’s advertisers.

This basically is the one-two punch offer in the Television Bureau of Advertising’s new color-film presentation, previewed in New York last week before a Thursday morning (Nov. 16) audience of advertising agency and TVB member-station executives.

The TVB film, “A Time to Remember,” which runs about 30 minutes can be shown by stations in its entirety or used as two separate presentations, the first part covering the dimensions of TV and the profile of its audience, and the second devoted to the “changes in the messages we [television] transmit.”

The presentation points up an obvious road for the advertiser to travel in seeking segments of the audience—working women, young housewives, teen-agers, young children.

As noted in the film, the patterns of time spent viewing “become a map directing the advertiser to alternative and additional segments to select. And much of what he already knows about the lives of people will help him read these maps and to predict others.” Among the points made in the presentation:

A Worker is a Worker • The lives of working women run parallel to those of working men and so does their TV viewing. To reach the working woman, the advertiser need only select the time period for the working man.

An out-of-home job changes a woman’s viewing, and so does a difference in her in-home job, and although young housewives and older housewives differ in their pattern of viewing in the evening, both agree upon the daytime and late-night periods they view.

The TVB presentation reminds advertisers, with statistics and charts to support the contention, that it’s necessary not only to study television’s audience reach in a day but also “its ability to grow an audience through time.”

TVB notes that the typical family watches during 6.4 of the week’s seven days and that 86% of all TV families watch in a single day, but the audience grows to 94% of all television homes in a single week.

In taking its premise that viewing patterns are allied to changes in living, the presentation notes that weekday daytime living and viewing habits are not altered by summer, though the appeal of the outdoors moves the evening viewing peak later into the night, and late-night viewing remains the same the year-round.

Viewing in higher-income homes remains higher during the summer months, it’s observed, because higher-income homes can distribute their vacations more evenly throughout the year. And, it concludes, these are advantages to the TV advertiser that seeks available time to reach the higher-income family.

In emphasizing the female television audience, the presentation notes that the four hours of peak evening viewing in the U. S. account for less that half of women’s total viewing time, thus providing for other times in which advertisers can “reach women and women’s friends.”

To dramatize the techniques and sophistication of current commercials, the TVB film contrasted the same advertisers’ commercial made in the past — “yesterday’s commercial, even if it had color, looked like a commercial . . . sounded like a commercial” — with one now on the air — “today’s commercials have become programs and the stars are professionals.”

A former Alka-Seltzer commercial was shown followed by the current, “pie-eating contest” message; contrasting commercials also were run of Montgomery-Ward store openings; Pan-American Airways (current: “scenes of Rome”); Ward’s Riverside tires; Eastern Air Lines (current: “shots of Acapulco”); Greyhound; Coty; Norge-Warner; and a string of today’s commercials for Chevrolet’s “Camaro,” My-T-Fine, Granny Goose chips and Eastman Kodak.

George Huntington, executive vice president and general manager of TVB, wrote the script. The motion picture was produced by Torricelli Productions.

Business briefly . . .

NBC-TV has announced specials sponsorship and participation purchases as follows: Timex, through Warwick & Legler, both New York, will sponsor a 90-minute special, Heidi, during 1968-69 season; Aurora Plastics Corp., West Hempstead, N. Y., through Adams, Dana, Silverstein, New York, will sponsor the first All-Star Celebrity Softball Game Tuesday, Nov. 28 (8-9 p.m.); Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich., through Leo Burnett, Chicago, will sponsor The Enormous Bird, a four children’s special Thursday, March 14 (7:30-8:30 p.m.); National Airlines
What the consumer buys

TVAR's annual survey pinpoints brand preferences in eight major markets

Cigarette smoking is down and coffee drinking is up, Television Advertising Representatives Inc., reports in its 1967 "Brand Comparison Report" released today (Nov. 20).

Downturn in cigarette smoking and rise in coffee drinking—at least in five large markets—is a complete reversal of results reported last year by TVAR. The 1966 brand comparison study showed smoking up; coffee drinking down (BROADCASTING, Nov. 21, 1966).

The 1967 report, the ninth successive annual study TVAR has issued, provides market-by-market comparisons for 370 brands in 12 product categories in eight of the nine markets in which there are TVAR-represented stations. The report, based on data gathered last March and May, covers the usage of cold remedies, deodorants, gases, headache remedies, men's hair dressing, shave creams, hair sprays, margarine, dog foods, carbonated soft drinks, as well as cigarettes and coffee.

Smoking Statistics Change 2 In the cigarette category, the 1967 TVAR report shows that the percentage of survey participants who indicated they smoked dropped in five markets and increased in three. Last year's TVAR study showed that five of the seven markets surveyed in both 1966 and 1965 experienced an increase in the percentage of men and women smoking. In most markets, filter brands scored gains, accounting for the dominant share of the cigarettes smoked by both men and women.

Coffee drinking in five of the eight markets surveyed this year was up, reversing a downturn trend recorded in TVAR's 1966 report which showed the number of families drinking coffee decreased in six of seven markets surveyed. The brand comparison reports for both years covered both regular and instant coffee.

TVAR this year also reported increased usage of hair sprays in six of its eight markets; and an increase in all eight markets in the use of margarine.

The brand comparison report also revealed that of the eight markets surveyed, six reported a dropoff in the usage of cold tablets and pills; five experienced a decrease in the usage of headache remedies, and five markets reported a decrease in usage of men's hair dressing.

In six markets, deodorants registered a gain; and in four markets, both carbonated soft drinks and dog-food usage increased. TVAR's report showed improved prospects for dog-food manufacturers as a result of a jump in dog ownership in six of the eight surveyed markets.

Other Aspects of Study 2 TVAR's 1967 report included for the first time brand comparison data on men's shaving cream, but did not include data on beer and ale. Exclusion of beer data from this year's report was prompted, in part, by the fact that local governmental agencies keep records of beer sales by volume.

Information for the 1967 TVAR report was obtained by personal, in-home interviews with the member of the family primarily involved in the purchase of a particular product. Almost 5,000 families were interviewed last spring. Additional homes were sampled for those products with relatively low usage levels to provide more reliable data. A total of 9,832 homes was checked for dog-food usage; cigarette-smoking data were based on interviews with 18,769 adults (8,609 men; 10,160 women).

Field work for the report was conducted by the Pulse Inc. TVAR spokesmen said the report costs "upwards of $30,000 each year, making it the most expensive on-going study by any rep or ad agency."

TVAR represents WBBZ-TV Boston; KYW-TV Philadelphia; WJZ-TV Baltimore; WTOP-TV Washington; WBTV(TV) Charlotte, N. C.; WJXT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla.; KDKA-TV Pittsburgh; KPDX

James M. King, left, executive vice president, Television Advertising Representatives, and Alan Miller, a Young & Rubicam media buyer, study Vitalis' share of the men's hair dressing market as detailed in TVAR's "Brand Comparison Report" for 1967.
Pain-killer ads defended

AAAA, ANA join chorus in comments opposing

FTC's action on analgesics

The country's two major advertising organizations joined drug firms and pharmaceutical associations in attacking a proposed Federal Trade Commission regulation on the advertising of non-prescription, pain-killer drugs.

Contending that the FTC does not have the authority to impose trade regulation rules on the advertising of analgesics were the American Association of Advertising Agencies and the Association of National Advertisers. Their comments were filed jointly last week.

They were responding to FTC proposals made last summer that would provide tough new rules to govern the advertising of aspirin and other pain killers (Broadcasting, July 10). Opponents contend that all pain killers are equally effective, the suggested rules would forbid unfounded claims and require proof of advertised superiority and identification of contents by their common names where a combination of ingredients is claimed as pre-eminent.

The joint AAAA-ANA statement, submitted by Mahlon F. Perkins Jr., New York attorney, contended not only that the proposals lie outside the powers granted to the FTC by Congress, but "constitute an unwelcome and anticompetitive constraint on the communication of information and ideas through advertising."

The FTC's suggestions for analgesic advertising could be considered a forerunner of trade rules on the advertising of other products.

"We do not believe," the organizations maintained, "that the commission has any special competence to make general findings about categories of products as a basis for enforcement proceedings. Each case should be tried on its own, the document stated.

And, it added, "such a rule will be a disincentive to innovation in the formulation of analgesic products."

The AAAA-ANA filing was one of several dozen submitted to the trade commission. Others, also objecting to the proposed rules, were from the Brand Names Foundation, Proprietary Association, Toilet Goods Association, Pittsburgh Outdoor Advertising Co., Better Homes and Gardens.

Drug sources estimate that advertising and promotional expenses for headache and pain killers amounted to $90 million in 1966. Network television took the major share, $52.5 million, with TV spot taking $16 million; radio spot, $5.2 million, and network radio, $1.5 million.

Meanwhile, Bristol-Myers Co., drug manufacturer, filed suit in federal district court in New York asking that the FTC be enjoined from formulating the trade regulation rules on analgesic advertising. The drug firm, which makes Escedrin, Bufferin, and Bromo Quinine, claimed that the rule would result in irreparable harm. If the regulations are adopted, the company said, it would have to either cease advertising, giving the public the impression that it had been found guilty of false advertising, or continue its current advertising campaign, giving people the impression it was flouting the law.

The next step in the proceeding is up to the FTC.
How to rate the untired ad

That's one of subjects covered at New York conference of ARF

A survey of young housewives' attitudes toward TV commercials and a study of methods for pre-evaluating commercials were among the features of the Advertising Research Foundation's 13th annual conference in New York last week (Nov. 14-15).

More than 1,000 research and marketing executives attended the 10 plenary sessions, which emphasized "pure" research on multimedia advertising and marketing questions at the relative expense of individual media studies.

A Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample survey of 253 housewives with a median age of 26 elicited "a normal-looking distribution of attitudes, biased in the negative direction," according to George H. Smith, Rutgers University professor of psychology, who conducted the study for D-F-S. Higher educational levels, "inner-direction," and a "nay-saying" attitude toward their social environment were characteristics associated with the "anticommercial respondents."

Professor Smith pointed to a "community of disapprovers," sharing and reinforcing negative attitudes, but added that these "antagonists of the advertising community . . . have plenty of initiative in keeping informed about what is going on in the world and are receptive to the innovating ideas and products presented in television advertising . . . Further studies may reveal information . . . that they are the real friends of television advertising."

Variation = Lester Dorn, research director of Life magazine, discussed the results of an ARF "Arrowhead" project, partially financed by his magazine. The study aimed to evaluate the marked difference in national sets-in-use figures yielded by standard Audimeter techniques and by a Politz Media Services sample of 12,000 coincidental personal interviews. The commonly accepted Audimeter rating of sets in use during the hours 6:30-10 p.m. in the fall is 56; the Politz rating was 41.

In the ARF study, Mr. Dorn said, 560 households in New York and Richmond, Va., were surveyed with an electronic "sets-on-detector," which registers the frequency signal emitted from the horizontal hold of operating

McCall's calls on TV

Some consumer magazines have been deriding television as an advertising medium, but the McCall's Corp. has launched a spot-TV campaign in major markets to promote the circulation sales of McCall's and Redbook. Four new commercials have been created by Grey & Chapman, New York, with 15-second endings in which the local TV station can splice in phone and box numbers for viewer orders.

Jack Shurman, circulation director for McCall's, commented that "direct response commercials such as these have proved to be efficient and productive."

LISTINGS include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio and television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertisers, product, number, length and type of commercials, production manager, agency with its account executive and producer.

Citizens & Southern National Bank, Atlanta (services); one 60's for radio, jingle. Rod Kinder, production manager. Agency: Burke Dowling Adams Inc., Atlanta. Sam Landers, account executive.

Mann Brothers, Tampa, Fla. (retail merchandise); two 60's, two 30's; two 20's for radio-TV, jingles. Rod Kinder, production manager, Agency: Liller Neal Battle & Lindsey Inc., Tampa. Phil Water's, account executive.

Dodge Dealers, Atlanta (new cars); five 60's for radio, jingle. Rod Kinder, production manager. Agency: BBDO, Atlanta. Larry Bound, account executive.

Merchant's National Bank, Mobile, Ala. (services); two 60's, one 10 for radio-TV, jingle. Rod Kinder, production manager. Agency: Mar- schalk Co., Atlanta. H. Siddons, agency producer.

Moliver/record/Estudios Mora, 845 Third Avenue, New York 10022.

Lohn & Fink, Montvale, N. J. (Lysoo); four 60's, four 40's, four 30's; two 10's for TV, live and animated on film, color. Agency: Gris- world-Ehrlenman, Cleveland. Ken Gallee, agency producer. Approximate cost: $17,000.

Standard Brands, New York (Planters peanuts, Royal gelatin); three 60's, three 30's for TV, animated on film, color. Agency: J. Walter Thompson, New York. John Scarch, agency producer. Approximate cost: $25,000.

Eastman Kodak, Rochester, N. Y. (camera); three 60's, three 30's for TV, live on film, color. Agency: J. Walter Thompson, New York. John Scarch, agency producer. Approximate cost: $13,000.

Seven-Up, New York (Howdy); one 60 for TV, animated on film, color. Agency: Fred Thompson, Westport, Conn. Fred Thompson, agency producer. Approximate cost: $8,400.


Pepper Sound Studies Inc., 2076 Union Avenue, Memphis 38184.

Hereford Heaven Brands Inc., Oklahoma City (frozen meats); one 60 for TV, live on film, color. Agency: The Pate Organization, Oklahoma City. Margaret Pate, account executive.


Chevrolet, Detroit (autos); one 120 for TV, on film, color. Richard Evans, production manager. Agency: Campbell-Ewald, Detroit. Art Mele, agency producer.

Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis. (Kleenex paper towels); one 60, one 30 for TV, on film, color. Richard Evans, production manager. Agency: Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago. Joel Squier, agency producer.

WGN Continental Productions Co., 2501 West Bradley Place, Chicago 60618.

American Oli Co., Chicago (Super-Pro contest); eight 60's for TV, on tape, color. Dale Juhlin, director. Agency: D'Arcy Advertising, Chicago. Russ Young and Grant Atkinson, agency producers.

McCall's calls on TV

Some consumer magazines have been deriding television as an advertising medium, but the McCall's Corp. has launched a spot-TV campaign in major markets to promote the circulation sales of McCall's and Redbook. Four new commercials have been created by Grey & Chapman, New York, with 15-second endings in which the local TV station can splice in phone and box numbers for viewer orders.

Jack Shurman, circulation director for McCall's, commented that "direct response commercials such as these have proved to be efficient and productive."
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sets. He reported that the resulting estimate was within one percentage point of the lower, Politz rating.

Sanley Canter Sr., Ogilvy & Mather vice president for marketing services, described an experiment in his agency's continuing study of various methods of pretesting TV commercials. It involved intercepting shoppers on their way into a supermarket, taking them into a van on the pretext of screening a television pilot, exposing them to a series of three commercials, and "rewarding" them for their cooperation with cents-off coupons that could be redeemed on any of the advertised products.

Isolation: The attempt was to isolate the effect of a single commercial exposure on attitude change and coupon redemption in competitive and non-competitive situations.

Mr. Canter's main conclusion about the design of his experiment was that "we should be looking for a yardstick that will measure an increase in the probability of purchasing. We think that we may have discovered a technique (which will do this) . . . but since this is at the moment only a gleam in the research department's eye, we will have to adopt the refrain of the late lamented Brooklyn Dodgers, 'Wait 'til next year.'"

Herman Kahn, director of the Hudson Institute, was the luncheon speaker, on his "study of the year 2000." The second day of the conference focussed on the nuts and bolts of the research services offered by 31 individual participants. The American Research Bureau, W. R. Simmons & Associates, The Pulse Inc., Adtel Ltd., and Tele Research Inc. presented the latest developments in research.

GF-SOS decision upheld by court

A federal court in Philadelphia last week upheld a Federal Trade Commission order requiring General Foods Corp. to divest itself of S.O.S. Co.

The FTC contended last year that the 1957 acquisition of S.O.S. by General Foods had anticompetitive effects and violated the Clayton antitrust laws by its impact on competing soap-pad manufacturers because of GF's size and its advertising and promotion resources. The trade commission's reasoning was similar to that in its attack on Procter & Gamble's acquisition of Clorox, which was upheld by the U. S. Supreme Court this year (Broadcasting, April 17).

U.S. Circuit Judge Austin L. Staley, who wrote the Fourth Circuit opinion last week, said: "The commission could reasonably conclude that the potential competition was adversely affected by General Foods' entrance into the market through the acquisition of S.O.S. because the entry of such a large well-financed, aggressive competitor would necessarily hamper whatever potential competition it had in the premerger market. . . ."

Before the merger, S.O.S.'s annual sales of steel-wool pads amounted to $1.6 million, with 51% of the market. During the FTC proceedings, GF said S.O.S. share of total sales was only 1%. The FTC order for divestiture was on a 3-0-2 vote.

Bates cleans out medicine chest

$29 million in accounts affected by drops, adds; Anacin out, Bufferin in

Ted Bates & Co., New York, was on center stage last week as over $29 million worth of headache-remedy broadcast billings passed through its hands.

In one of the fastest actions along ad row, Bates Monday (Nov. 13) resigned on 90-day notice the accounts (mostly Anacin) of American Home Products' Whitehall and Ayerst Laboratory divisions, and on Thursday (Nov. 16) was assigned Bristol-Myers' Bufferin account, which on Monday (Nov. 13) announced its departure from Grey Advertising, New York (Broadcasting, Nov. 13). Bufferin goes to Bates on Feb. 15.

The Billings: The Whitehall-Ayerst accounts total more than $20 million, all in broadcast, according to Bates' sources. The Bufferin account is estimated at $11 million, of which $9 million is in broadcast. The Bates notice to American Home Products reportedly represented the biggest such resignation in the history of advertising. The resignation is effective Feb. 12.

In a letter to William F. La Porte, American Home Products chairman, Bates President Archibald McG. Foster said: "Differences as to business policy existing between your company and ours dictate that our relationship be terminated."

In a memo to Bates employs, Mr. Foster noted that "the client's view of how we should be reorganized to serve him and our view of this are irreconcilably different."

The specific accounts resigned were Anacin, Primatine asthma tablets and spray, Bronitine tablets, Compound W, Outgro, Powerin and Trendar, all Whitehall, and Ayerst's Enzaclin, an athlete's foot remedy.

John W. Culligan, president of Whitehall Laboratories, said that "we weren't going to initiate any changes [but] our demands were heavy."

He said it was too soon to say whether the accounts would be going to one of American Home's present agencies or an outside shop. Whitehall alone retains John A. Murray, a house agency; Gumbinner-North; Cunningham & Walsh; William Esty; Young & Rubicam; Clyne Maxon; McCann-Erickson; Helitzer, Waring & Larosa; Geyer, Oswald; De Garmo; McCaffrey; Ted Gotshel; Wermen & Schorr; Hockaday; De Wolf; Giordano and Earl Ally.

American Home Products is the 12th largest advertiser in the country, with billings of $79 million in 1966. Bristol-Myers Co. was fifth in the U.S., with billings of $128 million.

Also last week, Bates announced its merger with a Danish agency, Wa Reklame-Marketing J/S, Copenhagen. The new corporate member of the Bates international group will be called Wa-Bates A/S. It bills about $7 million a year for 80 clients.

In making the announcement, J. Ross MacLennan, president of Ted Bates International, noted that Bates "is the fifth largest agency in the world, with expectations of moving into fourth place within the next year."

Coke puts million on Cosby and radio

The Coca-Cola Co. announced last Friday (Nov. 17) it will spend approximately $1 million to produce and sponsor The Bill Cosby Radio Program on leading teen-oriented stations in 500 markets, five evenings a week, for one year starting Jan. 15, 1968.

The five-minute series represents an effort by Coca-Cola to communicate to teenagers in their own language, according to Ira C. Herbert, vice president of Coca-Cola. The program will be carried at different times on different top 40 stations but will be scheduled between 7 and 9 p.m. in the same Monday-through-Friday period.

The program will be produced in Hollywood by Mr. Cosby's own company, Campbell, Silver, Cosby Corp. It will be produced under the supervision of McCann-Erickson, Coca-Cola's advertising agency.
General Motors is people making better products for people.

Ben Bouier makes his mark of excellence with a brush.

Ben Bouier came to General Motors 13 years ago. As a janitor, he was soon a machine operator. He went to night school. Took electronics, engineering and drafting courses. Today, he's a Graphic Illustrator at GM. His job: Helping set up the quality control standards of excellence followed by GM car divisions everywhere.

Ben Bouier is only one of many highly-skilled, self-made men who have made their mark at GM by making the pursuit of perfection a way of life.

It's one of many good reasons why you will always find the Mark of Excellence on every Chevrolet, Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick and Cadillac car.

The case for high frequency in TV retail campaigns

Retail advertisers can be provided with the "payout results" they demand through the use of "disposable" commercials on television on a "pressure" and "frequency" basis, Richard P. Hogue, director of sales development for WCBS-TV New York, told a session of the Television Bureau of Advertising's annual membership meeting last Friday (Nov. 17) in New York (see page 52).

Mr. Hogue warned that institutional, co-operative commercials do not provide the immediate, responsive results that retailers expect and demand. The key, he said, is to concentrate the advertising on a single station in a single day before the day of a sale, and repeat the message over and over again.

Mr. Hogue pointed out that a television station can provide the reach of 10 to 20 newspapers, but added that a housewife can keep a newspaper advertisement. In television, he observed, the memorability factor can be attained through sheer frequency of the commercial advertisement.

He cited as examples in his presentation Abraham & Straus Department Stores' one-day sales that used TV only and a Kaufman carpet campaign that combined TV with newspapers. The first roadblock to overcome, he said, was the production of effective but low-cost commercials and the second was to suggest a media approach that promised the "payout" results the retailers demand.

Mr. Hogue said he enlisted the cooperation of several film production houses by pointing out that TV retail advertising could flourish if their prices were reasonable. Several agreed when he pointed out that a large number of these "disposable" spots (geared for use only once or several times) could be shot in the matter of a few days. He noted commercials were produced at 12% of gross time charges, comparable with newspaper costs.

In respect to the media approach, Mr. Hogue stated: "We discovered by trial and error that for big-ticket items like carpets, mattresses and appliances, it takes nine to 11 one-minute daytime announcements or 70 to 90 rating points on the day preceding the sale to provide the payout results."

Mr. Hogue quoted Bill Tobey, vice president and sales promotion manager of A&S, as saying after the campaign ran on WCBS-TV: "We are getting immediate, responsive results. Money is being budgeted for television on a continuing basis."

In the case of Kaufman carpets, Mr. Hogue continued, WCBS-TV recommended a media mix of TV and newspapers and the advertiser has been running seven one-minute and nine 10-second announcements on the day preceding its Thursday and Saturday sales. He added that "Kaufman is enjoying substantial sales gains over last year."

One feature of the Kaufman campaign was the advertiser's success in obtaining "vendor" (supplier) money for the one-day sales campaign. This approach brought immediate results for the supplier as well as Kaufman, Mr. Hogue related, noting he has had several inquiries from other vendors in recent weeks.

Singer weaves young talent for TV special

The Singer Co., New York, last week announced a new Superten Talent Search contest for 1968 that will cost the company about $1 million.

The advertiser will use key radio stations in the top 40 markets in the U. S. to discover local teen-age talent and will culminate its project around Labor Day (Sept. 2) in a one-hour network TV special featuring nine Superten finalists.

Alfred di Scipio, Singer group vice president, said the nationwide effort seeks to tap the talent of young people (13-19 years of age). The TV talent special, he said, will become part of a series to be staged over a seven-year period, in which Singer will solicit the cooperation of this country's top artists to encourage young people "to reach the top in their special field."

Mr. di Scipio explained that Singer will collaborate with Robert E. Petersen Productions, Los Angeles, which will handle production and screening of talent at each radio station. Singer, he said, is granting free franchises to each station to help promote and run the contest.

The contest promotion is scheduled to begin in April followed with a five-week radio saturation campaign, starting June 5. The selection of three contestants in each market from male and female soloists and from group categories is to be followed by the final judging of 120 entries by a panel in Hollywood.

Also in advertising...

Frontier flies away * Frontier Airlines, Denver, has ended its association with Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc. The airline carrier had been serviced by K&E's San Francisco office. A new agency has not been chosen. Frontier has billed about $460,000 annually with more than a third in radio-TV.

Metro population * The Census Bureau has issued a report on provisional estimates of the population of as July 1, 1966, for the 72 largest standard metropolitan statistical areas and their 240 component counties. The report (series P-25, no. 378) includes all metropolitan areas with a 1960 population of 350,000 or more.

Down the avenue * Storer Television sales has moved from 500 Park Avenue to 299 Park Avenue, New York 10017. Telephone: 935-2600.

New production unit * Pelican Productions, New York, commercial filmmakers, have formed Pelican Videotape Productions Inc. as a new division. With addition of new operation, Pelican says it "can now offer a total service" to clients. Tape division reportedly already has turned out several video tape commercials. Vice president in charge of operations for the division is Herb Horton, former head of video tape activities for Filmex.

Agency appointments...

* Singer Co., New York, has named Meltzer, Aron & Lemen Inc., San Francisco, to handle corporate advertising. MA&L already has Singer's Friden Division (business equipment). The corporate account is now with J. Walter Thompson, New York.
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Color tape to color film transfers are dull, fuzzy and not worth the trouble.

Horse radish!

And any other expletive you wish to use.

Because if you believe that, you haven’t seen Reeves Color Videofilm* transfers.

Color Videofilm* transfers are alive with sharp, clear images and pure, true-to-the-tape color.

Color Videofilm transfers are worth every moment of the considerable effort that Reeves puts into each and every one. From the playback of the tape on the best videotape recorder money can buy, all the way to packing the final reel. But you expect that kind of effort from Reeves. It’s that extra quality Reeves has been adding for the past 34 years.

And Color Videofilm transfers are inexpensive. An unexpected, happy bonus.

Still unconvinced about color transfers? Horse radish!
Syracuse ch. 9 merger gets green light

FIVE OF EIGHT APPLICANTS WILL JOIN IN OPERATION

FCC action last week all but sewed up the loose ends of the protracted channel 9 (WNYSTV) Syracuse, N. Y. proceeding as the commission approved a merger agreement among five of the eight applicants for the facility (BROADCASTING, Aug. 14). The eight applicants, as Channel 9 Syracuse Inc., have engaged in the interim operation of the station since 1962.

The merger agreement involves W. R. G. Baker Inc. (40%); Syracuse Television Corp. (20%); Six Nations Television Corp. (20%); Onondaga Broadcasting Inc. (18%), and Salt City Broadcasting Corp. (2%). Syracuse Civic Television Association Inc. will be a convertible debenture holder with the option to convert the debentures after three years into a 12¼% stock interest in the merged corporation. If Syracuse Civic chooses to convert its debentures, the merged corporation may either elect the conversion or re-tire the debentures with a $400,000 payment. The other applicants, bought out for out-of-pocket expenses, investments in and a share of the profits of the interim corporation, are WAGE Inc. ($125,000) and George P. Hollinger ($25,000).

With the joint petition for approval of the merger, a number of other requests designed to effect a regular licensee for the facility. And the commission accepted most of the proposals—with virtual open-arms:

- The commission reaffirmed its 1965 grant of the CP to W.R.G. Baker (BROADCASTING, Jan. 25, 1965) contingent upon the outcome of an antitrust suit involving two of the Baker principals (BROADCASTING, March 1, 1965). The New York antitrust suit against a number of plumbing contractors included the Edward Joy Co., almost wholly owned by T. Frank Dolan and Leonard P. Markert Sr., principal Baker stockholders. The commission noted that although ordinarily it would await completion of the suit before effecting a grant, a trial date has not been set nor has there been an indication when the trial might begin. The commission further found that "it does not now appear" that the company was involved in a violation of state antitrust laws "nor if such a violation did occur, that disqualification of Baker would be called for." The commission restored its grant to Baker contingent upon the assignment of the construction permit to Channel 9 and a stock re-distribution according to the terms of the merger agreement. Further the commission said that Channel 9 shall continue operations until the CP ascertainment has been approved.

- The commission also set aside a review board ruling, which enlarged the hearing issues to determine whether certain stockholders of three of the applicants, as members of the Channel 9 board of directors executive committee, had wasted and misappropriated Channel 9 assets due to a failure to supervise the station's operations (BROADCASTING, June 13, 1966). Noting that the allegations were "undisputed" and that the FCC does not condone such "nonfeasance," the commission said it was persuaded that such actions are entirely different from fraud or other acts of misconduct that might require disqualification from the proceeding. "Since the allegations ... reflect only upon certain of the applicants' comparative qualifications and since there is no need for any further comparative evaluation of the applicants in this proceeding," the commission set aside the review board order.

The commission also dismissed several pending petitions for reconsideration of its 1965 order (BROADCASTING, April 12, 1965), and terminated the proceeding.

Lamb asks court to set aside fee verdict

Echoes of the FCC's Lamb case of the mid-1950's were heard when attorneys for Edward Lamb, Toledo industrialist and owner of WICU-TV Erie, Pa., filed a motion in federal court in Washington to set aside a jury verdict of $400,000 in favor of Washington lawyer Russell Morton Brown. Mr. Brown was Mr. Lamb's attorney in the FCC hearing case, and had sued Mr. Lamb for legal fees. A Washington jury returned a verdict in favor of Mr. Brown on Nov. 1. The Lamb motion calls on

Viewers' group to seek L.A. UHF channel

A group of primarily independent educators that says it's seeking to give viewers in Los Angeles "a voice and vote in television" received articles of incorporation from the state of California last week. The new organization, incorporated as a nonprofit, tax-exempt, viewer-sponsored and-controlled entity under the name of Viewer Sponsored Television Foundation, says it already has filed a notice of intent with the FCC to apply for the last remaining UHF channel in Los Angeles.

Members of the foundation reportedly are soliciting pledges of support from viewers before filing a formal application for the UHF outlet. If its application is approved, the foundation promises to orient the new TV station "to public affairs and sociocultural programming not presently supplied by the commercial networks or local commercial and ETV stations."

The new station, if it comes into being, will be governed by a seven-member board of directors. Television viewer subscribers, who will be responsible for establishing, financing and controlling the station, will directly nominate and elect all but two of the board of directors within a five-year period. The by-laws of the station would limit membership on the board to men "who are professionally involved in television as critics, researchers, writers, producers, etc."

Clayton L. Stouffer, identified as educational television and public health researcher at the University of California at Los Angeles, is listed as founder and president of the foundation. Frank Orme, director of the National Association for Better Broadcasting, is chairman of the board. Other members of the board include writer Budd Schulberg, UCLA theater arts assistant professor Frank La Tourette, UCLA associate professor of journalism Dr. Jack Lyle, UCLA associate director of community psychiatry Dr. J. Alfred Cannon and Dr. Isidore Zifferstein, psychiatrist, who has written on the effect of television on society.

The foundation emphasizes that all donations by viewer subscribers are deductible for both federal and state taxes. Its headquarters is 7333 Trask Avenue, Playa Del Rey, Calif.
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has proposed

Mr. Lamb, who was a noted labor
lawyer in the 1930's, was accused by
the FCC of misrepresenting his affilia-
tions with Communist organizations in
the application form filed for the re-
newal of the license for wicu-tv. An
FCC examiner found no basis for the
allegations after a lengthy and some-
time heated hearing. The commission
renewed the wicu-tv license in 1957.

WICU-TV is licensed to Dispatch
Inc., the company then owning the
newspaper in Erie subsequently sold.
Dispatch Inc. is presently owned by
Lamb Enterprises Inc., but it has
proposed to change its ownership
to Lamb Communications Inc., 85%
owned by Lamb Enterprises. The move
will be discussed at a meeting of stock-
holders of Lamb Communications to-
day (Nov. 20) in Toledo. Stockholders
will also vote on increasing authorized
common stock to 3 million, and the
issuance of 100,000 shares of converti-
bles preference stock, participating se-
ries. Lamb Communications also is en-
gaged in CATV operation, owning sys-
tems in Flint, Mich., and Salamanca,
N.Y.

Earlier this summer, Mr. Lamb sold
radio station WICU to Colorado broad-
caster J. Harry Dorneggan for $275,000
(BROADCASTING, Aug. 21).

Lee reminds CATV meets
UHF is No. 1 with him

FCC Commissioner Robert E. Lee,
a staunch advocate of bigger and better
UHF television stations, told cable TV
operators last week that if there's a
choice between UHF and CATV, his
heart belongs to UHF.

But, he added, giving a slight lift to
the CATV operators at their national
association's regional meetings in San
Diego and Portland, Ore., last week:
"I expect my position to undergo con-
stant change," especially, he said,
where UHF stations become estab-
lished and flourishing.

CATV, he said, can grow in con-
junction with UHF, but he warned,
UHF won't enter markets where the
high-density population is wired for
CATV and distant signals.

He also called for more cooperation
from the CATV industry and a bet-
ter understanding of the FCC's role in
promoting the public interest.

He said he hadn't accepted a third
term on the FCC "to preside over the
liquidation of the broadcast industry."

More than 300 CATV operators at-
tended the meeting in San Diego early
last week; about 100 were at the final
regional conference in Portland.

FCC clarifies
Bluefield order

The FCC found itself in the position
last week of explaining its actions to
its CATV task force, which had sug-
gested that the commission had de-
parted from its own policy in ordering
a hearing in case involving Bluefield
Cable Corp., of Bluefield, W. Va. The
commission reaffirmed its order, but
also "clarified" it.

The order directs Bluefield to show
cause why it shouldn't carry the grade
B signal of WCYA-TV Bristol, Va. And
the task force had questioned the com-
mision's statement that the rule re-
quiring carriage hinges not on whether
a grade B signal is received in Bluefield
but on whether the community lies
within the grade B contour of the sta-
tion (BROADCASTING, Oct. 16).

The task force maintained that the
rationale underlying the CATV rules
is that CATV service should reflect the
competitive situation that would exist
in a community if the system were not
in operation there.

The commission, however, said the
Bluefield order conforms with policy. It
said that the carriage and nondupli-
cation rule provides that priorities
for carriage are based on the con-
tours of the stations, which are com-
puted in accordance with the regular
prediction method. But the commission
added that any party could make a
showing as to the station's actual con-
tour.

Since Bluefield is within the grade B
contour of WCYA-TV, the commission
said, the only remaining issue is whether
the station's actual contour reaches the
community. The rule is not applicable
if the contour falls short, the commis-
sion said.

The CATV system could request a
waiver of the rule on the ground that
a satisfactory signal is not being re-
cieved. But, given a particular situation
where a CATV community would bene-
fit from service by the station, the com-
mision said, waiver of the rule would
not be justified "if carriage is technically
feasible." The commission noted that
systems have "sophisticated" equipment
capable of picking up signals not always
received by home antennas.

The task force had also expressed
concern that the CATV might, under
certain circumstances, "be ordered to
relocate its headend." But the commis-
sion said it did not contemplate issuing
such an order.

The commission said that, other than
the question of whether the carriage and

KFAC-Radio
Los Angeles,
the station that
movie stars send
fan mail to,
is represented
by Edward Petry & Co.
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nonduplication rule is applicable, the only issue is whether the rule should be waived. It said that if it denies the requested waiver, even though reception of WCYN-TV's signal is not possible with Bluefield Cable's existing facilities at its present headend site, "it will be up to Bluefield Cable to decide what steps, if any, it will take" to comply with the rules.

Buckley's bid for TV turned down

Columnist-editor-TV performer William F. Buckley Jr.'s first attempt to establish a television station has gone quietly by the boards because he failed to take the witness stand during a hearing on the application.

In an August initial decision FCC Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman recommended denial of a construction permit to Topeka Television Inc. for channel 43 at Topeka, Kan. Topeka is 38% owned by Mr. Buckley. Starr is the licensee of KOWH Topeka, Kan. Topeka Television Inc.

At issue in the proceeding on the unchallenged application were Topeka's financial qualifications, and what the examiner chose to accept as evidence.

Topeka alleged that its first-year costs of operation would be $723,000 and that it would meet the expenses by obtaining loans up to $1 million from The Omaha National Bank. The bank, in turn, said it would advance the funds contingent on collateral "deemed adequate to secure such advances" deposited by Mr. Buckley. Further, the bank stated that since it had handled previous loans for Mr. Buckley, "we are familiar with his financial circumstances and are satisfied of his ability to furnish collateral in whatever sums we might require." Mr. Buckley, in a letter to Topeka President Paul C. Aiken, pledged he would furnish such collateral.

But the bank document and the Buckley letter proved unpersuasive to Examiner Sharfman. "We have to have" Mr. Buckley present for examination, he said.

Despite three hearing continuances designed to permit Mr. Buckley an opportunity to testify, he failed to appear. And that, the examiner said, "makes it impossible to place full faith in the bank's confidence [in him]." The examiner said that Mr. Buckley's ability to pledge the securities with the bank must be established by evidence acceptable under strict standards applicable in a hearing. This means, of course, he said, "testimony from the stand subject to cross-examination." The "pat hearsay appraisal" by the bank of the Buckley estate, he noted, could not be received in evidence. Since "there is no proof in this record" that Mr. Buckley possesses the means to satisfy the bank's condition, Examiner Sharfman recommended the application be denied.

His initial decision became a final action on Oct. 5 under commission rules, and that action was made public by the commission in November.

News blackout clamp on union-ABC talks

Negotiations between ABC and the National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians continued last week in Washington under the auspices of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service to end the strike that reached the two-month mark last Friday (Nov. 17).

Neither NABET nor ABC would reveal the direction negotiations have taken. A NABET spokesman said that Federal Mediator Kenneth Moffett imposed a "news blackout" last Thursday (Nov. 16) on the union and the company, with any reports on talks to emanate from Mr. Moffett.

It could not be ascertained whether this development presaged a break in the impasse, but a NABET official said that "this sort of thing sometimes means that negotiations are making headway."

Rally in New York • NABET, meanwhile, prepared to stage a rally in front of ABC headquarters in midtown New York at 5 p.m. today (Nov. 20). A union spokesman said that a sound truck would be stationed in the vicinity and messages would be broadcast soliciting public support for the union in its dispute with the company. He said NABET had been pledged the support of other entertainment unions in this demonstration.

On-the-air operations have continued at ABC throughout the strike, which began on Sept. 22, with the use of supervisory and other non-union employees. ABC announced last week several substitutions in programming were planned because of the strike. The network presented a one-hour program, Popendipity, a musical program, to replace a special, Carol Channing and 101 Men, which is now scheduled for Nov. 30. In addition, another one-hour special featuring Debbie Reynolds, titled . . . And Debbie Makes Six, was postponed from its original air date of yesterday (Nov. 19) until early 1968. It was replaced by a repeat of a color musical, Alice in Wonderland or What's a Nice Kid Like You Doing in a Place Like This? which was sponsored by the MacDonald Corp. of Chicago in place of the Debbie Reynolds special.

A NABET official said late last week that the issue holding up a settlement is not wages but improved working conditions, including the union's demand for a 35-hour week, a paid lunch period and job security. ABC has offered NABET a four-year pact that would raise the weekly salary of technicians from $218 to $270 in the fourth year. NABET countered with a proposal for $275 in the fourth year, but insisted on improved fringe benefits.

More Fines • In a related action, the New York local board of the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists imposed a total of $46,500 in fines against five ABC performers who were found guilty of violating a union directive to respect the NABET picket lines at ABC.

Those fined were Chris Schenkel, $15,000; Bud Palmer, $12,250; Alan Jeffries, $10,800; Bud Wilkinson, $5,000 and Peter Jennings, $3,250. The money is the latest in a round of fines that have been imposed by AFTRA locals throughout the country.

CATV faults on note, ITT assumes control

A subsidiary of International Telephone & Telegraph has taken over control of a Seattle CATV complex after the system defaulted on payment of a $315,000 note.

Northwest Cablevision, operator of the system in Seattle and nine in the suburbs, had borrowed $1,815,000 from ITT's Kellogg Credit, $1.5 million on a long-term note. When Kellogg asked for $315,000 on a demand note, the Northwest could not come up with the money and filed voluntary bankruptcy. At the time Bradford Harrison owned all of Northwest's stock.

The filing showed assets of $2.3 million and debts of $1.9 million. On Nov. 10 ITT's Federal Electric division took over control of Northwest and last Thursday (Nov. 16) filed in the U.S. district court for a dismissal of the bankruptcy petition.

Merle Davis, vice president of
Northwest under Mr. Harrison, said Northwest had borrowed $1,815,000 from Kellogg in 1965 to begin operations. He said Northwest had paying 7% interest on the note but did not have to pay any principal until after three years.

Kellogg, Mr. Davis said, had refused to advance any more operating capital, and Northwest was unable to pay the immediate creditors.

Stock Security -- Mr. Harrison, who owned all the stock in Northwest, had pledged his Northwest stock as security and on Nov. 10 Federal took over the stock, but not operations of the system. Northwest is now being run under a court-appointed receiver although Mr. Davis is still active as manager.

Mr. Davis said that ITT had indicated it wants the system, and hat he and Mr. Harrison have made a bid-in the neighborhood of $2 million -- to purchase it.

Northwest, he went on, "is just at the point of making money." During 1967 it has added 135 miles of cable in Seattle giving it 225 miles in the city and suburbs. Subscribers now under 5,400, he continued, and at the time of the "trouble" they were being hooked up at the rate of 100 a week. There are 500 hook-up orders being held now, pending outcome of the bankruptcy and filings.

Mr. Davis said he expected 8,000 subscribers to be hooked up by next June. The subscription charge is $9.95 with a $5 monthly fee. Northwest brings in seven off-air signals: four from Seattle, two from Tacoma and one from Bellingham, Wash. It also has a local origination channel on the West Seattle system, where the new cable has been laid; plus an AP news wire channel; local civic announcements channel. It also feeds the full FM band and carries background music on three channels.

In September Northwest signed with Trans-Lux for two years of the Mack and Myer for Hire comedy series. It has also just installed a General Electric 3-V color film chain (Closed Circuit, Sept. 18).

Media reports...

New Salt Lake City FM -- KFMC(FM) Salt Lake City is expected to begin broadcasting Nov. 30, with a middle-of-the-road format. Ashley L. Robinson and Glenn C. Shaw are president and vice president, respectively.

New headquarters -- WTTR-AM-FM Paris, Tenn. and a Dixie network affiliate, has moved into a new $150,000 broadcast center. More than 3,000 people, including advertising agency personnel and broadcasting executives, attended a special on-air dedication program.

Court orders FCC to accept Natick bid

The U. S. Court of Appeals for Washington has rapped the FCC for being unduly rigid in applying procedural rules, and ordered it to accept for filing the application for an AM station that it had rejected on the ground of tardiness.

Natick Broadcast Associates Inc. originally had tendered an application for a station on 1060 kc at Natick, Mass., on May 10, 1965. That was the last day on which it could have filed an opposition to a pending application of Home Service Broadcasting Corp.

The commission, however, rejected it, contending the station it proposed would violate the overlap, or interference rule with respect to KYW Philadelphia. The application, presented by Natick, had shown no overlap, but the engineering computations, based on soil conductivity maps, had been in error, which Natick later conceded.

Natick, however, subsequently petitioned the commission for reconsideration, and tendered the application with an engineering exhibit consisting of actual field-intensity measurement data. This material indicated that interference with KYW would not occur.

Worried About Effect -- The commission, however, denied the request for reconsideration, contending that the data was submitted after the cutoff date. It also granted Home Service's application. In opposing Natick's appeal in court, the commission expressed concern over the possibly adverse impact court reversal would have on its procedures; the commission argued there would no longer be certainty that a cutoff date was a final date for filing applications.

But in overturning the commission's decision, the court said the commission action was being "hypertechnical and arbitrary." It noted that Natick's original complete application "did not violate the overlap rule," as indicated by the actual measurements that were made.

The court said that, unless Natick's proposed station can be shown "objectionably" to violate that rule, comparative hearing on Natick and Home Service Broadcasting's applications must be conducted.

The opinion, which was not signed, will require the setting aside of the grant to Home Service. The judges presiding at the case were Wilbur K. Miller, J. Skelly Wright and Edward Allen Tamm.

KIST-Radio Santa Barbara, the station that has more national advertising than all its competitors combined, is represented by Edward Petry & Co.
FCC sale approvals
give go to new group

A new public broadcast group, Pacific & Southern Broadcasting Co., is on
the verge of becoming a reality, following FCC approval last week of a
series of station assignments and transfers.

The new group, an amalgam of Communications Hawaii Inc. and the
broadcast properties of the Fox, Wells & Rogers investment firm, will comprise
four TV stations and four radio stations:

- WAII-TV, Honolulu
- W mongo, Wmerc-T TV, Hilo
- W9X-AM, Atlanta
- W9X (FM) Cincinnati

FCC action last week approved the
purchase by Pacific & Southern of
WAII-TV (channel 11) for $12,892,000
from Richard Fairbanks and others,
and the purchase of 49.6% interest
in the Cincinnati stations for $1,916,000
from Payson and Trask, stockbrokers.

Upon consummation of the transactions, DeSales and Paulette B. Harri-
son and Arthur H. McCoy will hold
36.66% of Pacific & Southern; Fox,
Wells & Rogers, 32.88%. Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison and Mr. McCoy presently are
the principal owners of the Hawaiian
stations. Fox, Wells & Rogers now owns
51% of the Cincinnati stations, and
97% of the Atlanta area stations.

Mr. Harrison will be chairman and
treasurer of Pacific & Southern; Mr.
McCoy president and operating chief;
James G. Rogers, chairman of the fi-
nance committee and secretary of the

As part of the merger, a public of-
fering is to be made of about 30% of
the common stock and 20-year, sub-
ordinated debentures—both expected to
bring in about $6.5 million. The new
company also has said it plans to bor-
row $10 million from the Chemical
Bank of New York on a 10-year basis.

A registration was filed earlier with
the Securities and Exchange Commission
in Washington (BROADCASTING, Nov. 6).

Mrs. Harrison owns 5.65% of Hub-
bard Broadcasting Inc. (KSTP-AM-FM-
TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, KOB-AM-TV
Albuquerque, N. M., and WTO Cypress
Gardens, Fla., and construction per-
mits for UHF stations in St. Peters-
burg [channel 44] and Ocala

Southeast Opportunities

In established, growing satellite community near one of South's
largest metro areas; excellent growth potential for proper
management. $125,000; 29% down, balance at six per cent.

Excellent opportunities for that first station! Several profitable
one and two station market availabilities. Priced from $50,000
to $175,000. Terms.

New York State $90,000

For the young man with a little money and the desire to own
and operate his own station, here's an opportunity. Daytime
facility in single station market presently suffering from ab-
sentee ownership and lack of management. Station owns trans-
mitter, land and building. $25,000 down and liberal payout.
Honolulu (with KAIU-TV Wailuku and KHAW-TV Hilo), WSAI and WJBI(FM) Cincinnati, WXRT-FM Smyrna, Ga.: Sold to Pacific and Southern Broadcasting Corp. through series of stock and cash transactions, including almost $13 million for the Atlanta TV, and almost $2 million for the Cincinnati stations (see page 54).
* KMMJ Grand Island, Neb.: Sold by Don Searle to Chicago group, headed by Rex Lathen, for $450,000. Mr. Searle, terminating a 42-year career in broadcasting, is former ABC network executive and owned half-dozen stations, largely in Midwest. Mr. Lathen is with Chicago office of H-R Representatives. KMMJ operates fulltime on 750 kc with 10 kw.

San Diego proposal to be reviewed at top

The FCC will bypass the review board in arriving at a final decision in the landmark CATV case involving the proposed imposition of restrictions on CATV systems' growth in the San Diego market.

A hearing examiner in an initial decision last month held that, contrary to the contention in a petition of KFMB-TV San Diego, there is no basis for restricting the growth of the six CATV systems in the area (Broadcasting, Oct. 9). He also recommended lifting restrictions imposed pending the outcome of the hearing.

The case was, in the normal course of events, awaiting review by the commission's review board, a kind of lower court composed of top commission staff members. But the commission last week said the case involves "important and novel questions . . . which merit commission consideration."

The case was one of three that the commission brought up for review without awaiting review board action. The other two involved common-carrier matters.

Nielsen adapts optical scanning to ratings

A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago, last week announced what it described to be "a significant breakthrough" in the processing of information obtained from household diaries by means of optical scanning. The homes involved are those cooperating in the national audience composition service and its local television audience research, presently conducted in some 220 markets.

W. C. Swigart, Nielsen production vice president, said the new optical scanning system has been developed for converting diary viewing records into a form for direct assimilation by electronic computers. He said that as a result of considerable study, special techniques have been developed to assure quality levels comparable to those achieved by key punching with key verification. Optical scanning also will help speed up report deliveries, it was indicated.

D.C. combatants reach agreement

A year-long controversy surrounding the concurrent renewal and assignment of an AM license in Washington (Broadcasting, Aug. 1, 1966) was dispelled last week when two broadcasters came to terms. WUST Bethesda, Md., a Washington suburb, and Bethesda-Chevy Chase Broadcasters Inc. asked the FCC to approve an agreement whereby BCC's application for the WUST facilities (1120 kc with 250w) would be dismissed for out-of-pocket expenses up to $25,000, and the commission would grant WUST a license renewal. In addition, WUST asked for a grant without hearing of its request for a construction permit to change its city designation to Washington proper, change its transmitter site to a location in downtown Washington and increase its power to 1 kw.

Currently broadcasting from Ninth and V Streets, N.W., "a point remote from the growing concentration of the Negro population of Washington," WUST, whose programing is Negro-oriented, said the transmitter site change would make the station "of materially greater benefit to the public" that it serves.

KTBN joins MBS

KTBN Denver last week became the 516th affiliate of Mutual. Independent KTBN, which belongs to the Intermountain Network's Colorado Group, replaces Mutual's former prime affiliate, KOSI-FM Denver. KTBN is on 1280 kc with 5 kw fulltime. It is owned by Radio Denver Inc. with Richard B. Wheeler as station president and general manager.

NBC Radio adds one

NBC Radio has added its 212th U. S. affiliate, KOAO Arroyo Grande, Calif. Operating fulltime on 1280 kc with 1 kw, KOAO is licensed to Larson & Irwin Enterprises with George Irwin as general manager. KOAO was formerly affiliated with Mutual.

EXCLUSIVE BROADCAST PROPERTIES!

NEW YORK—Profitable AM station having the dominant signal in an area of more than 100,000 homes. FM included and some real estate. $170,000, terms available.

Contact John F. Meagher in our Washington Office

SOUTH CENTRAL TEXAS—Old established fulltimer serving single market of 15,000. Price $125,000. 29% down. Present owner anxious to divest himself of interest. Potential of market is excellent and shows steady growth over the past 20 years.

Contact George W. Moore in our Dallas Office

Hamilton-Landis AND ASSOCIATES, INC.
Brokers of Radio, TV, CATV & Newspaper Properties, Appraisals and Financing

AMERICA'S MOST EXPERIENCED MEDIA BROKERS WASHINGTON, D.C.
1737 De Sales St., N.W. 20036
202/393-3486
CHICAGO
1807 Tribune Tower 60611
312/337-2754
DALLAS
1234 Fidelity Union Life Bldg.
75201
214/274-0345
SAN FRANCISCO
111 Sutter St. 94104
415/392-5671
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New-season TV casualties light

So far, only eight slated to go off networks; latest Nielsen has CBS-TV still out in front

The television network's axe will swing on fewer shows at midseason this year than last—eight series are slated to go off the air this winter compared to 11 a year ago.

The totals of network nighttime show casualties are based on cancellations announced in both years by mid-November.

It's obvious the networks are bent on reducing risk and effecting economies, even though the effort comes during a season that for the new shows has been marked more by drift than by climb in the ratings.

The season has also indicated CBS-TV's power in the numbers, underscored by a fast weekly Nielsen report out last week (Nov. 15) for the 7:30-11 p.m. period ended Nov. 5, giving CBS-TV 21.7, NBC-TV 18.5 and ABC-TV 15.1 in the rating averages.

Some of the programing risk has been reduced by the networks' run of six movie nights—12 hours weekly—along with a trend toward longer program series and by ABC-TV's move to turn back additional time to stations.

Where They Faltered: The total of eight announced show casualties breaks out to four on ABC-TV, three on NBC-TV and one on CBS-TV. Of the eight shows, six were new this season. The eight casualties represent seven hours of weekly programing.

NBC announced its third cancellation last week: The carrryover The Man from U.N.C.L.E. (Monday, 8-9 p.m. NYT) will be replaced by the comedy team of Dan Rowan and Dick Martin in Rowan and Martin's Laugh-In, beginning Jan. 22. Also on NBC, The Saint, telecast Sunday nights last summer, will replace—with newly produced episodes—Maya in the Saturday 7:30-8:30 p.m. period, starting Feb. 24. The Hollywood Squares, a nighttime version of an NBC weekday daytime game show, will replace Accidental Family (with Jerry Van Dyke) on Friday, 9:30-10 p.m., effective with the Jan. 12 telecast.

CBS's and ABC's cancellations were announced earlier. CBS drops Dundee and the Culhane (Wednesday, 10-11 p.m.), replacing it with The Jonathan Winters Show on Dec. 27.

ABC-TV's changes: Universal Televisi-on-produced It Takes a Thief, new spy spoof, will replace The Invaders (Tuesday, 8:30-9:30) effective Jan. 9. Invaders goes to Tuesday, 10-11 in place of The Hollywood Palace, which returns to its familiar Saturday period (9:30-10:30). Iron Horse, currently in the latter Saturday spot, goes off.

Successor to 'Custer' * The Avengers, a former "second season" mystery-adventure veteran series, will replace Custer on Wednesday, 7:30-8:30, effective Jan. 10. ABC's Operation: Entertainment, a musical variety show, goes in for Hondo (Friday, 8:30-9:30) on Jan. 5. Good Company Thursday, 10-10:30 will have its last telecast Dec. 21 with that half hour returned to affiliates Jan. 4—an ABC news special will pre-empt the period on Dec. 28.

Two of the replacement series are British-produced: The Saint on NBC is produced by Associated Television of London (Independent Television Corp. is the U.S. subsidiary) and The Avengers on ABC is produced by ABC Television Ltd. of London.

Three of the network series going thataway are westerns: ABC's Hondo and Custer and CBS's Dundee and the Culhane. Three of the eight series are MGM-produced: U.N.C.L.E., which had a three-and-a-half year run on NBC) and Hondo and Maya, which were new entries on ABC and NBC respectively. MGM is now represented on the networks with two weekly series, Daktari on CBS and Off to See the Wizard on ABC.

In announcing the new Rowan and Martin series, NBC noted that the show was given a "sneak preview" on Sept. 9, just before the start of NBC's current season. The show will be coproduced by George Schlatter-Ed Friendly productions and Romart Inc. at NBC's Burbank studios in California.

Drama special ups usual movie audience

ABC-TV's hypothesis that movie watching is a habit that can be carried over to specials was supported again by strong ratings for its movie-length, taped dramatic special "Dial M for Murder" in its Wednesday, Nov. 15, movie slot (9-11 p.m.)

According to the New York overnight Nielsen, "M" scored an average 23.5 rating, 35.9 share, leading in every half-hour.

As with its previous movie-night special success, "Johnny Belinda" (BROADCASTING, Oct. 30), "Dial M" equaled or bettered the record of the movie it replaced, according to ABC. For the previous eight weeks, the Wednesday movie had averaged a 22.5 rating, 35.2 share, according to the New York Nielsens.

Both specials were produced for ABC-TV by David Susskind/Talent Associates.

ABC also announced last week plans for two more movie-night specials—"A Hatful of Rain," with Sandy Dennis, Herschel Bernardi, Peter Falk and Michael Parks, will be produced by Talent Associates; "Arsenic and Old Lace," starring Helen Hayes, Lillian Gish and Boris Karloff, will be a "house" production of ABC-TV's color studios in New York, currently nearing completion.

"Diary of Anne Frank," next in the series of movie-rationing specials, will be seen in the Sunday movie slot, 9-11 p.m., Nov. 26.

NBC News specials offered to stations

A group of 10 NBC News color specials, originally presented on NBC-TV, has been placed in domestic syndication by NBC Films.

They are The Air of Disaster, an investigation of air pollution, produced by Stuart Schulberg and narrated by Sandor Vanocur; Carny, written and produced by Chet Hagan, narrated by Sally Rand, on traveling carnivals; three documentaries produced by the late Ted Yates, killed while covering the Arab-Israeli war—The Journals of Lewis and Clark, Indonesia, Troubled Victory, and Laos: The Forgotten War.

The list also includes three shows produced by George Vicas—The Defeat of the Armada, The Middle Ages and The Reformation. Grand Canyon, written and narrated by Joseph Wood Krutch, which received a Thomas Alva Edison award for the best science television program for youth, and Pearl Harbor, written and produced by Frank De Felitta.
To the People of Baton Rouge
Humble is a “clean water citizen.”

Water pollution has become a source of irritation and concern to every one from high-level government officials to the guy next door who likes to fish — and catch something. For the past 10 years Humble’s Baton Rouge Refinery has been engaged in improving the cleanliness of its effluent water stream. Over $8 million of equipment is now in use, and more is to come. A new process called Mercapfining will contribute to the company’s continuing “clean water” program. Mercapfining provides a unique method of converting, to an odorless form or “sweetening,” the compounds found in refinery blending streams. Humble’s new facility will have the capability to “sweeten” approximately 180,000 barrels per day of naphtha which is used primarily for motor gasoline blending. With the use of the Mercapfiner, virtually no contaminants from naphtha sweetening operations will enter the vast refinery water-collection and treatment system at Baton Rouge.

From fishing to finding new pollution controls, we’re proud to help preserve our natural resources for the use of America’s most important resource: its people.

HUMBLE
Oil & Refining Company
and the people who make it
America’s Leading Energy Company
A new face in TV programing

Scripps-Howard, WGN Continental join forces;
Eidmann, Watters head production-distribution firm

The formation of a new company, Scripps-Howard/WGN Continental Productions Inc., to produce television programs for syndication nationally and internationally was announced last week by Jack R. Howard, president of Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., and by Ward L. Quaal, president of WGN Continental Broadcasting Co.

The initial product is to be a 90-minute weekly late night variety entertainment program from Miami Beach (CLOSED CIRCUIT, Nov. 13). Executive producer is Sheldon Cooper, vice president of WGN Continental Broadcasting Co. and program manager for group stations.

Officers of Scripps-Howard/WGN Continental Productions Inc. include Bradley R. Eidmann, board chairman; Mortimer C. Watters, president; Donald L. Perris and Daniel T. Pecaro, vice presidents; Mr. Cooper, secretary, and Chester E. Pike Jr., treasurer. Mr. Eidmann is vice president and general manager of WGN Continental Productions Co., which continues as a production entity in its own right for both programs and commercials and will serve as distributor for the new company. Mr. Watters is executive vice president of Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co.

Mr. Perris is vice president of Scripps-Howard Broadcasting and general manager of WWS(TV) Cleveland; Mr. Pike, vice president of Scripps-Howard and general manager of WPFT(TV) Palm Beach, Fla.; Mr. Pecaro, vice president of WGN Continental Broadcasting and general manager of WGN-TV Chicago.

Cites Growing Need - "This is a unique and significant development at this particular stage in television's history," Mr. Eidmann said. "We cannot stand by as sources of programming diminish and when so much talent and potential exists in companies like ours outside of what has been considered the major centers of production," he said.

Among the programs distributed nationally by Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co. are Upbeat and Polka Parade. WGN Continental is the producer and distributor of several series, including An Evening With Great Music, The Barn Dance and Big Bands, the last in association with 20th Century-Fox.

WXUR charged with anti-Negro bias

An official of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People charged Nov. 16 that she has heard a WXUR-AM-FM, Media, Pa. "talk show" moderator voice racial slurs over the air. Mrs. Mary Edwards, a board member of the Media NAACP, made the accusation during the sixth week of the FCC hearing to determine whether WXUR's licenses will be renewed.

The woman testified that she heard Freedom of Speech moderator Thomas Livezey say that "all the Negroes want from the white man is his daughter and his money." She also charged Negroes were described on the show as being shiftless.

Mrs. Edwards said she wanted to correct the "fallacious" remarks but was not willing to go on WXUR because she was afraid that she would not be treated fairly.

WXUR attorney Benedict Cottone challenged the value of Mrs. Edwards's testimony because she could not give a date when the remarks were broadcast and could only recall the comments that were made in 1965 or 1966. Earlier testimony indicated Mr. Livezey was removed as moderator by John H. Norris, station president, when he refused to apologize on the air for an objectional remark made during a broadcast.

A peace activist and announcer-engineer also were among witnesses testifying during the week.

On the Defensive - Mrs. Mildred Scott Olmstead, executive director emeritus of the United States section of the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, testified she was invited to appear on WXUR after she and the organization were allegedly attacked on the air. Mrs. Olmstead claimed, however, that when she appeared on the show, Delaware County Today, WXUR interviewer Carl Mau didn't give her a fair chance to talk about the objectives of her group and "quickly put me on the defensive". Some of the questions he asked her had been provided by the person who originally attacked her over WXUR, it was claimed.

The station employe testified that WXUR itself was the victim of an attack on its own airways.

Announcer-engineer William Broadwick said Pastor Bob Walter, who regularly broadcast a program called The World, The Bible and You, over WXUR harshly criticized the station during June or July 1966. Mr. Broadwick said the pastor was highly critical of the station for hiring employees who were not fundamentalists in their religion.

He said the pastor also criticized WXUR for allowing a self-proclaimed agnostic and socialist to have a program on the station and testified the pastor "made rather inflammatory suggestions" that the station would lose its listeners' support if it did not change some of its policies.

After mentioning the attack, Mr. Broadwick drew laughter by remarking: "We were thinking of asking for equal time.

WXUR has been charged with violating the FCC's fairness doctrine by presenting unbalanced programing slanted to the extreme right wing and failing to offer free reply time to persons and groups attacked.

Civic and religious groups, which petitioned the FCC for a hearing, charged the station also broadcast anti-Negro, anti-Semitic and antiminority remarks.

WXUR is operated by Brandywine- Mainline Radio Inc., which is owned by Faith Theological Seminary Inc. of Elkins Park, Pa.

SAG upset over network movie plans

The Screen Actors Guild, flushed with a new television film contract that since last summer "produced the best results of any guild negotiation in memory," held its annual membership meeting in Hollywood last week and waved a cautioning finger at the TV networks interested in feature-film production. Re viewing the guild's activities for the year, John L. Dales, national executive secretary, explained why SAG has argued against "the unrestricted right of the three major networks to unilaterally compete in production of feature films." According to Mr. Dales, it boils down..."
New CATV news service makes debut in Manhattan

Alphamatic News, a full-time electronic news display service for CATV distribution to the home, went into operation last week on the Manhattan Cable Television system in New York.

The service, originated by United Press International and Television Presentations Inc., a subsidiary of Sterling Movies, which also owns an interest in the Manhattan system, provides world and local news and stock market prices 24 hours a day. Manhattan Cable Television serves Manhattan south of East 86th Street and West 79th Street.

The heart of the system is a character generator device manufactured by RCA Victor Ltd., which converts telegraph signals to words and sentences flowing across the home screen. Each of 12 lines of copy holds 42 characters and spaces. The top 11 lines are successively erased and new lines displayed, starting at the top. The service is wholly visual.

Television Presentations will market the service to CATV systems throughout the country. Charles Dolan, president of Sterling Movies, the parent company, said: "The service converts anyone's TV set into a formidable news outlet that should sharpen the public's appetite for news from other sources, especially in view of the attractive visual nature of regular TV news programs, and the greater in-depth coverage of both radio and newspapers."

The Associated Press has offered its own News Channel Service to CATV systems since July 1965. In partnership with Telemation Inc., Salt Lake City, AP has its system on line with 76 systems and has signed contracts with 20 more, according to a spokesman last week.

The primary difference between the two systems is that while AP's displays electronic copy, AP's displays a television picture of a modified news printer on the regular AP transcontinental news wire.

to a Hollywood version of Gresham's Law: An uncontrolled television network in movie production "might soon drive the other, independent motion picture producers out of business." The rationale for such a conclusion: "The networks [which] own the primary means of exhibition . . . could largely dry up . . . necessary income for . . . independent producers and . . . become the overwhelming power in feature film production that they already are in TV production."

But that was the only spectre raised at the meeting held in the Hollywood Palladium and attended by some 1,000 actors. The financial report was the champagne of the occasion. It bubbled with promise. Commenting on the TV film contract negotiated last summer and which extended residual payments from six to 10 runs, Mr. Dales happily anticipated that "Lord knows what this is going to do to our residual department."

He pointed out that domestic and foreign residuals and payments for feature pictures sold to television are now running more than $1 million a month and that SAG is distributing what amounts to some 120,000 residual checks a year.

Treasurer Gil Perkins reported to the meeting that SAG income during its financial year ended Oct. 31 totalled $1,236,173, while expenses were $1,038,493, resulting in a surplus for the year of $197,679. This brings the total guild surplus to $1,228,283. Paid-up national membership for the year increased from 16,793 to 18,495.

During the meeting support for pay-TV was reaffirmed and steady progress overcoming racial discrimination in use of actors in both TV and movies was noted. Also reported was success in limiting the number of foreign actors imported to this country.

Actor William Gargan, a cancer victim who now helps other cancer sufferers, was given the annual SAG award "for outstanding achievement in fostering the finest ideals of the acting profession." Actor Charlton Heston was re-elected for a third one-year term as president of the guild.

Congressional probe of bar called for

A congressional investigation of the American Bar Association to curb its influence over public agencies, not excluding the federal courts, was urged last week by Robert M. White II, president of Sigma Delta Chi, professional journalistic society.

In the keynote address to the annual convention of the all-inclusive journalism organization, Mr. White charged the ABA with advocacy of new court rules that impinge dangerously upon freedom of news media. He urged opposition to the so-called Reardon report and asked that efforts be made to defeat it on the floor of the house of delegates at the ABA convention in Chicago next February.

Mr. White, editor and publisher of the Mexico (Mo.) Ledger and owner of a CATV system there, charged that the Reardon report was "a plan to force American people to know less about what their police are doing, and what their courts are doing." He branded it "an ill-conceived and tragic attempt at indirect censorship."

Opposed Report - He said that every newsmen and lawyer who believes that an informed voter is democracy's greatest strength should join in opposing the Reardon report. But even that isn't enough, he said, adding:

"It is high time, indeed, for Congress to investigate the ABA. It is a private organization with headquarters in Chicago, which through its rules and regulations exerts mass power in every state in the land, in every city in the land, in every village in the land. Yes, even the federal courts. No private organization should have such power."

Bill Matney, NBC News, Chicago, in a panel on riot coverage warned that a number of government agencies, including the FCC have under consideration the writing of mandatory "guidelines." He urged the media to set up their own in meeting what he described as the "very real" urban problem. He said there is strong evidence of a black power underground that is still recruiting and accumulating weapons. Mr. Matney, a Negro, inferred this will be covered in a future NBC documentary.

Frank Angelo, managing editor of the Detroit News, panel moderator, labeled failure to cover riot news, calmly, intelligently, but immediately as
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"irresponsible journalism." He said a Detroit station, yielding to the suggestion of city leaders to delay its report on rioting did a disservice to the community, which had a right to be informed.

**ABC-TV sets schedule for Winter Olympics**

ABC-TV last week said its strategy for coverage of the 1968 Winter Olympic games from Grenoble, France, next February includes more than 10 hours in prime time out of a total schedule of more than 27 hours. ABC said it will reserve one or more hours of prime time every night; 12½ hours of weekend coverage (one or two hours a day on weekends); and eleven 15-minute late-night wraps-ups. The full schedule: Feb. 6 (7:30-8:30 p.m.), Feb. 7 (7:30-8:30 or 8:30-9:30 p.m.), Feb. 8 (9-10 p.m.), Feb. 9 (8:30-9:30 p.m.), Feb. 10 (3-5 p.m. and 6:30-7:30 p.m.), Feb. 11 (1-2 p.m. and 5-7 p.m.), Feb. 12 (7:30-8:30 p.m.), Feb. 13 (10-11 p.m.), Feb. 14 (7-8:30 p.m.), Feb. 15 (7:30-8:30 p.m.), Feb. 16 (9:30-11 p.m.), Feb. 17 (3-5 p.m. and 6:30-7:30 p.m.), and Feb. 18 (2-4 p.m.). Besides the 11 p.m. wrap-ups (Feb. 7-17), ABC plans a pre-Olympic special Feb. 4 (5-6:30 p.m.) and a weekday feed Feb. 6 (9-11 a.m.), live to Pacific Coast.

Sponsors of the Winter Olympics include: Ford, Coca-Cola, Goodyear Tire & Rubber, Pan American, Reynolds Metals and Texaco (Broadcasting, June 19).

**King switches signals on its fairness attack**

King Broadcasting Co. has decided not to challenge the FCC ruling that rejected the licensee's interpretation of what constituted a "reasonable" reply in a fairness-doctrine case. But there will be no net loss in the number of court-room challengers to various aspects of the commission's controversial doctrine. King will seek to enter the case in which three plaintiffs have asked judicial review of the commission action adopting as rules various aspects of the doctrine.

King had gone into the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Washington on Nov. 3 after the commission directed its stations, KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle, to negotiate with a local political candidate who had complained that the stations had not complied with the doctrine in dealing with him. His complaint was that the stations had not offered him enough spots to respond to an editorial campaign in behalf of five candidates for the city council, including his opponent.

King's decision not to press its request for judicial review came last week, after the court denied its request for a stay of the commission order, and after the stations had negotiated with the candidate and given him an additional spot announcement (Broadcasting, Nov. 13, 6).

The case King will seek to enter, as a friend of the court, involves the commission's action adopting as rules the fairness-doctrine provisions relating to editorializing for or against political candidates and personal attacks. The rule spells out the procedures broadcasters who air such material must follow to assure fairness. Plaintiffs in the case, to be heard in the U.S. Court of Appeals in Chicago, are the Radio Television News Directors Association, CBS and NBC. Their briefs, along with King's, are due to be filed tomorrow (Nov. 21).

**Young replaces Jennings on 'ABC Evening News'**

Peter Jennings, anchorman of the ABC-TV Evening News, has been re-assigned at his own request to in-the-field reporting, effective Jan. 1. He is to be replaced by Bob Young.

Mr. Jennings, 30, said: "I have agitated for more field work because the studio job on a full-time basis is just not rewarding enough in terms of the trade or the profession."

Mr. Young, 44, and a broadcast journalist for 20 years, is currently an ABC news correspondent in London. He has served as anchorman of three previous news shows, a weekday, and a weekend late-night network news program, and of ABC News Reports.

In May 1968, Mr. Young will be joined by Howard K. Smith, originating portions of each night's program from Washington. Mr. Smith has reduced his broadcast activities during the past year to work on a book.

The program, to be entitled ABC Evening News with Bob Young as of Jan. 1, will be changed to ABC Evening News with Bob Young and Howard K. Smith in Washington in May 1968.

Mr. Jennings joined ABC News in late 1964 after working on Canadian television. His father is vice president of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.

**TV films available from U.S. Chamber**

The Chamber of Commerce of the United States, Washington, has announced the availability for television stations of A Tale of Four Cities, a motion picture on community problems. The film shows how local leaders in Nashville, Indianapolis, Hartford, Conn., and Los Angeles, challenged local and area problems and advanced action to effect progress in these communities.

The chamber also reported that it has produced a 29-minute color film in conjunction with Hanna-Barbera Productions, Hollywood, which has been booked by 100 TV stations this fall. The film, The Incredible Voyage of Mark O'Gulliver, is in the form of a humorous parable, in which a mythical U.S. congressman becomes shipwrecked on a remote Pacific isle, among a community of animals whose society is much like our own.

For more information write: Audio-Visual Department, Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 1615 H Street, N. W., Washington 20006.

**Burrud plans specials on movie, play premiers**

Bill Burrud Productions, the Los Angeles-based exponent of travel programs, is expanding into the production of hour TV specials built around movie and theatrical premiers. Initially the specials will be aimed at local audiences, but subsequently they will be offered to a network or for distribution station-by-station. A new wing of Bill Burrud Productions, Hollywood Premiers Inc., has been formed to turn out the specials.

The new programs promise to provide in-depth coverage of movie premiers, including events involved in the production of them, as well as coverage of other important theatrical happenings in and outside of Hollywood. Bill Burrud, president of the production company, will be co-host of the specials with columnist Army Archerd.

First of the specials to be produced will concern the soon-to-be released 20th Century-Fox movie, "Valley of The Dolls." According to current plans all the specials will be telecast first on KCOP(TV) Los Angeles.
Around most TV stations, E-V lavaliers are taken pretty much for granted. Just hang one around your neck, or clip it onto lapel or pocket—and start talking.

Nothing could make us happier. Because we take great pains to insure the absolute reliability of these tiny microphones. And frankly, no other type of microphone poses a bigger design problem. The lavalier gets dropped, stepped on, swung by its cord, smashed and banged—not once, but often during its life. Most of the abuse is accidental—but inevitable.

So we developed a "nesting" principle of construction that is based on tolerances so tight that the internal element acts as a solid mass, reducing damage due to shock. And we use nothing but Acoustalloy® diaphragms...almost indestructible despite heat, humidity, dirt, or high intensity noise or shock.

We've also spent years developing cable specifications—and methods for attaching it. We've taken into account all the tugs and twists that are the fate of any lavalier cable. That's why our strain relief is so effective. And knowing that no cable can last forever, we've made replacement easy and fast.

Of course reliability by itself is not enough. So our field testing of E-V lavaliers is also devoted to sound quality. We must satisfy major network and independent stations on every score. As a result, E-V lavaliers can be mixed in the same program with stand microphones with no change in voice quality.

In the process of developing the lavalier, we've also made it smaller. Our original model was 7" long and 1" in diameter. Today's Model 649B is just 2-1/4" long, 3/4" in diameter, and weighs a mere 31 grams!

Of course TV studios aren't the only places you'll find E-V lavaliers. They're used in classrooms, lecture halls, conferences, stages and business meetings. And they offer the same year-round reliability with no compromise of sound quality.

Every E-V professional lavalier is protected by our unique 2-year unconditional warranty against failure of any kind, plus the lifetime guarantee of workmanship and materials that is an integral part of every E-V microphone. Full details are waiting at your nearby Electro-Voice microphone headquarters. Or write us about your special needs. We're ready to solve the toughest sound problems—off the shelf—all year 'round!

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 1171BR
860 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
Second PBL picks up 19 stations

CRITICS HAVE MIXED REACTIONS IN THEIR VIEWS

The second PBL show of the Public Broadcast Laboratory was presented on a network of 108 noncommercial television stations Sunday, Nov. 12.

The line-up was 19 stations larger than for the Nov. 5 premiere, because of the return of the Georgia and South Carolina educational networks, which boycotted the premiere for editorial reasons, and of KLYB-TV Yakima, Wash., which was unable to raise the necessary $39 to open the first Sunday.

The only stations still not carrying PBL are those of the Vermont (four) and Alabama (seven) educational networks, both for financial reasons.

Though not as many newspaper critics commented on the second show as on the first, those that did had the following over-all comments:

"An exploration cannot be judged after only two programs, the first of which was bold and the second of which was conventional." Lawrence Laurent, Washington Post.


"... probably more representative than the premiere. ... Unfortunately, it was the sections where PBL should be unique that were disappointing." Dean Gysel, Chicago Daily News.

"... was an improvement over its premiere ... but not a big one." Ben Gross, New York Daily News.

"... in its second week, [it] was ever more fulfilling its purpose in casting a sponsor-free eye on the contemporary scene." Bob Williams, New York Post.

"While commercial TV lashed out its banal Sunday night gloop, [PBL] demonstrated how to make the medium great." Rex Polier, Philadelphia Bulletin.

"As in its first edition a week ago, [it] ... was stimulating and mind-expanding, presenting more facets of more topics than you'd get in a month of watching commercial television." Percy Shain, Boston Globe.

Pam Enterprises steps up Florida feature output

As part of an effort to expand film production in Florida, Pam Enterprises, New York and North Miami, will begin shooting the first of five feature films, initially for theaters and subsequently for TV, at the facilities of Studio City Inc. next March.

Paul L. Jacobson, president of Pam Enterprises, reported in an interview in New York last week that at least one or perhaps several of the features can be used as "spin-offs" for TV series, notably "Bachelor Party Tours," a comedy about a group of traveling bachelors. He said that other features for filming over the next two years at Studio City by Pam (under the banner of its subsidiary, Jalore Productions) are "Deliver Us From Evil," a story of a supernatural demon menacing New York; "Mirror, Mirror on the Wall," "The Chill and The Kill" and "The Laughter Trap," all suspense-thrillers.

Mr. Jacobson said each feature will be budgeted at about $500,000. He is firm in the conviction that a feature must have theatrical exposure before its release to TV in order to perform well financially.

He noted that Pam Enterprises has been serving for the past two months as the management combine for Studio City and is active in soliciting the use of the 63-acre complex by independent producers of picture and TV commercials producers. Mr. Jacobson operates out of New York on behalf of Studio City while his partner, Arnold Leeds, is centered in North Miami. Studio City has four sound stages, and a wide range of production facilities, including overnight color processing, editing rooms, wardrobe and costume services, and equipment rentals.

Radio series sales...


Jimmie Fidler Hollywood News (Jimmie Fidler in Hollywood Inc.): KOBX Bakersfield and KREL Corona, both California; WARY Warwich, R. I.; WKNL Louisville, Ky.; WBZU Fredonia, N. Y., and CHIN Toronto.

Grand Ole Opry (WSM Inc.): WJMB Brookhaven, Miss.; WKKS Vanceburg and WOOG Grayson, both Kentucky; WWOO Elizabethhaven and WDXN Clarksville, both Tennessee; WAMB Waynesburg, Pa.; KVOB Great Bend, Kan.; KAOH Duluth, Minn., and WKMP Flint, Mich.

Point of Law (Signal Productions): KBBN Brighten, Colo.; WJCE Johnson City, Tenn.; WULK Ashbury Park, N. J.; WGOR Cleveland; WJDX Jackson, Miss., and KTWO Casper, Wyo.

More For Your Money (Signal Productions): KKRK Pomona, Calif.

Doctor's House Call (Signal Productions): KINO Portland, Ore.

World of Money (Signal Productions): KTWO Casper, Wyo.

Father Groppi pulls a Tyran on KPLR-TV

The Rev. James Groppi, the Milwaukee Catholic priest and civil rights leader who has gained nationwide attention for leading open housing marches in Milwaukee, used a choice four-letter Anglo-Saxon word on KPLR-TV St. Louis, and now the FCC wants the station to explain how it happened.

Father Groppi used the word—with an "ing" suffix—while a guest on a panel show on the station on Nov. 5. The show, during which viewers phone in questions, is broadcast on a five-second video-tape delay. Normally, the procedure provides sufficient time for station personnel to guard against trouble. But Father Groppi, who said he was quoting a remark of a Milwaukee policeman who said he was a "- - ing white nigger" managed to reach the audience with his remark intact.

The station broadcast a number of apologies. But "several" complaints were received by the commission. It was on the basis of those complaints, a commission official said last week, that a letter was being prepared asking the station whether the remark was made and if so what precautions the station had taken and what it was doing to prevent such incidents in the future.

Broadcast of obscenity is a violation of federal statute as well as of commission rules. However, the St. Louis U. S. attorney has said he would not prosecute Father Groppi "on advice from Washington."

As part of its response to the ear-catching remark of Father Groppi, the station offered time for comment to the Milwaukee chief of police. He has not yet indicated whether he would accept.
Come back little hippie

WPix (TV) New York began an on-the-air feature last week, designed to reunite hippie teen-age runaways with their distraught parents. The station is asking parents of runaway youngsters of 17 and under to send in three photographs of their children and a detailed description of them. The photographs and descriptions will be telecast on the station as part of the Monday-Friday Late News Final (11:30-11:55 p.m).

Clark gives other side

The first of what figures to be several answers to a smash hit antiprotest record produced by two ex-radio men has been released by ABC-Paramount records. The new record is a reply by actor-disk jockey Dick Clark to Victor Lundberg's "Open Letter to My Teen-Age Son," a philosophical affirmation of patriotism (Broadcasting, Nov. 6). The first record, released by Liberty Records, reportedly had sold more than 1 million copies since getting widespread radio station airplay around the country. Mr. Clark's record defends the right and need of teen-agers to protest.

NABET loses at WGN-AM-TV

An effort last week by the National Association of Broadcast Employes and Technicians to win representation of newswriters at WGN-AM-TV Chicago was rebuffed by a majority of the men involved. Of the total of 18 news writers, 12 voted against NABET and five favored representation by the union. One man did not vote. NABET pickets meanwhile continue to march outside of ABC stations there, WLS and WBBM (TV), because of the unsettled national strike against the network.

TV series sales...

Merv Griffin Specials (WBC Productions Inc.): WBSZ-TV Boston; WNYC-TV Philadelphia; WTVTV Pittsburgh; WPix (TV) San Francisco; WTVT (TV) Charlotte, N. C.; WTVV (TV) Miami, WATV West Palm Beach and WTVD (TV) Tampa, all Florida; KNTY (TV) San Jose, Calif.; WJBK-TV Detroit; WJTV Columbia, S. C.; WTVT Omaha; WDSU-TV New Orleans; WFEW Cleveland; KOOL-TV Phoenix; KOLD-TV Tucson, Ariz.; WTVN-TW Columbus, Ohio, and KCMO-TV Kansas City, Mo.

Sebring 67 (Triangle Publications Inc.): KING-TV Seattle, and WANE-TV Fort Wayne, Ind.

Of Lands and Seas (1 hour) (Olas Corp.) : WTVY-TV Steubenline, Ohio; KREM-TV Spokane, Wash.; KTLA (TV) Los Angeles; WFTV (TV) Orlando, Fla.; WTWF (TV) Evansville, Ind.; and WDFV-TV Kansas City, Mo.

Of Lands and Seas (1/2 hour) (Olas Corp.): WJRT-TV Flint, Mich., and WMAL-TV Washington.

Program notes...

SatiRical special

At the Drop of Another Hat, starring English satirists Michael Flanders and Donald Swann, will be broadcast on CBS-TV Monday, Dec. 18 (10-11 p.m. EST), pre-empting the Carol Burnett Show.

Cartoons galore

From 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. EST, Friday (Nov. 24) ABC-TV will show nine half-hour cartoons in a post-Thanksgiving "Cartoon Jubilee." The series includes Bulwinkle, Milton the Monster, New Casey Car- toon Show, The Fantastic Four, Spiderman, Journey to the Center of the Earth, King Kong, The Beatles and George of the Jungle.

'London Line' re-uses Reeves Sound Studios, New York, is distributing a video-taped, weekly quarter-hour television news show from London called London Line. Michael Smeke, British TV personality, is interviewer and anchorman.

Humphrey vs. high school students

Vice President Humphrey will discuss Vietnam with high school students in three cities on Classroom U. S. A.: At Issue—Vietnam on CBS Radio Thursday, Dec. 7 (2:10-3 p.m. EST). CBS News correspondent Mike Wallace will anchor the exchange between the vice president and students in Charlotte, N. C., Winnetka, Ill., and New York.

Two hours of drama


One-man drama

CBS-TV will present a one-man drama, Nicolai Gogol's Diary of a Madman, starring French actor Roger Coggi, Wednesday, Dec. 20 (10-11 p.m. EST). The special was produced and directed by Erik Till, who has been active in Canadian tele-
Klauber to head W7's TV activities

Donald E. Klauber was appointed executive vice president in charge of worldwide television activities for Warner Brothers — Seven Arts in the first of a series of top personnel changes to be made at the company as a result of the consolidation of Warner Brothers and Seven Arts.

Mr. Klauber, who has been with Seven Arts and several other companies out of which it evolved since 1954, was executive vice president and general sales manager of feature-film distribution before the merger. According to Benjamin Kalmenson, president of W7, Mr. Klauber now assumes complete responsibility for the company's distribution of all TV programming, including feature film, specials, series and cartoons; the development of a new broadcasting division and the development of a television production program.

The announcement by Mr. Kalmenson did not mention the status of W. Robert Rich, who has been executive vice president of Seven Arts Television with responsibility over the development and sales of program series to stations and networks and of Joseph Kotler, vice president, TV, Warner Brothers. It is believed that both Messrs. Rich and Kotler will be given top-echelon assignments within the new structure.

The combined resources of Warner Brothers and Seven Arts, it was indicated, will be used to expand the company's position in TV programing, particularly in production for networks, and in the broadcast station field. W7 had received a construction permit for a UHF outlet in Philadelphia but the award is being contested by a contending applicant. The company is reported to be seeking to invest in or acquire ownership of stations and CATV installations.

---
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Full-time stations get injunction

The country's class II and III regional, full-time stations won a partial victory in the presunrise battle last week when a federal court in New York authorized them to begin operating daily at 6 a.m. with their full, licensed, daytime power.

The court's order is a temporary stay of that part of the FCC's presunrise rules that limits all broadcasting, except for clear-channel stations, before local sunrise. The new regulations were adopted last summer and affirmed by the commission last month (Broadcasting, Oct. 16). They provide that daytime stations may begin broadcasting at 6 a.m., even when that hour is before local sunrise, but with powers reduced to not more than 500 w to overcome interference to co-channel stations.

The motion for a stay was sought by the Association of Broadcast Standards; John H. Conlin, associate general counsel, for the FCC. For the intervenors, Martin J. Gaynes represented 18 clients, principally daytimers, and Lauren A. Colby, a half-dozen clients, all daytimers.

The ruling was issued by Circuit Judges Sterry R. Waterman, Henry J. Friendly and J. Joseph Smith.

This brings to three the number of stays outstanding against the FCC on its presunrise rules. The first was won by WBEN Buffalo, N. Y., aimed at those daytimers on its 930 kc frequency that may cause interference to it by starting their broadcast day prior to local sunrise. The second was issued two weeks ago at the request of KODN Edmonds, Wash., a suburb of Seattle. KODN had been authorized to begin broadcasting at 6 a.m. with only 57 w in order to protect CKOV Kelowna, B. C. A request for a waiver was denied by the FCC and the station then won a temporary stay from the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. Argument on whether a permanent injunction should be issued will be argued in Seattle on Nov. 27.

In the only other legal action on presunrise petitions, WPCB Sharon, Pa., failed to convince a Philadelphia federal court of its need for a stay.

Channel reassignments vetoed by FCC

Commercial and educational broadcasters alike received a pink slip from the FCC last week on two separate proposals to assign new UHF channels in North Carolina and Virginia.

In separate but related actions the commission denied a petition for reconsideration requested by Tar Heel Television Inc., CHECK, of an August FCC rejection of a proposed rulemaking that would assign channel 50 to Raleigh, N. C. And the commission
terminated a rulemaking proposal requested by the Virginia Advisory Council on Educational Television that would have assigned new educational UHF channels at Wytheville, Williamsburg and Manassas, all Virginia.

In August the commission rejected the Tar Heel proposal that urged the Raleigh assignment because the broadcaster contemplated a five-station network; there were other competing applicants for the only remaining commercial channel in the market, and it did not want to become involved in a “two-or-three-year hearing.” The commission said an additional assignment would not “guarantee” there would be no hearing and that it would be in the public interest to effect TV service already authorized.

In rejecting the plea for reconsideration the commission said last week that “experience has shown that a more fair and equitable apportionment of channels is likely to result” if it proceeds cautiously in making additional assignments. In addition the commission said that the supply of available channels may ultimately be exhausted but it would be “irresponsible to speed that day by thoughtlessly adding new assignments to places where channels are already assigned but not in use.”

In the Virginia assignments the commission noted that the channels requested by the Advisory Council would overlap extensively the service areas of stations presently operating at Bluefield and West Point. Instead the commission invited comments on a proposal to move channel 46 from West Point to Williamsburg and channel 63 from Bluefield to Wytheville; it could not find a channel assignment below 70 for Manassas because of minimum geographical separations.

The council filed the only comments on the proposal and stuck to its guns with requests for channels at Williamsburg and Wytheville. For this reason the commission concluded that the channel assignments were not justified “at this time.”

FCC proposes new remote-control system

AM licensees operating transmitters by remote control would be authorized to use their broadcast carrier frequencies to send some of the telemetry signals involved in remote operations, under the terms of a proposed notice of rulemaking that the FCC issued last week.

Stations now use wire or nonbroadcast frequencies to transmit signals on meter readings and other essential data from transmitters to the remote controls point. This involves costs in special transmitters and, in the case of nonbroadcast frequencies being used, spectrum space.

Under the commission proposal—first suggested by Moseley Associates Inc., Santa Barbara, Calif., an electronics equipment manufacturer—the information would be transmitted by impressing audio tones of very low frequency on the broadcast carrier itself. Equipment to read the telemetry is said to be available.

The commission said the proposed tones would have a frequency range of 20 to 36 cycles per second, and would be barely audible. Moseley has said that the possibility of station interference from the tone transmission would be slight.

The commission noted that a 90-day test WSM Nashville conducted of the proposed system in 1964 did not harm program reception. The test was conducted with commission approval.

The commission’s notice stressed that the proposed authorization covers only matters essential to station operations.

Comments on the proposed rulemaking are due Dec. 26; reply comments Jan. 5.

Hollywood Video Center makes big Norelco buy

Hollywood Video Center, a newly formed color video-tape facility, last week agreed to buy some $1.4 million worth of Norelco equipment. The purchase will include eight Norelco PC 70 Plumbicon electronic television cameras. In addition, the independent television facility has bought extensive switching, audio and high-band video-tape equipment.

Four of the new cameras will replace equipment currently being used in HVC’s studio A on Vine Street where the syndicated Pat Boone In Hollywood series is being taped four days each week. The other new camera purchases will be installed in a mobile van that will contain all equipment necessary for location color taping. The new mobile unit will have a six-camera capacity and will be supported by two Ampex 2000 high band recorders.

Technical topics . . .

Without a 'hiss' • Gotham Recording Corp., New York, has installed a “Dynamic De-Esser” that helps avoid excessive sibilance during tapeings and serves to remove the excess “s” sound experience in redubbing of original tape.

Reduced rate • The Videotape Center has reduced tape duplication by 25%. The cut averages to a reduction in price
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Goldmark foresees home-movie use of EVR

Dr. Peter C. Goldmark, president and research director of CBS Laboratories, hinted last week that a camera may be developed within a year that can record home movies for use in the lab's revolutionary new EVR system.

Over a longer range he foresaw three-dimensional television becoming standard for the home, and over a shorter range thought it might be achievable on special channels or by closed circuit by 1980.

He also foresaw a wide assortment of push-button TV services in the home and, in addition, suggested extra sensory perception may be mastered by science.

Dr. Goldmark, leader in the development of EVR, an electronic video-recording system for classroom and home use (BROADCASTING, Aug. 28), and of Broadcast EVR for color TV (BROADCASTING, Oct. 23), appeared on CBS-owned WCBS New York's weekly WCBS Radio Looks at Television last Monday (Nov. 13).

Home Movie Use • In the interview Dr. Goldmark, after discussing various uses of EVR for home and classroom use, was asked by Ed Joyce, host on the program: "Can you see any adoption for home-movie purposes? Can a camera be developed that would supply tape or film to the EVR cartridge for living-room playback?"

Dr. Goldmark replied with a question: "Could I be asked back in a year from now and report on this?"

Mr. Joyce interpreted the reply as "being full of meaning—that perhaps there are things in the works in that particular area."

In its present stage EVR, to be marketed initially for instructional purposes in England and Europe, contains no device for making video records in the home. Special equipment and skills are said to be needed to make the master recording, but duplicates can then be made at a unit cost described as in the pennies. They are played in cartridges in a TV-set attachment whose manufacturers' price is expected to be about $280 initially, though Dr. Goldmark thought the cost would go down with volume production.

Dr. Goldmark, who also developed the long-playing phonograph record, thought EVR's impact should equal and perhaps exceed that of the LP, "because we think that actually, sooner or later, almost anything that is now on a record could be illustrated with pictures."

He cited as an example the late Walt Disney's "phenomenal" illustration of classical musical works in "Fantasia," and said "it wouldn't be difficult to provide the [EVR play-back] attachment with its own sound system" if buyers wanted higher fidelity than the average TV set provides.

He also suggested additional uses for EVR—to teach music and art, for instance, even in correspondence courses.

Teach Music • Asked whether EVR might be used to show how to play a guitar, Dr. Goldmark replied: "You must have been reading my mind because we have been talking about EVR educational cartridges for music teaching, because we have an extra sound track and actually the pupil could play back the guitar and listen to himself. And if this were a correspondence course [he] could mail it in to be tested."

Could EVR be used to learn to paint or draw at home?

"Very much so," Dr. Goldmark said. "We have ways in EVR to show things in color, in black-and-white. We can stop the pictures; we can show motion; we can give sound; we can give silence. And it's so versatile and so cheap that exactly what you say could be illustrated extremely well and at low cost."

Mr. Joyce said he knew CBS Labs was working on "a holographic system, I believe it's called, for theater showing," and asked whether this was apt to become a reality in the next few years.

"That's difficult to say," Dr. Goldmark answered, adding that "we are working on fundamental aspects of holography and together with some other applications—probably a theater application is still a distance away."

Under further questioning about holography he acknowledged, however, that "theoretically" it would be possible to beam a three-dimensional object into a theater or home, but added again that "we still have a long way to go."

He said it was "definitely" possible to use a home-TV set to receive the equivalent of a newspaper, other printed matter and photographs:

"There is a great deal of work going on in a number of laboratories around the world and here, too, to use a TV set for reproduction of still pictures. It is possible, we believe, to transmit necessary signals for a still picture or facsimile even through the radio waves, perhaps the subcarrier of an FM transmitter, a side-band carrier of an FM trans-

of $7 to $8 for each dupe. A spokes-
man said the price difference between a film print and a tape dupe has been "narrowed" considerably, so that a dupe now is about $3 more than a film print, as compared to $10 more in the past.

Closed circuit at Purdue • Forty-one engineers from 22 states, the District of Columbia and Canada will attend the National Association of Broadcasters' third Engineering/Management Development seminar to be held at Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., Dec. 4-8. Purpose of the seminar is to aid and encourage radio-TV engineers to develop

an individual "working philosophy" of management which will provide greater efficiency and effectiveness in station or network operations.

Dry b and w • A new method used for the final drying of color and black-and-white motion-picture film and which operates through ultra high frequency radio waves was made public last week. This technique, said to offer substantial economic advantages as well as stricter quality control, was developed by DeLuxe Laboratories of New York and Hollywood, and Reeves Electronics Co., Chicago. The film-drying innovation, which uses a combination of wave-

guides and a 2.5-kw magnetron, is claimed to produce closely controlled heatability and better coupling of the heat energy to the film. Reportedly, film can be dried with this process at faster than 200 feet per minute. According to officials of DeLuxe, films of different drying characteristics can be uniformly dried while being sequentially processed.

Tower for two • Ground has been broken for a new 1,200-foot television tower in Kansas City, Mo. The tower, to be located in the heart of the downtown sector, will support the antennas of WDAF-TV and KBMA-TV, both Kansas
mister, and then store this still picture in the home in a device and then play it back and view it on a TV screen. Or you could view it on a special screen just for that purpose."

Ready Availability • He said the picture needn't be stored photographically, but could be stored "some other way with less effort, so that it would be instantaneously available. But you could also play it back on a special screen so you wouldn't even have to use your TV set for it."

"The advantage of such a system," he continued, "would be that you would have access to still pictures for news faster than any other way and then the radio and the news broadcast could refer to picture accompanying this news broadcast on the other device."

Mr. Joyce wanted to know whether eventually some of these systems might not be tied into computer systems so that the home viewer could simply push one button for news, another for shopping information, etc. Dr. Goldmark said: "I can see this come even without the computer." He also foresaw other services, such as shopping by TV and "seeing by telephone," that he thought might also help solve the traffic problem by enabling more people to shop at home and even work at home.

Asked to describe the TV set that might be found in the home of "the average middle-class American" in 1980, he suggested that its screen would be "a great deal larger" and its colors brighter, and that its pictures would be sharper because "we will have learned how to get more information out of the current standards; perhaps we may even have new standards."

"I believe," he added, "that perhaps on special channels or on a closed-circuit CATV system one may even think of three-dimensional television." He thought this "quite possible" by 1980.

Crystal Ball • How about the average home-TV system by the year 2000?

"I would think by that time it would be totally three-dimensional and quite large. The need for life-like, or almost life-size, pictures would exist by that time and probably be fulfilled."

"There would be, I think, very bright images and by being lifelike I mean truly three-dimensional so that one may not even have to wear polarized spectacles or any other viewing aids. I think there would be many other services in the home that you mentioned before..."

Mr. Joyce recalled that Dr. Goldmark had once been quoted as saying he'd like to engage in research in ESP. Would that be the ultimate in communication?

"Well," Dr. Goldmark replied, "we don't even know whether we are not communicating that way now. I believe there are radiations, or there are signals—perhaps leaving and entering the human brain—that we are not ready yet to detect, just as not so long ago, a hundred years ago, we were unable to detect radiations which we are now taking for granted, invisible radiations: X-ray and ultra-violet and radio and, of course, microwaves and so on. So, no reason to believe that there are no radiations left... to be discovered."

City. WDAF-TV, owned by Taft Broadcasting, will begin telecasting from the new tower shortly after its completion in December. KBMA-TV a new UHF (ch 44), expects to be on the air by late next year.

Computer-run TV display • Computer Communications Inc., Inglewood, Calif., has available a CC-30 input/output, desk top terminal station that can use any standard TV set for alphabetic-numeric or graphic visual displays. The plug-in system provides immediate "online" access to a computer. It consists typically of a CC-300 12-inch TV receiver ($195), a CC-301 TV display controller ($5,300), a CC-302 telephone coupler or dataphone interface ($350) and a CC-303 alphanumeric keyboard ($250).

Ampex doubles space • The manufacturing facilities of Ampex Corp. in Colorado Springs are being substantially expanded. Preparation work has begun for new construction that will add 116,000 square feet of plant space to the 100,000 square feet now occupied by the electronics manufacturer. The site is a manufacturing facility of the Ampex audio-video communications division.

CATV distributor • Leeder Consultants Inc., New York, has been named by Closed Circuit Corp. of America, Alhambra, Calif., as exclusive distributor of its products to the CATV industry. Closed Circuit Corp. of America manufactures a complete line of closed-circuit TV equipment and related components.

Electric contact guarantee • Industrial Electronic Hardware Corp., New York, has secured a license to make, use and sell electrical connectors and electronic component sockets from Connectronics Corp. of New York (affiliate of F. R. B. Societe Anonyme, Asnières, France). The license involves patented connectors that are particularly adaptable for use with TV cameras, computers, etc.; and, according to IEH, "virtually preclude the chance of an electrical contact failure."

For TV studios • Gravco Sales Inc., Hollywood, is offering a new distribution amplifier for application in TV studios. The amplifier is manufactured by The Grass Valley Group Inc., Grass Valley, Calif. It's said to incorporate a 360 degree phase shifter to establish proper phase reference after distribution in the studio.

Separate recordings • Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.-based electronics
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**The FCC has an antenna farm all its own**

There's more to relocation of the FCC than typewriters, people, government forms and red tape. There is also this array of towers and antennas that is now located atop the commission's new building at 1919 M Street, in Washington. Most of the equipment is used in connection with the commission's district field engineering office job of checking on and eliminating interference within and between various radio services, and barring illegal use of frequencies, in the Washington area.

The tall antenna at the extreme right is used to communicate with the commission's radio-equipped trucks in the Washington area. The tower closest to it supports directionalized antennas used for monitoring land-mobile services in the 150 mc and 450 mc bands. The two Discone antennas (which look vaguely like Christmas trees and are located at either end of the roof) are used in monitoring services in 50-500 mc range, which includes television. One of the two towers at the left will be used to support an antenna system that will receive VHF, UHF and FM signals for transmission to receivers in the commissioners' and key staff members' offices.

The remaining towers support wire antennas used in monitoring in the 1.6-50 mc range, which includes amateur, high frequency broadcasting and international point-to-point services. Still to come is an antenna for monitoring citizens-band radio. It will be mounted on one of the still-bare towers.

The gear had been located on top of a building at 521 12th Street, where the commission's Field Engineering Bureau and its Washington district office had been located. All commission personnel are now out of that building, and most of those who had been in the Post Office building on Pennsylvania Avenue have relocated also.

Among those remaining to be moved, however, are the commissioners and their personal staffs, the executive director's office, the office of opinions and review, secretary and office of information. They are scheduled to move on the weekend of Dec. 2.

A manufacturer has placed two new solid-state multi-channel audio recorder/reproduces on the market. The new units are designed for use by sophisticated master recording studios. They permit each instrument or group of instruments at a recording session to be recorded separately on two-inch-wide magnetic tape. If one musician makes a mistake, or if an instrument or vocalist is not present at the time of recording, that single track can be recorded at a later date. The new recorders are the 24-channel AG-1000-24 and the 16-channel AG-1000-16.

**CCTV entry** *Videodata Inc., a company which hopes to "embrace" the entire field of video, audio, computer and data technologies, has been formed in Encino, Calif. The company will furnish complete systems as well as individual system products, for closed circuit television, computer education and data display businesses. Videodata is said to have worked out close rela-

**Berkey-ColorTran offer** *Berkey ColorTran Inc., Burbank, Calif. has introduced the lightweight and compact Vari-Beam "100", providing continuously variable light output for a wide range of applications in motion pictures and television. The motion picture and television versions are priced at $85 and $89 respectively. For brochure write: Berkey-ColorTran Inc., 1015 Chestnut Street, Burbank, Calif. 91502.

**Big order** *Ampex of Hong Kong, a division of Ampex International, has come up with the largest order in its six years of existence. The Hankuk Munhwa Broadcasting Co. of Korea has placed the order, which is for $600,000 worth of electronics equipment. Included in the order are an Ampex VR-200 high-band color Videotape recorder, equipped with editec; four VR-1200 high-band Videotape recorders; a quantity of 148 series broadcast Videotape, and 62 professional audio recorders. The Munhwa Broadcasting Co. is scheduled to become the third TV channel in Seoul, Korea, in early 1969.

**Radiation to be checked on modified GE sets**

A pilot program of checking the General Electric color-TV receivers that were modified by the company following discovery that they were radiating X-rays above the safety level of 0.5 milliroentgens an hour has been undertaken by the U. S. Public Health Service's National Center for Radiological Health, Washington, and the Pinellis county, Fla., health department. Originally GE announced that it was modifying 90,000 color sets whose shunt-regulator tube permitted excessive X-radiation.

The company has furnished Florida officials with names and addresses of the 175 set owners in Pinellis county whose sets were modified. Each will be checked by a team of two to three, including a representative of the county health office, using a radiation-sensitive, large-area Geiger-type survey meter. If radiation levels are found above the 0.5 mR standard, radiographic film will be exposed on one or more of the exterior surfaces of the set. The films will be developed and analyzed by the federal laboratory.
FINANCIAL REPORTS

Bartell realigns following stock sale

Bartell Media Corp. reported last week a realignment in the top management of the company following the sale of 225,000 shares of the company by the four Bartell brothers to a New York investor group.

In the change-over Melvin M. Bartell resigned as executive vice president and as director of the company. His future plans were not disclosed. Another brother, David Bartell, who has been general counsel, will resign at a company spokesman stated.

The company's board of directors elected Gerald A. Bartell, as general counsel, as chairman, as president. He succeeded Lee B. Bartell, who remains treasurer, as well as a director of Bartell Media Corp.

The 225,000 shares were purchased for an undisclosed amount by Weis, Voisin, Cannon Inc., a member of the New York Stock Exchange, for its own account and a small group of investors. Bartell Media has been selling recently on the American Stock Exchange at between $10 and $11 a share. Herbert S. Cannon, president of Weis, Voisin, Cannon, was elected a director of Bartell Media.

The Bartell brothers and family members had about 51% of the 1,981,094 shares of stock outstanding last April 12. Their holdings have been reduced to between 35 and 40%.

Bartell Media owns and operates Bartell Broadcasters Inc. (WXXY Milwaukee, WADO New York, KCBQ San Diego and Telecuracao and Telearuba in the Netherland Antilles) and Macfadden-Bartell Corp., consisting of various consumer and trade publications and book publishing firms.

The company announced last week that gross revenues for the first nine months climbed over the corresponding 1966 period, but net earnings, after taxes, declined slightly.

For the nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income per share (after taxes)</td>
<td>$0.219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross revenues</td>
<td>24,513,737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income (before taxes)</td>
<td>765,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book provision for taxes</td>
<td>316,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reeves Broadcasting total revenues climb

Reeves Broadcasting Corp., New York, reports nine-month revenues up 11% and income up 4% over 1966's comparable period, representing a continued "long-term upward trend, which has been posted in virtually every quarter for the past five years."

Reeves operates nine CATV systems in seven states, and owns WUSN-TV Charleston, S. C.; WHTN-TV Huntington-Charleston, W. Va.; WHTN-AM-FM Baltimore; and WKEE-AM-FM Huntington, W. Va.; and has a 50% interest in a planned TV station in Lexington, Ky.

The company also operates Reeves Sound Studios.

Nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned per share</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>7,896,000</td>
<td>7,023,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>544,000</td>
<td>521,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares outstanding</td>
<td>1,806,259</td>
<td>1,640,086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trans-Lux makes healthy gains in nine months

Trans-Lux Corp., New York, reported last week that earnings rose 16.9% for the first nine months of the year over the corresponding period of 1966.

Richard Brandt, president, said that total gross revenues for the period were "significantly above those for the corresponding months of 1966," but they were not divulged.

For the nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned per share</td>
<td>$0.68</td>
<td>$0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>474,226</td>
<td>406,259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash flow</td>
<td>1,226,226</td>
<td>1,121,293</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Corinthian holds the line in 2d quarter

Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., New York, group TV station owner, last week reported earnings highs for both the second quarter and the first six months of its fiscal year ended Oct. 31.

Corinthian, which is traded on the New York Stock Exchange, said earnings stood up despite operating revenues being "fractionally less" than the corresponding periods a year ago. Earnings per share dipped slightly on a comparison with last year because of a greater number of shares outstanding.

Second-quarter figures showed income per share at 28 cents in 1967 compared with 30 cents in the 1966 period; revenues in 1967 were $4,543,830 compared with $4,583,678 last year, and a net income of $951,813 in this year in comparison with $947,092 in the same period last year.

C. Wrede Petersen, chairman, and president of Corinthian, said earnings were held at a "favorable level" despite a softness in national advertising, which, he said, reflects a weakness in the general economy. Expenses were "marginally less" in this year's periods compared to 1966's, and he reported that local revenues were up 14% for both the second quarter and for the six months, while national revenues fell 6% and 5% respectively, and network revenues were off 9% and 8%.

Corinthian stations are KHOU-TV Houston, KOTV-TV Tulsa, KXTV-TV Sacramento, Calif.; WANE-TV Ft. Wayne, Ind. and WISH-TV Indianapolis.

For the six months ended Oct. 31:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Earned per share</th>
<th>Gross revenue</th>
<th>Income/pretax</th>
<th>Income before extraordinary items</th>
<th>Profit per share</th>
<th>Extraordinary item</th>
<th>Net income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$4,784,508</td>
<td>$1,246,000</td>
<td>635,467</td>
<td>$0.79</td>
<td>$(28,000)</td>
<td>$515,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>$0.56</td>
<td>$4,390,980</td>
<td>$1,006,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>619,768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sonderling up 10% in nine-month period

Sonderling Broadcasting Corp., New York, last week reported a 10% increase (up $393,528) in 1967 nine-month gross revenues, over 1966's similar period.

The station group owner recently purchased its first TV station, WLKY-TV (ch. 32), Louisville, Ky., for $6,850,000. The transfer is still pending FCC approval. Alan Henry, Sonderling vice president-group operations, said the company has become "very acquisition minded," especially in the leisure entertainment and broadcast fields. (The firm has received a grant for WDIV-FM Memphis, which tentatively is scheduled to begin operations this fall).

In its financial report, Sonderling said it suffered a 7% drop in 1967 per share earnings, mainly because of two factors: (1) an "extraordinary item" of $59,879 incurred for expenses of a public offering last May, and (2) the net effect of a loss carry-forward in 1966 for WOL-AM-FM Washington, purchased by SBC in 1965. The public stock sale at $13 a share for some 380,000 shares (of 800,000 outstanding), grossed approximately $4.5 million for Richard Goodman and Mason Loundy, two of the three principal SBC stockholders (BROADCASTING, May 8). Messrs. Goodman and Loundy, together with Mr. Sonderling (24.6% ownership) have 51% of the company.

Sonderling stations include four 100% Negro programed outlets, WWRL New York, WOL-AM-FM Washington, WDIV Memphis and KDIA Oakland-San Francisco; as well as KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach-Los Angeles and WOPX-AM-FM Oak Park, Ill.

Nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Earned per share</th>
<th>Gross revenue</th>
<th>Income/pretax</th>
<th>Income before extraordinary items</th>
<th>Profit per share</th>
<th>Extraordinary item (public offering expenses)</th>
<th>Net income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>$0.72</td>
<td>$4,784,508</td>
<td>$1,246,000</td>
<td>635,467</td>
<td>$0.79</td>
<td>$(28,000)</td>
<td>$515,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>$0.77</td>
<td>$4,390,980</td>
<td>$1,006,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>619,768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ashley Famous Agency to go to Kinney

An agreement has been reached under which Ashley Famous Agency Inc., a talent firm, would be acquired by Kinney National Service Inc. (rental and leasing services). New York, by an exchange of Kinney preferred stock for Ashley Famous shares, it was announced last week.

Under terms of the agreement, Kinney will issue 127,500 shares of its $4.25 convertible preferred stock, Series B, in exchange for all of the talent agency's stock. Based on an expected value of the new Kinney preferred of $100 a share, it was stated, the Kinney shares to be received by the Ashley Famous stockholders would approximate $13 million.

The talent agency, headed by President Ted Ashley, represents many top performers, writers and producers in TV, motion, legitimate theater and records. It serves as sales agent for network TV shows, including Carol Armstrong Show on CBS, Get Smart on NBC, Mission Impossible on CBS, Tarzan on NBC, Mannix on CBS, Star Trek on NBC, He And She on CBS, and N.Y.P.D. on ABC.

CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL
RADIO AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING
Write Mr. Roberts, Cambridge School
615 Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115

Think small. If you save one person from hunger, you work a miracle. Give to CARE, New York 10016

(Cambridge School, November 20, 1967)
The Securities and Exchange Commission has reported the following stock transactions of officers and directors of other stockholders owning more than 10% of broadcasting or allied companies in its \textit{Official Summary} for September-October (all common stock unless otherwise indicated):

**ABC Inc.** — Samuel H. Clark sold 2,050 shares, leaving 3,200. Jerome B. Golden sold 1,000 shares, leaving 1,250. Jack Hausman bought 200 shares personally held, giving total of 2,500, and sold 1,000 held as H. Brothers & Sons Inc., leaving 2,500.

**Aveo Corp.** — James R. Dempsey exercised option on 1,000 shares, giving total of same. James R. Kerr exercised option on 173 shares personally held, giving total of 5,279, and will 5,000 of 5% convertible debentures, leaving none.

**Collins Radio Co.** — Robert W. Geller exercised option on 500 shares, giving total of 500. Donald A. Polk, holding 11,000 shares personally held, 100 shares on stock beneficially held with wife and children, leaving 10,900.

**C-E-I-R Inc.** — William Schickelford sold 100 shares, leaving same.

**Collins Radio Co.** — Robert F. Dutton sold 400 shares, leaving 22.

**CBS Inc.** — Ralph D. Bricco sold 1,000 shares, leaving 500. Bennett L. Newman exercised option on 678 shares, giving total of 73. Norman A. Adler exercised option on 500 shares, giving total of 471 of same. Julius F. Brauner sold 700 shares, leaving 3,700. Michael Burke sold 200 shares, leaving 6,173. Merle S. Jones sold 2,000 shares, leaving 47,412. T. F. Koop exercised option on 315 shares, giving total of 5,557. Goddard Lieberson exercised option on 11,310 shares personally held, giving total of 42,343, plus 1,000 held in plan.

**Cox Broadcasting Corp.** — Marcus Bartlett bought 4,900 shares, giving total of 11,523. Frank Gaither bought 4,000 shares.

**Filmyways Inc.** — L. Douglas Nolan sold 1,400 shares, leaving 2,104. Lee Moellie sold 3,100 shares, leaving 11,948.

**Four Star Television.** — Morgan Maree Jr. sold 206,850 capital shares beneficially held as estate of Richard E. Powell, leaving none. James Boyer sold, in private transaction, 69,878 shares, leaving 37,422. Frank Gaither sold 69,878 shares beneficially held as Dajani Establishment, in private transaction, leaving 37,422.

**Puqua Industries** — Dudley L. Miller, personally holding 390 shares held with wife, leaving none. Gross Telev. — Raymond W. Mottel, personally holding 100 shares, bought 778 shares and sold 825, giving total of 91 on beneficially held Faine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis trading account.

**Jerrold Corp.** — Howard Butter III bought 2,492 shares, giving total of 23,716, plus 10,900 shares beneficially held in trust. Paul A. Garrison sold 4,000 shares, leaving 16,602.

**LIN Broadcasting Corp.** — Frank A. Woods sold 100 shares, giving total of 662. Thomas L. Intervante personally holding 6,233 shares, bought 808 shares and sold 1,100 shares held personally by partners in person—hers trading account, leaving 41, plus 100 shares beneficially held with daughter. Donald C. Voht personally held 1,500 shares, giving total of 1,284.

**MCA Inc.** — Charles Miller sold 17,000 shares personally held, leaving 45,281, plus 285 beneficially held with wife. Metromedia Inc. — David L. Wolper sold 2,000 shares, giving total of 47,149.

**MGM Inc.** — William Geller, buying 500 shares, giving total of 32,500. Howard F. Miller on beneficially held Paine, Webber, Janeway & Co., personally holding 10,609 shares, leaving 91.

**Sherrerd investment** — Ernest C. Sherrerd sold 10,000 shares, leaving 433,350.

**Telstar Broadcasting Corp.** — Lawrence M. Carino exercised option on 1,000 shares, giving total of 1,000. John J. Kelly sold 1,000 shares personally held, leaving none. James P. Storey sold 450 shares personally held, leaving 295 shares, giving total of 1,200.

**Taft Broadcasting Corp.** — Dorothy S. Murphy sold 400 shares, leaving 10,911. Robert C. Wiegand sold 236 shares, leaving 236.

**Teleprompter Corp.** — Monte E. Livingston sold 300 class-A common shares, giving total of 700.

**Walt Disney Productions** — Francis C. Bok sold 1,400 shares, giving total of 1,000. Donald S. T. Tryon sold 285 shares, leaving 1,400.

**Warner Bros.-Seven Arts Productions** — Samuel R. Goldwyn bought 200 shares, leaving 1,000.

**Wix Corp.** — Monte E. Livingston bought 1,000 capital shares, giving total of 31,372 personally held and 175 shares held with son, 500 held with wife.

**Wix Corp.** — Monte E. Livingston sold 300 shares, leaving 37,223.

---

**ADS registers for sale of 100,000 shares**

Adams Dana Silverstein Inc., New York advertising agency, has filed a registration with the Securities and Exchange Commission for the sale of 100,000 shares of stock at $5 per share. Two of its owners are TV stars Don Adams and Bill Dana.

With the successful sale of these shares, the company will have 400,000 shares outstanding. Purchasers of the public shares will own 25%; the principals, 75%. The book value of the company's common stock will be $479.12 or $1.20 a share.

**ADS.** organized in April 1966, earned for the year ended June 30 seven cents a share. The agency had $1,750,000 of gross billings, $340,187.81 from commissions and other service fees and a net income of $21,826.79.

During the first fiscal year of operations approximately 67% of the company's total billings were for magazine advertisements, approximately 25% for newspapers, and 8% for radio and television.

Directors and executive officers include Donald W. Silverstein, president and treasurer (55%); Woodrow F. Benoit, executive vice president and secretary (15%); Mr. Adams, star of NBC's "Get Smart," and Mr. Dana, co-medium and originator of "Jose Jimenez" role, both senior vice presidents (each 12.5%).

Mr. Silverstein was with Aurora Plastics Corp., New York, as vice president for marketing and advertising, before forming the agency. Aurora is ADS's principal client, accounting for 69% of gross billings in the last fiscal year. ADS now has 11 clients.

Mr. Benoit is a former television programmer at Young & Rubicam, a vice president at J. Walter Thompson and a senior vice president and management account supervisor at Lenne & Newell, all New York advertising agencies.

**SEC's September-October report of transactions**

**ADS profits shoot up despite lag in gross**

Screen Gems, Inc., New York, a diversified communications company (TV syndication and group TV station owner), last week reported record earnings for its first quarter despite a drop in gross income.

The unaudited report compared gross income and earnings of the three months ended Sept. 30 this year with the three months ended Sept. 24, 1966. Screen Gems Executive Vice President and General Manager Jerome S. Hyams said the company's first quarter was traditionally lower than the remaining quarters of the year. SG stations are KOKO-TV and KARM-AM in San Diego; KOPV-TV in Portland, Ore.; KVUE-TV in Austin, Tex.; WAPA-TV in San Juan, P. R.; and WWTV in New Orleans.

Three months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Per share earnings</th>
<th>Gross income</th>
<th>New ventures</th>
<th>Shares outstanding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>$0.28</td>
<td>$0.28</td>
<td>$0.28</td>
<td>4,036,125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
<td>$0.28</td>
<td>$0.28</td>
<td>$0.28</td>
<td>4,028,063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BROADCASTING, November 20, 1967**
Teleprompter net up, but per share drops

Teleprompter Corp., New York, a major CATV operator, last week reported 1967 nine-month revenues and net earnings both up approximately 2% over 1966's comparable period. This year's 3 cents drop in per-share earnings resulted from a 25% increase in the number of shares outstanding, the company indicated. Teleprompter said its CATV operations "continued to expand and exceeded growth projections for the period." It added that construction of a recently acquired cable TV franchise in Greenwood, S. C., is progressing, and that Theta Cable of California (under the joint ownership of the company and Hughes Aircraft Co.) has been granted a cable TV franchise by the city of Santa Monica, Calif.

Nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Revenue</td>
<td>$4,699,011</td>
<td>$4,079,028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Earnings*</td>
<td>719,505</td>
<td>702,172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes $56,623 and $441,253, respectively, of other income, primarily on the sale of part of the stock of a subsidiary, net of applicable taxes. No tax provision was required due to tax losses of prior years and investment-tax credits.

Hofheinz in circus business

Roy Hofheinz, former mayor of Houston and president of FM Broadcasters Inc. in the early days of FM radio, is now part owner of the famous Ringling Brothers, Barnum and Bailey Circus. He's associated with Irvin and Israel Feld of Washington who announced the $10 million purchase last week.

Shortage of TV sets develops in Britain

Britain's TV-set makers are falling sharply behind production targets, mainly because of a shortage of components and because of the easing of credit restrictions last August jumped demand by some 10%, far more than the industry expected.

A forecast of 50,000 color units by the year's end has now been revised downward to 35,000. Monochrome set production is also trailing behind, although figures for August and September are expected to show a 50% rise over last year to 257,000 units.

A leading TV-rental-and-retail chain claimed that the shortage in black and white was becoming as bad as that in color. Other rental companies report they are operating increasingly under crisis conditions. Radio Rentals, largest in the rental field with some 1.6 million customers, estimates that the company's manufacturing unit, Baird, has produced 7,500 color sets so far this year. "We hoped to be much further with production by now," a director said, "but the component industry got out of gear when the credit squeeze hit the TV renting business, and it hasn't altogether got back into its stride."

Trevor Standeven, managing director of GEC's TV producing section, reports it had nearly 40,000 sets during the summer but that these are mostly gone. "Demand is above our ability," he added. Pye's sales director, Richard King, said that inventory had fallen from 38,000 in July to 3,800, less than a week's supply. Mr. King cited three main areas in component shortages—cabinet production, metal trim for cabinets, and tuning knobs for sets.

India gets its first taste of commercial radio

All India Radio made broadcast history in India this month by airing the country's first commercials. The first commercial was broadcast from the local medium-wave Vividh Bharati transmitters of Bombay, Poona and Nagpur on Nov. 1.

The pilot project allows commercials in any language to be broadcast simultaneously over the local Vividh Bharati transmitters for 75 minutes a day.

Over 200 commercials, ranging from 15 seconds to two minutes, are broadcast daily. Annual income from the project is expected to be about $600,000.

Color tubes in Mexico

General Telephone & Electronics Corp., New York, has begun production of 19- and 25-inch rectangular color-TV picture tubes at its subsidiary, Sylvamex Electronica S.A., Monterrey, Mexico. The 60,000-square-foot plant has added some 26,000 square feet of space for color-tube production.

Bernard T. O'Dea, Sylvamex president, said that at the end of 1967 some "10,000 color-TV sets made in Mexico will be sold, and the market should increase to 20,000 in 1968, rise to 30,000 in 1969, and reach 50,000 by 1970."

Mr. Hofheinz, one of the principals in building Houston's famed Astrodome stadium, owned 16% of KTRK-TV in that city until its recent sale to Capital Cities Broadcasting Co. and was half owner of KBAT San Antonio, Tex., sold to Swanco Broadcasting earlier this year.

He will serve as chairman of the board of the new management of the circus.

Financial notes...

- ABC has declared a fourth-quarter dividend of 40 cents a share payable Dec. 15 to holders of record Nov. 24.
- Norris Grain Co., a privately owned company that also owns the National Hockey League Detroit Red Wings among other diversified interests, last week acquired a piece of Ivan Tors Films Inc., Hollywood. The size of the Norris interest was not disclosed.
First hometown radio station starts in Britain

Radio Leicester, first of the BBC's experimental local radio stations, was officially opened Nov. 8 by Postmaster-General Edward Short. A threat that the station would blow up as it went on the air proved to be a hoax after police searched for a nonexistent bomb. The incident formed the subject of Leicester's first local news item.

Mr. Short said it was the aim of the government and the BBC to have up to 250 local stations operating within the next five years. This depends, however, on whether running costs of the individual stations, estimated at $2,800 weekly, are backed up by community funds. In the case of Leicester, city authorities have agreed to underwrite the project for a two-year experiment.

In all, eight local stations are planned in the experiment, which is, to discover whether there is any future for this type of radio in Britain. Radio Leicester will shortly be followed by Radios Sheffield and Merseyside. Local news and affairs will take up about four hours daily, with programs from the BBC's four other national networks taking up about 12 hours. Cost of constructing the stations, about $100,000 each, is being supplied by the BBC.

The government's white paper on broadcasting, issued at the end of 1966, stated: "Local radio would provide a valuable service to the community, by giving a new means of expression to its interests and aspirations."

Asian conference shown portable radio gear

The first public demonstration of the "STC village broadcaster," an easily transportable radio station for use in remote areas of developing countries, has been conducted in Singapore for delegates of the fourth Asian Broadcasting Union conference.

The equipment, which can be assembled in one hour and operated by non-technical personnel, can be used for satellite broadcasting of programs received by medium- or short-wave, telephone lines or high-frequency links from distant stations, as well as originating live, taped and recorded local programs. The station is manufactured by Standard Telephones & Cables Pty. Ltd., the Australian subsidiary of International Telephone & Telegraph Co.

British rating contract awarded to new firm

The contract for supplying weekly reports on British TV viewing habits has been awarded to Audits of Great Britain, it was announced in London. Current contract holder is Television Audience Measurement (TAM). The new contract, effective for six years from July 30, 1968, (when the new ITV program contracts begin), is estimated to be worth $7 million.

TAM, in which the U.S. firm A.C. Nielsen has a 49% stake, has been issuing its TAM top-20 ratings to TV advertisers and executives since ITV went into operation 12 years ago. Audits will continue the service with its SET ratings, which, like TAM's, will be determined by meters attached to sets in homes representing a cross-section of the population. TAM reports are based on the viewing habits of 7,250 selected people in 2,120 British homes.

Audits of Great Britain was set up by former TAM executives Bernard Audley, Douglas Brown and Richard Gapper, who quit TAM five years ago after a dispute with founder Bedford Attwood. The firm has since achieved a turnover of about $4 million annually.

FANFARE

Petry, 16 agencies cited by Ad Council

Martin L. Nierman, president of Edward Petry & Co., was the guest of honor at a luncheon meeting of The Advertising Council board of directors last week, where a resolution praising his aid to the council was passed. Petry conducted a 1967 advertising campaign detailing the impact of ad council promotions over Petry represented stations.

Frederick S. Gilbert, vice president general manager of Time-Life broadcast Inc., represented the Petry television stations.

At The Advertising Council's annual awards luncheon also last week, 16 ad agencies were honored for their public service work through the council.

Mark Century has new package

A new and, said to be complete, promotional package of commercials, contests, features, sound effects and production-commercial music will be offered to radio stations next month by Mark Century Corp., New York. Called "Limited Edition" because subscribers will be held to a specific number, the promotional tool promises to be tailored to each station's particular needs. The service includes musical commercials, use of Mark Century's New York production facilities, especially designed sound effects, a formula for custom-made contests and promotions, new production and commercial music to be supplied each month under the supervision of Broadway composer Mitch Leigh and individual instruction forms.

Humane society notes radio's helping hand

Radio broadcasters have been very kind to pets during the last 12 months. They donated a total of $2,142,023.60 worth of air time during that period to return lost pets to their owners.

According to The American Humane Association, the stations participated in the organization's "Pet Patrol" service. They broadcast 475,755 announcements during the fiscal year ended June 30.

The organization also reported that "at least" 127,790 pets were returned to their owners as a result of radio broadcasts. This amounted to "a most effective recovery rate" of one pet returned for each 3.7 broadcasts.

The AHA's annual report also disclosed that there are now 20,000 animal shelters appearing in 615 television shows and motion pictures.

Drumbeats . . .

AP awards • Three radio station members of the Associated Press have been give citations for "outstanding contributions to the news report" of the cooperative news-gathering service. The stations which were honored during the annual convention of the Associated Press Managing Editors Association, were WHVHW Princeton, N. J., for its news on the death of physicist Dr. Robert Oppenheimer, and KFAR and KFRR, both in Fairbanks, Alaska, for their coverage on the floods there last August.

Winter promotion push • KNEW San Francisco, using just about everything from balloons to broadcasting, has begun what it calls the biggest promotion drive in that city's radio history. The core of the drive, however, will consist of using some 9 million items such as menu riders in Northern California's largest restaurant chain, Mel's Drive-ins and Red Roof Coffee Shops. The items will carry KNEW promotional messages.
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A. Dudley Can and Warren E. Rebell, with Campbell-Ewald Co., Los Angeles, join Venet Advertising there as VP-account supervisor and VP-director of client services, respectively.

Charles Levy, advertising director for Walt Disney Productions, Burbank, Calif., named VP for Adams Dana Silverstein Inc., Los Angeles agency.

William F. Perkins, director of Ren Inc., Indianapolis, named VP, marketing and media research of Ruben, Montgomery & Associates, that city.


Ray S. Delman, with Campbell-Ewald Co., Los Angeles, Fenton A. Ludtke, Ronald Phillips, and John R. Pike, with C-E, Detroit, named creative department VP's.


Brian Dillon, group copy head of Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, elected VP. Aaron Zutler, previously with Whitehall division of American Home Products Corp. and with Bristol-Myers Co., both New York, joins FC&B there as merchandising supervisor.

Arthur L. Hecht, account supervisor with Delehanty, Kurnit & Geller, New York, named VP.

Allen Hundley, formerly with Peters, Griffin, Woodward in Dallas and St. Louis, named director of regional sales in Southwest for Radio Advertising Bureau, New York.

Mort Gaffin, manager, advertising and corporate identification, RCA, New York, and chairman of RCA's internal corporate identification committee, appointed to new post of director, corporate identification.

James H. Rosenfield, account executive, CBS-TV network sales, New York, since August 1965, named director of daytime sales for network, new post. A. Robert Boraguna, also account executive with network sales since September 1962, appointed to newly created position of director sales-central division for CBS-TV, with his office in Chicago.

Leo Fassler, copy group supervisor at Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, joins Kenyon & Eckhardt there as creative group head.

Franklin C. Wheeler, with KHVN-TVs Honolulu, appointed general sales manager of KRON-TV, that city.

Richard F. Appleton, with Blair TV, Los Angeles, appointed general sales manager for KSHO-TV Las Vegas.

Doyt Edouarde, manager of NBC Radio Spot Sales in Los Angeles, appointed sales manager of NBC-owned KNBR San Francisco.


Arthur M. See, previously with former New York World Journal Tribune, named to newly created post of

Charles B. Brakefield, president and general manager of WREC-TV Memphis, was elected chairman of the Television Bureau of Advertising at its annual membership meeting in New York (see page 32). He succeeds Joseph P. Dougherty of Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp.

Norman E. Cash was re-elected TVB president.

Donald L. Kearney, sales director of Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., was named secretary, and Alexander W. Dannenbaum Jr., senior vice president, marketing, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., was named treasurer.

Five new TVB board members were elected. Arden Swisher, KMTV (Tv) Omaha, and Guy Main, Mid-west TV Stations, were named for three-year terms, while Terry Lee, Storer Broadcasting; Robert D. Thomas, WINS-TV Columbus, Ohio, and Robert S. Schultis, WDSU-TV New Orleans, were elected for four-year terms.

They succeed Mr. Dougherty, whose term expired but who as immediate past chairman will serve as an ex officio member of the board and William Bazzoli, Wometco Stations; George A. Koehler, WFIL-TV Philadelphia; H. Peter Lasker, Broadcast Communications Group, and Howard Stainaker, WOW-TV Omaha.
department store advertising manager of WMCA New York.

Ken Custer, with KLZ-TV Denver, named sales development manager.

Lyle H. Schultz, assistant director of advertising and sales promotion for Kelvinator division of American Motors Corp., Detroit, appointed manager of advertising and sales promotion.

Bob Klein, executive VP of Central California Communications (XSBW-AM-FM-TV Salinas, and KNOS Hanford, both California), named account executive for Metro TV Sales, San Francisco.

Richard E. Charlton, formerly with Henry I. Christal Co. and Happiness Tours, both Chicago, named account executive for CBS Radio, that city.

Raymond F. Ferguson, account executive with Norman, Craig & Kummel, New York, joins Gardner Advertising there as account executive.

Philip M. Michel, from WMAL-FM Washington, appointed account executive at Lewis & Dobrow, that city.

Robert J. Werner, account executive for CBS Television Stations National Sales, Los Angeles, appointed account executive for rep's San Francisco office.


Colin Smith, with McCann-Erickson, New York, joins Geer, DuBois & Co. there as account executive.

Frank Egan, manager of San Francisco office of Adam Young Inc., named manager of San Francisco office of Radio Advertising Representatives.

Clem Dowd, with Los Angeles office of George P. Hollingbery Co., named manager of Los Angeles Office of Grant Webb & Co.

Jerry Silverman, copy group head at Hicks & Greist, New York, joins Wyse Advertising there as copy supervisor.

Benjamin R. Okulski, account executive at WABC-TV New York, named account executive for ABC Television Spot Sales, that city.

Howard H. Bright, sales manager of WATT Indianapolis, named account executive for WLWTV (TV), that city.

Elias A. Felluss joins Harwood Martin Advertising, Washington, as assistant TV production manager.

Hal Kemp, manager of KOSO Pawhuska, Okla., joins KTLO Tahlequah, Okla. as account executive.

William T. Ennis, account executive for Esquire magazine, New York, and Herbert W. McCord, assistant to director of sales planning for Life magazine, New York, join CBS Radio Spot Sales there as account executives.

Tom Hartman, with WPRO Providence, R. I., joins WPRI-TV there as account executive.


Robert G. Burns, account executive with WBAM(FM) Boston, joins sales staff of WEEL that city.

John T. Lawrence Jr., station manager of WKRC-FM Cincinnati, appointed to newly created position of general manager, FM division, Taft Broadcasting Co. (group owner), that city. Luther G. Bassett, with Taft's WKRC-FM, succeeds Mr. Lawrence as station manager.

Paul B. Marion, WBAT-AM-FM Charlotte, elected president of North Carolina Association of Broadcasters. Other officers elected: Jack Lee, WPAI Fayetteville, VP for radio; T. H. Patterson, WSNW-TV Washington, VP for television; and E. Z. Jones, WABB Burlington-Graham, secretary-treasurer.

Robert C. Floyd, with KCKN Kansas City, Kan., named general manager of KWKI-FM Kansas City, Mo.

John R. Speciale, general manager of WRR Rockford, Ill., named general manager of WJFS Evansville, Ind.

Robert L. Tuttle, with WSWO-TV Springfield, Ohio, appointed station manager.

Andre Dunstetter, acting manager of McLendon's WWWD(FM) Detroit, appointed controller of McLendon Corp. (group owner), Dallas.

Bennett L. Newman, assistant treasurer and director of taxes, CBS, named controller, CBS Theatrical Films Division. Mr. Evans joined CBS's law department in 1950 after private practice in New York. Mr. Newman was with U. S. Internal Revenue Service before joining CBS in 1954. Marilyn Walsh, tax counsel, federal and foreign taxes, for CBS, succeeds Mr. Newman as assistant treasurer, director of tax section, CBS Inc.

Max D. Paglin, executive director of FCC, renamed chairman of communi-
Dudley S. Taft succeeds father on board

Dudley S. Taft, 27, son of Hubert Taft Jr., who was killed in an explosion at his Indian Hill, Ohio, home on Nov. 10 (Broadcasting, Nov. 13), was elected to the board of Taft Broadcasting Co. last week. He fills the board vacancy caused by his father’s death.

Police and fire officials blamed the bomb shelter blast in which the elder Mr. Taft was killed, on leakage from propane gas. It is presumed that Mr. Taft had pulled the fuse block of the electrical system in the shelter when he smelled gas and that a spark ignited the leaking gas. Mr. Taft’s body was found at the door of the shelter with the fuse block near his hands.

Services were held last Monday (Nov. 13) at St. Thomas Episcopal Church, Terrace Park, Ohio. Interment took place at Spring Grove Cemetery, Cincinnati. He is survived by his wife, Elizabeth Sutphin Taft; two daughters, Miss Nelly Leaman Taft, New York, and Mrs. Kenneth Taft Mahler, Cincinnati, and his son, Dudley.

The late Mr. Taft was the son of Hulbert Taft Sr., editor and publisher of the Cincinnati Times-Star. The Times-Star was owned in 1956 by Scripps-Howard Newspapers and combined with that chain’s Cincinnati Post. Hulbert Taft Jr. was the grandson of Peter Rawson Taft, a half-brother of William Howard Taft, 27th President of the U.S. The young Mr. Taft is a 1966 graduate of the University of Virginia Law School. He was in private practice in Washington with Koteen and Burt, Washington counsel for Taft Broadcasting. He joined the home office as corporate counsel only last September. He was elected to the board at its meeting on Nov. 13.

A new chairman of the board for the publicly listed group broadcast firm had not been elected as of late last week. David S. Ingalls is vice chairman; Lawrence H. Rogers II is president.

Strong Team • Commenting on Mr. Taft’s death, Mr. Ingalls said at last week’s board meeting: “One of Hub Taft’s greatest accomplishments at Taft Broadcasting was the development of a strong, able management team at the home office of the company and at each of its individual stations. . . .” Taft stations are WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati; WTVN-AM-FM-TV Columbus, Ohio; WRCB-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala.; WRGB-AM-FM-TV Buffalo; WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas City and WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa. It recently sold WKYT-AM Lexington, Ky., to G. D. Kincaid and group. Earlier this year it acquired Hanna-Barbera Productions, Los Angeles.

The blast at Mr. Taft’s shelter came the same day that an explosion rocked the home of Ron Dell, television assignment editor of WKRC-TV, one of the Taft Broadcast stations. Mr. Dell had to leap from a second floor window. Officials attributed that explosion to gas in the building.

Dudley S. Taft

Hulbert Taft Jr.

Dudley Taft

76 (FATES & FORTUNES)
in Rome since March 1959, will head London Bureau; Mr. Frizell, in Paris, top spot since June 1962, will be chief of Rome bureau, and Mr. Bourgholtzer resumes post of Paris bureau chief that he held from 1953 to 1955. Mr. Bourgholtzer has been in Paris since July 1965 on special assignments covering Europe for The Hunley-Brinkley Report (NBC-TV).


Ed Goedfry, assistant news director with WHWH Houston-Galveston, appointed assistant news director.

Joseph A. Jansen, with WHIN Findlay, Ohio, appointed news director of WWHO Canton, Ohio. Mark Masten, with noncommercial WKSU-FM Kent, Ohio, named newsman for WWHO.

Walt Sutherland, news director of WLIZ Lake Worth, Fla., named news director of WHWY Princeton, N. J.

Jeffrey Ulman, sports director of noncommercial WJR(FM) Easton, Pa., named news-sports director, succeeding Clinton Billups, who resigned.

Mike Stein, with WNEW New York, appointed assistant director, radio news.

Walter F. Cryan, with WPRI-TV Providence, R. I., appointed news manager.

Walter May, WPKE Pikeville, elected president of Kentucky AP Broadcasters Association.

Peter C. Kohler, editorial writer and columnist for Suffolk Sun, Deer Park, N. Y., named assistant director of editorials for WCBS-TV New York.

Al McDowell, newsmen with KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, joins WFIL-TV Philadelphia as anchorman for station's evening news programs.

Gordon Davis, director of programing and deputy to director of Radio Free Europe, rejoin Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., New York, as VP for news, newly created post. WBC's Washington bureau, foreign news service, international bureaus and correspondents will report to Mr. Davis. He will also coordinate domestic news operations.


FANFARE


Earl Ling named promotion and publicity director of WOAI-TV San Antonio, Tex.

Donald E. Witheridge, with PR department of Washington Gas Light Co., Washington, appointed editor of publications for National Cable Television Association, that city.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING

Thomas F. Davis, VP-general manager, radio/video communications division, Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.; John N. Lauer, VP-general manager, consumer and educational products division; Byron A. Olerich, VP, international operations; Robert L. Pappas, VP-general manager, instrumentation division, all named group VPs of company. Appointments bring to five number of Ampex group VPs.

Henry W. West Jr. was appointed to position year ago.

John W. Holland, engineering manager, named VP of engineering for cable division of Amphenol Corp., Chicago.

J. Tyler Nourse, staff VP of parts division of Electronic Industries Association, Washington, named staff VP of EIA's distributor products division.


Donald H. Hansen, with KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle, appointed chief engineer of Tel-West Productions, San Francisco.

Richard V. Zagorski, applications engineer for Rantec division, Emerson

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample realigns top executive positions

Stuart B. Upson, executive VP, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, elected president, succeeding Gordon H. Johnson, who becomes chairman of the board.

Mr. Johnson succeeds Clifford L. Fitzgerald, who now serves as chairman of the executive committee and chief executive officer.

In other executive changes at D-F-S, George G. Tormey, senior VP, was named vice chairman of the board; Fred T. Leightly, former administrative VP, was named executive VP, and William F. Maughan, VP and treasurer, named senior VP and secretary-treasurer.

According to Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, the agency is ninth largest in U. S. and bills an estimated $160 million annually.

Mr. Upson Mr. Johnson Mr. Fitzgerald Mr. Maughan Mr. Leightly Mr. Tormey
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Dan Kahan, with Green Tree Electronics Corp., Costa Mesa, Calif., named director of production.

Jack G. Sanford, senior field engineer for Cahu Electronics, San Diego, named regional sales manager for northern California at Mountain View, Calif.


John G. Rogers, with Deluxe-General Film Laboratories, Hollywood, named head of company's new sales service office in Chicago.

Lamar Vosburg, with Carlsbad (N. M.) cable TV system, joins Ameco Inc., Phoenix, as sales representative in Iowa, Nebraska, Dakotas, Missouri, Oklahoma and Colorado.

ALLIED FIELDS

Karl W. Friedline, assistant manager of WKKH and WKBV (TV) La Cross, Wis., resigns to join faculty of mass communications and audio-visual depart-ments at Wisconsin State University, that city.

Herb Granath, VP and director of national sales, ABC Radio, re-elected president of Bedside Network of Veterans Hospital Radio and TV Guild. Others elected: G. Thaine Engle of NBC promotion and publicity, 1st VP; Terry Ross, ABC, 2d VP.; William C. Jackson, 3rd VP, and William R. Potts of NBC, 4th VP; Joan Melzer, treasurer, and Elizabeth Bain of CBS, secretary.

David Linden, manager of sales communications for Million Market Newspapers Inc., New York, joins American Research Bureau there as account executive.

INTERNATIONAL

Ron Collister, reporter for Toronto Telegram for 13 years, named Ottawa parliamentary correspondent for Canadian Broadcasting Corp. He succeeds Tom Gould, who resigned as CBC Ottawa bureau chief and parliamentary correspondent after CBC used off-the-record comment by John Diesenbakker on his future political plans (BROADCASTING, Oct. 16). David H. Orr, corporate supervisor of information services for CBC, Ottawa, appointed director of information services, succeeding A. W. Wilson, who assumes special PR duties.

Sir John Carmichael, former deputy chairman, Britain's Independent Television Authority, London, joins board of Gramyan Television, Aberdeen, Scotland.

DEATHS

George D. Wray Sr., 86, retired board chairman of KTRS-TV Shreveport, La., died Nov. 13. He is survived by his wife, daughter and three sons (including E. Newton Wray, president and general manager of KTRS-TV).

Charles Bickford, 77, died Nov. 9 at UCLA Medical Center, Los Angeles, result of emphysema attack. Mr. Bickford was stricken some four months ago at Universal City Studios while performing his continuing role in NBC-TV's The Virginian series. He is survived by his wife, son and daughter.

George M. Brown, 55, president of Kansas State Network, Wichita, died of heart attack after being stricken Nov. 3 at his home in Wichita. Mr. Brown was one of founders of KARD-TV and organized Kansas State Network in 1962. Kansas State Network consists of KARD-TV and KCKT(TV) Great Bend, KGLO(TV) Garden City, all Kansas, and KOMC(TV) McCook, Neb. His wife, Mary, and six children survive.

Walter Mickelson, head of KNJ New Ulm, Minn., died at his home in New Ulm Nov. 10. He was brother of late Paul Mickelson, general news editor of AP in New York.

William C. Kern, 64, former member of Federal Trade Commission, died unexpectedly Nov. 11 in New York. President Eisenhower appointed him to seven-year term on five-member FTC in 1955. He is survived by his wife, Mary, and daughter.

George Woodfield, 50, Negro character actor on television and in motion pictures, died Nov. 10 after heart attack. Mr. Woodfield was seen on TV most recently in episodes of The FBI and The Virginian series. He is survived by his wife and two sons.

FOR THE RECORD

STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, Nov. 9 through Nov. 15, and based on filings, authorizations and other actions of the FCC.

Abbreviations: Ann. announced, ant.—antenna, aur.—aural. CATV—community an-

* Docket hearing files will not be available.
for public inspection from 8:30 a.m. Nov. 29-Dec. 4, in order to fill docket division to dismantle files for move to new building at 135 S. M Street, N. W., Washington, and reassemble them in new docket area. Files will be open to the public from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on Dec. 5 in new office, room 239 at 1919 S Street, N. E. Docket division is currently located in room 7013 at New Post Office building and will move to new Post Office building on Dec. 2 weekend. Only division remaining in New Post Office building after Dec. 5 will be data processing division. Reopening of data processing division will be announced at later date. Ann. Nov. 15.

New TV stations

FINAL ACTION

Topeka, Kan.—Corrected item: Topeka Television Inc. FCC announces Aug. 16 initial decision denying grant of application for ch. 45 at Topeka became final Oct. 5. Action Nov. 5.

OTHER ACTIONS

□ Review board in Kansas City, Mo., television broadcast proceeding, Docs. 17689-10, granted in part petition to enlarge space for ch. 44, filed by KCMO Broadcasting Company. Amended rulemaking amendment 1 (a) concerning finances of Romanoff Broadcasting System, H. L. Romanoff, Asst. General Counsel, W. H. Thorndike and J. D. Cutlip; and amended issue as to whether Kansas City Television Cable Inc. Board member Nelson noted on Aug. 15, 1965.

□ Review board in Memphis, television broadcast proceeding, Docs. 17586-60, granted in part petition to reassign ch. 31, filed July 30 by Gamma Television Corp. Tele/ Malco TV Co. and Ch. 31 Associates, Memphis Broadcasting Co., granted to extend inquiry, held in abeyance in all other respects; agreement approved with some limitation; application of Gamma Television Corp. dismissed with prejudice; application of Tele/Malco and Ch. 31 Associates granted subject to conditions; petition to enlarge space filed Aug. 1 by Board dismissed. Board member Nelson not participating. Action Nov. 9.

RULEMAKING ACTIONS

□ Petition for reconsideration of assignment of ch. 79 to Lakeview, N. J. denied. Commission had denied petition by Mid-State Broadcasting Co., Lakeview, N. J., requesting reconsideration of commission’s action of June 28, denying its petition for rulemaking (RM-1925) to assign UHF ch. 79 to Lakeview as first TV channel assignment there. Original petition was defective and was denied by commission on that ground. Mid-State’s engineering data submitted with its original petition was based on an old assignment table which had been superseded by a new assignment table (RFN response and memorandum, opinion and order, Doc. 14239, Feb. 11, 1966). In denying request for reconsideration, commission noted that Mid-State does not argue that since it is technically feasible to assign ch. 79 to Lakeview, commission should do so. Argument does not directly conflict with its own conclusion on the issuance of a new channel assignment.

□ Pacific Media Corp., Palm Springs, Calif. Requests KPLM-TV.

ACTION ON MOTIONS

□ Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham on Nov. 9 in Aurora, Ill. (Allstar Broadcasting Inc. and South Kane-Kendal Broadcasting Co.) TV proceeding, continued further hearing from Nov. 15 to Dec. 6 (Docs. 17467-B).

□ Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on Nov. 9 in Gainesville, Fla. (Minisat) Broadcasting Inc. and University City Television Cable Co.) TV proceeding, scheduled further hearing conference for Jan. 5, 1966 (Docs. 17650-10).


Existing TV stations

OTHER ACTION

□ Commission has granted joint petition for approval of merger agreement by eight applicants for ch. 9 (WNYW-TV, operating under intermedia license owned equally by eight applicants) television in Syracuse, N. Y. (Dcs. 14368-72, 14444-46). At same time, commission reaffirmed 1965 grant of CP for ch. 9 television station to one of the eight. W. R. G. Baker Inc., conditioning grant upon outcome of pending New York state antitrust suit; set aside rulings to re-open hearing and enlarge issues; dismissed petitions for reconsideration of 1963 decision; and terminated proceeding. Action by commission Nov. 15, by memorandum, opinion and order. Commissioners Hyde (chairman), Leopold, and Waldawer, with Commissioner Cox not participating, and Commissioner Johnson concurring in above result.

ACTION ON MOTION

□ Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on Nov. 9, in large Fl. (WLCV-TV Inc. WLCV-TV) TV proceeding, granted request by Broadcast Bureau and order that proposed findings shall be filed on or before Nov. 15 in lieu of Nov. 9, and replies, if any, on Nov. 30 in lieu of Nov. 23.

RULEMAKING ACTION

□ Petition to reassign ch. 23 from Philadelphia, to Camden, N. J. denied. Commission has denied petition (RM-1086) filed by New Jersey Broadcasting Corp. to reassign ch. 23 from Philadelphia, to Camden, N. J. In 1965, Bernard Rappaport, permittee of ch. 23, Philadelphia, filed for assignment of CP to New Jersey Television Broadcasting Corp. No action was taken. On Sept. 26, 1966, Rappaport entered into an agreement to assign CP to Seven Arts Broadcasting Inc. and earlier application was dismissed. On July 10, CP was assigned to Seven Arts and permittee was granted time to apply for construction permit on ch. 23 in Philadelphia. In denying New Jersey’s request, commission noted that while occupancy of channel would not necessarily, in all cases, preclude consideration or channel realignment, it had been unable to find any facts of the New Jersey has shown sufficient warrant for in this case, rulemaking to reassign ch. 23 to Camden. (By memorandum, opinion and order. Commissioner Cox concurring and issuing statement.) Action Nov. 15.

CALL LETTER APPLICATION

□ KRTV, Faith Center, San Bernadino, Calif. Requests KHOV-TV.

CALL LETTER ACTIONS

□ KIJK-TW, Kaiser Broadcasting Co., San Francisco. Granted KHJK-TW.

□ WGBS-TV, Coastal Broadcasting System Inc. Miami. Granted WJAI-TV.

□ WAPT-TV, WKBQ Inc., Cleveland. Granted WKBQ-TV.

New AM stations

APPLICATION

□ Ruppera, Miss.—Olive E. Sisk, Iyous T. Sisk and Joel E. Camp d/b as Webster Communications, 3300 N. W. 17609, Jacksonville, Fl. (kw-D, F. O. address: Box 867, Fulton, Miss. 38843, Estimated construction cost $19,200; first-year operating cost $17,188; revenue $20,800. Petition filed by Mrs. Sisk each have 40%. Mr. Camp holds 20%. Mr. Sisk has 25% interest in WVSJ Vernon, Ala. and WFTO FWTJ, Tallahassee, Fla. Sisk each have 50%. Engineer company, Sisk Engineering Service. Mr. Sisk has 50% interest in WVSJ and WFTO. Mr. Camp is assistant manager of WFTO. Ann. Nov. 8.

OTHER ACTIONS

□ Review board in Lima, N. Y., standard broadcast proceeding, Docs. 17570-3, denied

IF YOU WANT TO BUY
A BROADCAST TRANSMITTER
FROM THE LARGE MANUFACTURER

DON’T BUY CCA
WE’RE ONLY #3

WE’RE NOT PARTICULARLY PROUD THAT WE’RE ONLY #3, BUT CONSIDERING THAT MANY OF US HAVE BEEN IN BUSINESS FOR 30 YEARS, WE FEEL IT’S QUITE AN ACCOMPLISHMENT.

RELIABLE, ECONOMICAL TRANSMITTERS — WE PROVIDE PERSONALIZED SERVICE — WE HAVE TO — WE’RE ONLY #3!!

WHY PAY MORE AND GET LESS?
American Media Associates, Incorporated
Media Brokers

WHY?

Because its officers have in excess of 25 years of combined successful ownership and management in the broadcasting industry. All are still active in the broadcasting industry. All know the problems of both buyer and seller and are ready to help you when you give the word! That’s the WHY of the Company. Call or write!

305 Degree of Honor Building
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101

Area Code 612 227-7577
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PROFESSIONAL CARDS

**JANSKY & BAILEY**
Consulting Engineers
1812 K St., N.W.
Wash., D. C. 20006
296-6400
Member AFCCE

**JAMES C. McNARY**
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.
Wash., D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

**COMMERCIAL RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.**
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
Edward F. Lovett, Chief Eng.
PRUDENTIAL BLDG.
DI 7-1219
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20005
Member AFCCE

**A. D. Ring & Associates**
42 Years' Experience in Radio Engineering
1710 H St., N.W. 298-6850
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

**CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS**
19 E. Quincy Street
Riverside, Illinois 60546
(Chicago Suburb)
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

**A. EARL CULLUM, JR.**
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MElrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

**Gautney & Jones**
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
930 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

**KEAN, SKLOM & STEPHENS**
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
19 E. Quincy Street
Riverside, Illinois 60546
(Chicago Suburb)
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

**Hammert & Edson**
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco, California 94128
342-5208
Member AFCCE

**CARL E. SMITH**
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Cleveland 41, Ohio
Phone: 216-526-4386
Member AFCCE

**VIR N. JAMES**
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Application and Field Engineering
245 Colorado Blvd. — 80206
Phone: (Area Code 303) 333-5562
TWX 910-931-0514
DENVER, COLORADO
Member AFCCE

**Jules Cohen & Associates**
9th Floor, Securities Bldg.
729 13th St., N.W. 392-4616
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

**PETE JOHNSON**
& Associates
CONSULTING ENG'NEERS
P.O. Box 4318
104-925-6281
Charleston, West Virginia

**MERL SAXON**
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
634-9558
632-2821

**RAYMOND E. ROHRER**
Consulting Radio Engineers
317 Wyatt Bldg.
Washington 5, D. C.
Phone: 247-9061
Member AFCCE

**E. Harold Munn, Jr.**
BROADCAST ENGINEERING CONSULTANT
Box 220
Coldwater, Michigan—49036
Phone: 817-278-6733

**JOHN H. Mullaney**
and Associates
Suite 711
1150 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
Phone 202-223-1180
Member AFCOE

**FRANK A. ZOELLER**
TELEVISION SYSTEMS CONSULTANT
20 Years Experience
Box 366 • San Carlos, Cal. 94070
(415) 393-1751

**COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO.**
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
AM-FM-TV
103 S. Market St.,
Lee's Summit, Mo.
Phone Kansas City, Laclede 4-3777

**ROSNER TELEVISION SYSTEMS**
ENGINEERS
120 E. 56 St.
New York, N. Y. 10022
Phone Flatbush 6-2810

**CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS**
PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
Phone Trowbridge 6-2810

**Lohnes & Culver**
Box 798, Upper Montclair, N.J.
Member AFCCE

**SILLIMAN, MOFFET & KOWALSKI**
711 14th St., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005
Member AFCCE

**JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER**
2908 Wyoming Pl. Hillard 4-7010
KANSAS CITY 14, MISSOURI

**A. E. Towne, Assoc., Inc.**
TELEVISION AND RADIO ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
727 Industrial Road
San Carlos, California 94070
Phone 592-1394
Res. 593-6706

**JANIS & GAILEY L.**
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. Box 206
296-6400
Member AFCCE

**GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.**
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television Communications-Electronics
901 20th St., N.W.
Washington, D. C.
Federal 3-1116
Member AFCCE

**BROADCAST ENGINEERING**
1302 9th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Member AFCCE

**COMMERICAL COMMUNICATIONS - Electronics**
19th St., N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Member AFCCE

**G. A. L.**
and Associates
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
P.O. Box 222
296-6400
Member AFCCE

**KEAR & KENNEDY**
1302 18th St., N.W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

**KEAR & KENNEDY**
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MElrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

**GUY C. HUTCHESON**
817 CRESTVIEW 4-8721
P. O. Box 808
1100 W. Abram
Arlington, Texas 76010

**SPECIALISTS**
CONSULTANT & Radio Engineers
4318 304-9558
Member AFCCE

**A. Earl Cullum, Jr.**
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
MElrose 1-8360
Member AFCCE

**和服务**
**Directory**
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RADIO

Help Wanted Management

Manager—Sales ability, small market radio. New York State. Good salary. Box K-280, BROADCASTING.

East coast daytime radio station needs an aggressive Station-Sales manager combination. Unlimited opportunities, leading to executive type salesman. Draw against FM record. Excellent opportunity for commercial man.

Sales manager—Established AM-FM MOR in Florida growth market. Experienced, aggressive, take-charge salesman manages station, salesperson also, TV and CATV. Send resume, Bob Nelson. WBRL, Bridenton, Florida.

Sales manager—Dyanmic, self-starter, able to direct, motivate and control sales staff. New Trend with a rock plant, 6th oldest station in America. Successful chain operation. Many fringe benefits. Call now for position. Box L-196, BROADCASTING.

Manager, 3 kw daytime, in Oklahoma. Send full information Gael Gilbert, Box K-Neosho. Missouri 417-451-1420.

Sales

Immediate opening for salesman-announcer for small market. Box K-278, BROADCASTING.

St. Louis, Mo.—Solid salesman—Proven track record—ability to return it to multiple group—Good starting salary. Plus—Box L-94, BROADCASTING.

Newly going MOR—Independent FM stereo now staffing in Pacific NW. major market. Seeking newly going MOR—opportunity to add a FM back—direct personality and organize and execute all phases of sales. Box L-196, BROADCASTING.

Executive type salesman. Draw against 25%. 21 contemporary station, Florida. Must be idea man. No phone calls. Box L-164, BROADCASTING.


Central California contemporary format. Local and long distance plus combinations. Send resume, Sam Schwan, KIRQ Radio, P.O. Box 2573, Fresno, California.

Salesman: Wanted. Must be able to sell and cut his own shots. Radio experience, or college education necessary. Excellent pay and benefits available for the right man. Contact R. Carrell, WQAD, Gadsden, Ala.

Immediate opening for young aggressive salesman with some radio experience and creative approach. Five figures, unlimited growth opportunities. Heart of ski country. Opportunity for growth with group. Send resume and photo to Mr. J. WSN, Barre, Vermont.

Immediate opening for mature, aggressive salesman with experience and creative approach. Five figures, unlimited growth opportunities. Contact Francis Martin, WSWM, P. O. Box 509, East Lansing, Michigan. (517) 357-1318.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

DEADLINE: Monday Preceding Publication Date

- SITUATIONS WANTED $25 per word—$2.00 minimum, payable in advance. Checks and money orders only. Applicants: If tapes per films $1.00 for each package plus handling charge. Forward remittance separately. All transcriptions, photos, etc., addressed to box numbers are sent at owner’s risk. BROADCASTING expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.

- HELP WANTED $30 per word—$2.00 minimum.

- DISPLAY ads $25.00 per inch.—STATIONS FOR SALE, WANTED TO PURCHASE STATIONS, EMPLOYMENT. SITUATIONS WANTED. TUNITY advertising require display space. 5” or over billed at run-of-book rate. Agency commission only on display space.

- All other classifications $15 per word—$4.00 minimum.

- No charge for blind box number.

- Address replies c/o BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

Announcers

Major market Ohio Independent wants creative personality for drive shift. MOR format. Good pay and fringe benefits. Beautiful studios and pleasant working conditions. Send resume and tape to Box L-28, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer, FM, stereo, must be stable, responsible have mature voice and knowledge of FM music. Good working conditions on highly-listened to FM station. Send resume and tape to Box L-94, BROADCASTING.

Two experienced announcers, Straight board shift or combined both roles. Must have knowledge of MOR personalities. Send resume and tape to Box L-196, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with sales and experience or sales-minded for MOR station-nonmetropolitan. Must be familiar with production. No tapes will be returned. Box L-83, BROADCASTING.

New, gently swinging-MOR, Independent FM stereo now staffing in Pacific NW major market. Seeking gently swinging MOR for a 5 kw station. Must be familiar with production. No tapes will be returned. Complete confidential letter. Box L-129, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with sales experience or sales-minded for MOR station-nonmetropolitan. Must be familiar with production. No tapes will be returned. Complete confidential letter. Box L-129, BROADCASTING.

MOR group needs several contemporary personalities for sudden expansion. Send air check and resume for personal interview. Box L-162, BROADCASTING.

Fabulous south Florida 5 kw full time major market middle-of-road format station offers golden opportunity for top personality. Must be experienced in competitive major market radio. Requires strong production, first or second shift. Phone if you are interested. Send resume and photo to Box L-168, BROADCASTING.

Two staff announcers needed. Must have some experience. First class ticket desired. Maryland $5 kw market. Salary open, depending on experience. Box L-196, BROADCASTING.

Classical music announcer/programmer. KLEF, Lamar Tower, Houston Texas 77006

Announcer with endowed third for MOR small market station. Experience preferred. No too young or strangers. Send resume, tape and references in first letter by air mail.

Announcers—(conf’d)


Wanted. Staff announcer for 8 P.M. to 1 A.M. schedule. Minimum three years experience. Screamers don’t apply. Please established. Station, middle of the road music, network news and all major league sports. Send audition picture and resume to WHBY, 660 S. Lawe St., Appleton, Wis. 54911 Phone 723-5505. Immediate opening.

New Jersey metropolitan area station needs experienced announcer/newswoman. Good pay for proven performer. Please send resume with photo to good music adult station. Interview required. WHTG Eakton, N. J.


Immediate opening for announcer with first class license for mid-day shift on Southeast Michigan’s good music station. Fringe benefits, profit sharing, pay commensurate with ability. Send resume and tape to WHSN, 149 West Michigan Ave., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Announcer for successful newspaper owned MOR AM-FM stations in Indiana’s Lake region. Emphasis on commercial announcements, newscasts. FM outlet soon to be 106,000 watts stereo. First phone necessary. Call Mr. L. Jones, 945-8000.

Top pay. Top opportunity. Send resume, photo and tape to Box L-23, BROADCASTING.

Announcer wanted. Need a stable adult announcer for MOR format CBS, New York. Salary open. Send resume and tape, resume and salary requirements to Box L-196, BROADCASTING.

Announcer wanted: Need a stable adult announcer for MOR format CBS, New York. Salary open. Send resume, photo and resume and salary requirements to Box L-196, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for newscaster for evening shift, above average salary. WPRN, 284-8791.

Top pay. Good opportunity. Send resume and tape to Box L-20, BROADCASTING.

Announcer wanted. Send resume and tape. For evening shift. Phone if you are interested. Call Mr. L. Jones, 945-8000.

Better than average salary. Immediate opening. MOR. Good boardman, 5 day week. Send tape picture, complete story to Hal Barton, WTAD, Quincy, Illinois.

Young experienced swinger wanted for afternoon drive time show on number one Pulse, 5000 watt modern contemporary station. NICE E. Unlimited send tape and background to WTRU, Muskegon, Michigan.


Experience required wanted for North Coast group small market, all day time. Must be of high integrity and interested in community affairs. Excellent pay on experience. Send full resume to James B. Childress, Box 1044, Silvina, N. C. 28907.

Technical

Engineer for fulltime AM with automated FM. Short board shift. Excellent equipment. Midwest area. Send resume and tape to Box L-196, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Chief Engineer for medium market AM/FM station. Northeast U.S. No an-
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Situations Wanted Management

Continued

Want management job offering opportunity for part ownership in small to medium market. Manager of large chemical company but desire to return to radio. Previous experience mid-south area. 45 years of age with 12 years broadcast experience including 5 years as manager. Box L-129, BROADCASTING.

I have experience, ability and money to invest in small-market station. Prefer mid-west, Box L-143, BROADCASTING.

Take charge programer available. Analytical level, $12,000. Determined, low rated plant preferred, Box L-127, BROADCASTING.

Major market—Program Director seeks station manager/position in major or medium market FM or AM. Box L-138, BROADCASTING or L-151-335-5236.

Wish management-ownership opportunity. Some capital, degree, experience, S.E. Box BROADCASTING.

Experienced general manager. 7 years radio, 1st phone. Available first of year. Box L-139, BROADCASTING.

Sales

Have capital—will invest in radio station. Experienced, Request for last stop. Box L-139, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Bright—wake up morning man—No absenteeism. No Drinker—1st phone—no maintenance—Great Minnesota. Box K-851, BROADCASTING.

Need funny, funny DJ team? Look under display classified, Situations Wanted—Announcers. Box K-345, BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster. 5 years experience. Some TV, College graduate. First phone. Box L-52, BROADCASTING.

Third phone DJ, tight board, solid news, commercials. Box L-179, BROADCASTING.

Mature announcer DJ, with a bright, happy, smooth voice, mid-age sound. Authoritative newscaster. Married, not a prima donna, will handle sales, Box L-81, BROADCASTING.

Announcer—Experienced, able, dependable, 28, married, college education, draft exempt, FCC third class license. Some TV. Prefer good music station or TV. Box L-91, BROADCASTING.

Anouncer, DJ, Bright swinging sound. Experienced; sales; wants to settle—Authoritative newscaster ready. Box L-117, BROADCASTING.

C/W announcer. 17 years in C/W. Fast radio sales, programming production experience. References. Box L-128, BROADCASTING.

Announcer D. J., Experience, Sales, third class endorsement. Bright swinging sound. Want to settle. Not a floater. Box L-133, BROADCASTING.

Former Little All-America basketball player with B.S. in Radio-TV desires air work in sports or news in Eastern Radio or TV station. Box L-197, BROADCASTING.

Presently network announcer. 8 years total experience. 38. Prefer good music. Capable news also. Stable, permanent. Box L-146, BROADCASTING.

Annoncer. 29 year old Negro, college radio training, 3rd endorsed, needs a start. Box L-142, BROADCASTING.

Young experienced Jock, rapid delivery, third class endorsed. Would like top forty. Photo: Mr. & Mrs. Box L-148, BROADCASTING.

DJ announcer, bright swinging sound experienced, 35, has married, want to settle. Authoritative newscaster, personal note a filter or grimsa box. Don Box L-190, BROADCASTING.

Announcers—(cont'd)

Experienced first phone announcer desires MOR in top 100 markets; mature voice; military completed. Box L-153, BROADCASTING.

Broadcast school graduate, 19 years experience, willing to learn. Box L-170, BROADCASTING.

First phone experienced announcer seeks permanent position in MOR. boxes. Good future. Box L-171, BROADCASTING.

Well rounded DJ—announcer middle of road and rock and roll. Authoritative newscaster. draft free, 3rd class. Good commercial driven, willing to settle. Box L-177, BROADCASTING.

1st phone announcer-sellerman, married, curious in major market. 4 years experience ready for permanent position with future. Prefer relocate in western states. Excellent references. Box L-178, BROADCASTING.

Experienced, d) news any shift. Tight board, third endorsed. Box L-180, BROADCASTING.

Negro DJ, Good voice, needs break. Broadcast graduate, 3rd endorsed. Box L-183, BROADCASTING.

7 years experienced MOR adult announcer. Qualified, dependable, married, 1st ticket. Good references. Also sells. Resume on request, Stable organizations only. Box L-190, BROADCASTING.

Negro DJ announcer. Tight board, Middle of road or jazz format, 3rd phone. William McRae, 392 W. 138th St.


Former ABC news staffer Chicago, desires position with all talk or MOR music station. Prefer late afternoon or evening talk show, 13 years in Radio-TV. Age 32. Family East or midwest. Bruce Brown, 9848 Harper, Chicago, 60619 or Area 312-924-3367.

Attention Mass. R. I. & Conn. First phone announcer, nine months experience. Willing to learn—maintains—it is a dependable. Contact Tom Prosse, Box 149, Woodstock, Conn. 203-922-3169.

First phone, 5 years announcing experience. Just completed 2 years electronics school. Family man, caucasian, 35, good credit. Permanent position Rocky Mountain area only. Jimmie Mitchell, Box 1129, Boise, Idaho.

Technical

First phone desires work in central Pa. No announcing. Box L-153, BROADCASTING.

Wasted—chief engineer job. AM, FM, Stereo and Schafer automation experience. Prefer small states only. Box L-167, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer, 25 years experience in main installation sales, 15 years AM, FM, directionals, remote control, proofs. No announcing board work. Box L-179, BROADCASTING.

1st phone available January. Box L-191, BROADCASTING.

NEWS

Newscaster—analyst: mature, writer, full-time or part time, day or evening, NJ-NY-Philad. area. Box L-980, BROADCASTING.

Professional radio newsmen seeking position with good established MOR station. College graduate, six-years radio experience, 35. Call or write, Box 950, Waco, Texas.

Announced—408-500-4242. WRI."
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Production—Programming, Others

Continued

Production supervisor medium market—or Producer-Director top market. All phases television production and sales management, including supervision of all TV personnel. Age 30-40. Salary $15,000-$25,000. Box L-122. BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION—Help Wanted

Sales

Northeast TV station has two openings—Sales representative and sales research and production executive. Excellent fringe benefits. Send salary requirements and resume to Box L-53, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, aggressive local salesman WDAF-TV, Kansas City, Missouri. Contact Earl Beal, No calls.

Announcers

Mature on-camera announcer desired by midwest TV station. Opportunity to learn directing-production if inclined. Send resume, audition tape and photo for details. Box K-96, BROADCASTING.

TV news reporter to be part of on-air news team. Must have good background in news, sports, and general reporting. Heavy on-the-scene newsfilm reporting required. $225 per week guaranteed. Box L-184, BROADCASTING.

Wanted; Staff announcer for one of midwest stations. Must be a go-getter and understand the TV business. Send resume and photo to Box X-49, BROADCASTING.

Puerto Rico Cablevision needs two announcers. Write: George Goldtrap, 235 San Juan Boultsta Ave, Puerto de Tierra, San Juan, Puerto Rico 00901.

Technical

Broadcast engineers with first class ticket. Permanent work, 40 hours. Mid-west VHF. Some transmitter or maintenance experience helpful. Send resume to Box K-258, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer TV-Radio combination in medium mid-west market. Wants a chief who is a strong leader and good organizer. We want a good technician who can establish a good maintenance program. Experience in studio and transmitter repair and construction is needed. We are a stable VHF outlet and a good opportunity for the right man. Send resume and photo. In confidence, to Box K-300, BROADCASTING.

First phone engineer for television station. No announcing. Location: Northern lower Michigan. Box X-58, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for TV transmitter engineer with fast growing concern in south Texas. Write Box L-88, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for two TV technical men with first phone, experience necessary. One position is for chief engineer. Combined studio and transmitter, group owner. Reply to Box L-134, BROADCASTING.

Southern VHF network affiliate with expanded facilities, needs two qualified engineers. VHF color operation, maintenance experience helpful, but will train. Top-notch and liberal fringe benefits. Send full details to Chief Engineer, Box L-149, BROADCASTING.

First class staff engineer wanted for operations/maintenance, . . . Excellent color station, great midwestern city, union shop, 40-hour week, excellent fringe benefits. Send complete resume to Box L-149, BROADCASTING.


Western Michigan—Immediate openings for technical personnel engineers. Excellent fringe benefits: good pay; NBC affiliate; fine personnel relations; 

Mr. Charles F. Robson, Chief Engineer, WOOD-TV, Grand Rapids, Michigan 495-4125.

Technical—(Cont'd)

Television studio engineers wanted for expanding color production facilities. Should be experienced in operation and maintenance, and have some degree of college education. Salaries vary with experience. Send resume to Box X-68, BROADCASTING.

Top regional station needs Broadcast Manager/News/Editor to take complete charge of five TV and one FM station. Must be able to write, edit and determine proper content of outgoing news, balancing greater depth in newswriting with fast-paced format. Send tape and resume to Box K-284, BROADCASTING.

Newsmen, journalism school or some experience required. Will do TV & Radio reporting, writing and editing. Must be a mid-west man. Must be able to work on own, but will be part of multi-person team. Send tape and resume to Box K-295, BROADCASTING.

WANTED FOR BUY—Equipment

We need used, 250, 500, 1 kw & 10 kw VHF transmitters. No junk. Guaranteed radio supply corp., 1314 Hubbard St., Laredo, Texas 78040.

Wanted immediately used heavy duty self-supporting tower. 225-350 ft. Price or write . . . Urgent! Box K-49, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, used, 2000 kw L-181, insulated tower. Give price & description. Box L-147, BROADCASTING.

Immediate shipment. Contact WVMC, Box K-49, BROADCASTING.

Wanted Lampkin frequency meter and FPM meter, S. Cohenbager, Route 1, Goode, Virginia.

FOR SALE—Equipment

Television radio transmitters, monitors, tubes, microwave, cameras, audio, electronics. 440 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.

Co-axial switch—35". Andrews. 52790, 50 ohm pair pressure type, switch. Two second automatic switching. Unused $400 each. Sierra Western, Box 4506, Oakland, Calif. 94623, Phone 415-532-3527.


Conservative format station, converting to stereo: large mono tape library for sale. Approx. 1000 hrs $1200.00. $1300. 246 State St., Binghamton, N.Y.

Brand new Filmix 16 mm color processor (FE-50) in original shipping crate complete with instructions, manual. Immediate shipment. Contact Enr. Melton. 333-8322, Charlotte, N. C.

One RCA TK-41C. used less than six months, in excellent condition. Box L-141, BROADCASTING.

2-RCA color camera chains. TK-4A’s in working order and ready to go! Here is an opportunity for $25,000. Inspection invited. Call area code 904 822-6464 or write P.O. Box 18151, Tampa, Florida 33609.

Production—Programming, Others

Production supervisor. Immediate opening . . . experienced man to take full charge of production and operations in all phases of major eastern market. Must be able to work with sales and business. Send resume, tape, and references to Box K-126, BROADCASTING.

Major market VHF independent about to enter into more locally produced programming. Seeking a young chief engineer. Must be thoroughly familiar with all types of studio and remote production. Must be a take charge type and have ability to follow through on assignments. Should have working knowledge of all technical facilities including Special Effects, Electronic Editing, Color and Tape. We want a man who is energetic, creative, and above all, a team worker with people. Box L-110, BROADCASTING.

We have a brand new million dollar color facility in one of the top 50 markets and need—Young top-notch engineer to join us in all phases of operation. If you are looking for a good future and a good income with a growing broadcasting organization, send complete resume to Box L-180, BROADCASTING.

Producers/Directors—Several promotions in the management level jobs have created openings. Box L-250, BROADCASTING.

We want experienced young college graduates who are on their way to the top of the business. Send a complete confidential resume to Mr. Baker, Production Manager, WLW-T, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Documentary Writer—Producer needed for Avco Broadcasting Corporation's Special Projects Unit. This unit produces two dozen double-system color sound motion picture programs annually. The applicant must be a top-notch script writer capable of turning out finished shooting scripts for approval in advance of production. He must be a capable film producer, able to work with a small unit—casting, directing, editing, etc. Leave your spot and drive through! This is a flexible unit where producers carry boxes, drive trucks, light trailers, set lights, run audio, edit film, and even help shoot film or monitor film coming from industrial films to TV news documentary. Candidates must be able to furnish sample scripts and photographs, or a list of the type of projects on the credits. Send a resume with a list of past productions to: Mr. Gene McPherson, Vice President, News & Special Projects, Avco Broadcasting, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

TV Situations Wanted

Management—(cont'd)

Station owners! Are you minimizing profits? Our five-day-a-week, long-term contracts will increase your revenue by 10%. Send $25 deposit for brochure. Call us on long-term association. All replies treated confidentially. Box L-174, BROADCASTING.

First phone desired work television. Pa., Ohio. No announcing. Box L-154, BROADCASTING.

Wanted—Assistant chief engineers job or better. College engineering UWIF, VHF, installation and maintenance experience. Northern states. Box L-169, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE—Equipment—(cont’d)

Complete Motorola two-way system. Base station, base mike, antenna, (two) two-way 1200 kw watts. Frequency 79.75. Also includes 200 foot copper cable. W's paid for. Excellent condition. Total price-cash $500.00. Write: KLB5 Radio, Box L-166, Los Banos, California.

Robert T. Roberts. Used under 50 hours, new condition. Cost $250, make offer. Box L-176, BROADCASTING.

169 used Fidelipac 5-30 carditubes. $135.00. Western Union can send money order $200.00, F.O.B. Box L-195, BROADCASTING.

Spotmaster, Russo, QRT. Get the best deal for audiolovko, Box 7007-54, Miami, Florida. 33155.


1 Airplex stereo 551, rack mounted $1000.00. 1 937 Collins ring antenna with de-icers, $500. Reasonable. Radio Station KCFM, St. Louis, Missouri.

MISCELLANEOUS

36,000 Professional Comedy Line. Topical laugh service featuring deely comment in comic form. Write: Free-home catalog, Orben Comedy Books Atlantic Beach, N. Y.


25-second musical Kissin' Tone $5.00 each; $6.00 with call letters or personality name. Forrest Productions, Box L-19, BROADCASTING.

INSTRUCTIONS—(Cont’d)

Since 1946, original course for FCC first class radio telephone operators license in six weeks. Fully approved for veterans. Low-cost dormitory facilities at school. Reservations required. Enrollment now for January 10, April 10.

For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogden Radio Operational School, 3075 W. Record Avenue, Huntington Beach, California 92647. (Formerly of Burbank, California).


Be sure to write, BROADCASTING INSTITUTE, Box 6071, New Orleans, for radio announcing opportunity and complete information about our classes. Send no postage. We also have classes in audio production, announcing, writing, sales, station management, and broadcasting.

Earnings up to $300 weekly 1st class F.C.C. Graduates working at major networks in New York City and stations coast to coast.

N.Y.'s largest and oldest F.C.C. licensed training center. Specializing in first class F.C.C. technicians and announcers.


First phone in six to twelve weeks through tape recorded lectures at home plus one week personal instruction in Washington, Memphis, Seattle, Springfield, or Minneapolis.

First class F.C.C. license teaching experience. Proven results. F.I.S. training. Bob Johnson Radio License Instruction, 10600 Duncan Place, Manhattan Beach, Calif 90266.

F.C.C. First phone quickly and easily via new concept in correspondence training. Easy terms. Mid-America Broadcasting Service, P.O. Box 7352, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212.


RADIO—Help Wanted

The Announcer

We Want . . . is a mature, creative commercial Announcer/Producer with ability to write Good Copy and Communicate Ideas on the air and on tape. He's looking for a Major Market opportunity with a top quality Adult Music Station and would welcome a move in the great Pacific Northwest. He may even have a first phone . . . If you are such a tapes please forward for a quick reply.

Box L-166, BROADCASTING.

Announcers—(Cont’d)

MAJOR MARKET CONTEMPORARY

Radio Station is looking for an experienced all night man. We are in one of the top ten markets and number one in the ratings. We are looking for someone who likes to do all the night rock, midnight to 6:00 a.m. and wants to make a career of it. Rush a tape, resume and reference to:

Box L-114, BROADCASTING.

TOP 10 MARKET

Top rated contemporary wants America's greatest morning man. Opportunity of the year. Submit tape and complete resume to:

Box L-197, BROADCASTING.

NEWS

If you are on an all-round news broadcaster with 5 to 10 years major market experience let's chat....
Bob Jordan
Arbordale Associates
301 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017

Production—Programing, Others

TOP 15 MARKETS ONLY

If you have a facility capable of covering full, my consultancy service can make your radio station #1 M-O-R, Top 40 or modern rock. Creative, dynamic duo will build ratings and make listeners love you. Experienced. For tape, resume and photo.

Box L-152, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted—Announcers

FUNNY, FUNNY

TWO-MAN DJ TEAM

Available now for top 40 or M-O-R medium or major market. Creative, dynamic duo will build ratings and make listeners fall in love. Experienced. For tape, resume and photo.

Box L-186, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION—Help Wanted

Announcers

WANTED

Announcers around the world to represent America's largest independent Audio Service and Radio Features syndicate.

Big money for the able individual and sales organizations are welcomed. Replies regarded confidentially.

Box L-201, BROADCASTING.

Management

TV GENERAL SALES MANAGER

MGR. TOP TEN MARKET

If you have the educational background, the experience and the professionalism to direct the activity of competent sales staffs in the local and national market place...

If you first love is real management and not direct selling,...

Then the challenge and financial rewards of this position should be of real interest!

All replies in strict confidence.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Box: L-193, BROADCASTING.
OVERSEAS ASSIGNMENTS
Leading U.S. Broadcasting Organization seeking qualified Television Engineers for assignment in the Middle East.

POSITIONS
CHIEF ENGINEER/MANAGER—Applicants must combine technical know-how with management and administrative abilities. VTR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS—Minimum of five years maintenance experience.

Separation from dependents is required, however, salary and allowances commensurate with positions.

Box L-200, Broadcasting.

HELP WANTED

INVESTIGATIVE REPORTER
For top midwestern television market. Applicant must be self-motivated, thorough and a man of integrity. He must be a "digger" with the ability to uncover irregularities in politics, law enforcement and government. Investigative background and broadcasting journalism preferred, but will consider any top flight newspaper reporter/investigator. We are looking for a background man to prepare reports for our on-air people. Top salary. Send resume to Box L-104, Broadcasting.

FOR SALE—Equipment

SMALL MARKET AM STATION
Texas Suth Plains daytimer, oil and agriculture economy, good growth potential. Abandoned owner wishes $5,000 down. Excellent opportunity for owner-manager.

Box L-151, Broadcasting.

CONFIDENTIAL LISTINGS

RADIO—TV—CATV
N.E. — S.E. — S.W. — N.W.

G. BENNETT LARSON, INC.
R.C.A. Building, 6363 Sunset Blvd., Suite 701
Hollywood, California 90028. 213/469-1171

BROKERS-CONSULTANTS

Lia Rie Media Brokers Inc.
116 Central Park South
New York, N. Y.
212-390

N.W. Small Fulltime $ 85M terms
N.Y. Medium Daytime 150M Neg.
Midwest Metro AM & FM 200M 29%
Gulf Metro Daytime 175M terms
Florida Coastal Daytime 225M Neg.

CHAPMAN ASSOCIATES
8048 Peachtree, Atlanta, Ga. 30306
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**FINAL ACTIONS**

Chico, Calif.-Broadcast Bureau—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to change station location from 6411 Skyway Drive, Parodox, ant. height 392 ft. condition. Action Nov. 8.


Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to increase power from 500 w to 100 kW in accordance with prior action. Action Nov. 8.

**OTHER ACTION**

- Maitland County Broadcasting—Broadcasting application for relocating station WYVY-FM has been granted. Commission has granted application to change station location from 800 N. Maitland Road, Maitland, ant. height 300 ft. Action Nov. 8.

**CALL LETTER APPLICATIONS**

- KGEE-FM, KGEI Inc., Bakersfield. Calif. Petition for approval of agreement filed Aug. 4 by Hartfords County Broadcasting Corp. and Central Connecticut Broadcasting Co. granted; agreement approved to extent (in part) broadcasting application for station WHUP, Tolland, and program was terminated. Member board Nelson not participating. Action Nov. 9.


**CALL LETTER ACTION**


**EXISTING FM STATIONS**

**APPLICATION**


**FINAL ACTIONS**

- KAVR-FM Apple Valley, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to change station location from 7833 San Pablo Ave, ant. height 320 ft. condition. Action Nov. 9.

- KPLX-FM San Jose, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to increase power from 1 kW to 1,000 watts. Also, change to new type trans., condition. Action Nov. 9.

- WOMA-FM Talkahasse, Fla.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of new antenna and tower, ant. height 690 ft. Action Nov. 8.

Bureau granted license covering installation of former main trans., at main trans. location for auxiliary purposes only. Action Nov. 8.

**OTHER ACTION**

- KFJZ-FM Fort Worth, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to install new antenna and tower, ant. height 850 ft. Action Nov. 8.

**CAST LETTER APPLICATION**


- XFEM(FM), Scott Broadcasting Co., Georgetown, Del. Requests WXJW-FM. Action Nov. 8.

**RENEWAL OF LICENSES, ALL STATIONS**

- Broadcast Bureau granted renewal of licenses for following stations and their translators: WKFJ-FM, KJLL and KJFF, all Mantle & Estero, Karo (independent); K74AQ, all Orlando, Castle Dale, Ferron and Huntington, all Utah.

- Broadcast Bureau granted renewal of licenses for following stations and their translators: KQEM-FM, KQEM and KQEM-A, both Edinburgh, 200 miles of K74AQ, all Orlando, Castle Dale, Ferron and Huntington, all Utah.

**APPLICATIONS**

- Broadcasting Bureau grants assignment of license from Gary I. Collier, Inc. and Wellersburg Broadcasting Co. to Tieton Broadcasting Corp. Tieton Broadcasting Corp. assigns to Gary I. Collier, Inc. ownership of station.

**APPLICATIONS**

- Broadcast Bureau grants assignment of license from Gary I. Collier, Inc. and Wellersburg Broadcasting Co. to Tieton Broadcasting Corp. Tieton Broadcasting Corp. assigns to Gary I. Collier, Inc. ownership of station.

**TRANSLATORS**

- Action Nov. 7.

**ACTION ON MOTIONS**

- Hearing Examiner Ispadore A. Hongk on Nov. 21 to 24, 1971 in Boulder City, Nev., to consider petitions to grant licenses for stations to operate in Boulder City, Nev.

- Hearing Examiner Ispadore A. Hongk on Nov. 21 to 24, 1971 in Boulder City, Nev., to consider petitions to grant licenses for stations to operate in Boulder City, Nev.

**CATV**

- Petition for approval of agreement filed Aug. 4 by Hartfords County Broadcasting Corp. and Central Connecticut Broadcasting Co. granted; agreement approved to extent (in part) broadcasting application for station WHUP, Tolland, and program was terminated. Member board Nelson not participating. Action Nov. 9.


- Call letter application granted for station WCDM-FM, condition. Action Nov. 9.


- Existing FM stations

**APPLICATION**


**FINAL ACTIONS**

- KAVR-FM Apple Valley, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to change station location from 7833 San Pablo Ave, ant. height 320 ft. condition. Action Nov. 9.

- KPLX-FM San Jose, Calif.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to increase power from 1 kW to 1,000 watts. Also, change to new type trans., condition. Action Nov. 9.

- WOMA-FM Talkahasse, Fla.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering installation of new antenna and tower, ant. height 690 ft. Action Nov. 8.

Bureau granted license covering installation of former main trans., at main trans. location for auxiliary purposes only. Action Nov. 8.

**OTHER ACTION**

- KFJZ-FM Fort Worth, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP to install new antenna and tower, ant. height 850 ft. Action Nov. 8.
COMMUNITY ANTENA ACTIVITIES

The following are activities in community antenna television reported to Broadcasting, through Nov. 15. Reports include applications for permission to operate CATV's, grants of CATV franchises and sales of existing installations.

- Indicates franchise has been granted.

**Bishop, Calif.**—City council has approved plans for a 15-channel system by Bishop TV Inc. to Continental Transmission Corp. (multiple CATV owner), Blythe, Calif.—Continental Transmission Corp. (multiple CATV owner) has bought Bishop TV Inc. for $25,000 in cash and undeclared sum. All-channel system has 1,000 subscribers.

- Los Alamitos, Calif.—Posada Cable of Los Alamitos, General Communications Corp. (multiple CATV owner), New Mexico Communications of Albuquerque, and Rio Cable Co. of Los Cruces have each applied for a franchise. Firms would charge a monthly rate ranging from $9.29 to $12. Other applications also received.

- Sacramento, Calif.—Perfect Picture TV has applied for a franchise.

- Leadville, Colo.—Communicom (George Zeigler, owner), has applied for a 15-channel system with all-digial wave. System has 1,000 subscribers.

- Rome, Ga.—Rome Cable TV has begun service.

- Dunia, Ga.—Electricvision Inc. has begun service.

- Mountain Home, Idaho—Valley Cable TV Co., Ltd., has filed an application and contracted with Anaconda Astrodora for engineering assistance.

- East Dubuque, Ill.—H & B Communications Corp., subsidiary of H&B American (multiple CATV owner), has been granted a franchise. H&B presently holds franchise for Dubuque, Iowa, as well as numerous other CATV systems.

- Rock Falls and Sterling, Ill.—Rock River Cablevision Co. has been granted a franchise. Firm will charge a $15 monthly rate and plans to complete a 260-foot Rohn tower.

- Dubuque, Iowa—Dubuque TV Inc. has begun operation. John Shoten is system manager, and plans to provide service to 4,500 potential subscribers. Installation and monthly rates will be $15 and $15, respectively.

- Jennings, La.—Cable TV Inc. of Lake Charles has been granted a franchise. System will charge $15 and $15 per month. City will provide service to 4,500 potential subscribers. Installation and monthly rates will be $15 and $15, respectively.

- Westhampton, L. N. Y.—Long Island Cablevision has reapplied for a franchise. Firm was granted franchise in November 1963, but, since construction had not begun by deadline, franchise was revoked.

- Henderson, N. C.—Henderson Community Antenna Television Inc. has been granted a franchise. Firm presently operates system in Frankfort, Mass.—Greater Milford Cablevision Inc. (multiple CATV owner) has been granted a franchise. Installation fee is $20 and monthly rates are $15 and $15, respectively.

- Rockingham and Hamlet, N. C.—Jefferson Carolina Cablevision Inc. (multiple CATV owner) has been granted a franchise. Firms will charge $15 and $15 per month. City will provide service to 4,500 potential subscribers. Installation and monthly rates will be $15 and $15, respectively.

- Ashhabula, Wis.—Time-Life Broadcasting (multiple CATV owner) has applied for a franchise. Firm would charge $15 and $15 per month. City will provide service to 224 potential subscribers.
PHILIP H. Schaff, who moved into the board chairmanship of Leo Burnett Co. this past summer when Leo Burnett took the new title of founder chairman, is the epitome of a man well matched to his job.

He is enough the creative type to fully appreciate the wisdom of preserving intact the best possible working climate for the individual and he is enough the pragmatist to understand the necessity of just enough formal organization to keep the final product flowing smoothly on a timely course.

The heart of the work is the advertising, the creative function," Mr. Schaff, the artistic producer begins as his practical-analytical self concludes the observation, "but our growth depends entirely on the kind of work we do today and next week. If we do that work well then the future is going to take care of itself."

Before Mr. Schaff became more deeply involved in administrative and financial affairs for Burnett he was active in creative work and account servicing. As part of the account team for Procter & Gamble to help introduce the new liquid detergent product Joy, he became especially aware of the impact of the broadcast media. He considers these and other radio-TV experiences vital to his understanding of Burnett's total function in behalf of its clients, now a $250-million effort of which nearly three-fourths goes into broadcasting.

Adding Auto Dollars • Part of this year's total billing jump for the agency comes from the merger last March with D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit, which now is an incorporated division of Burnett. Brother handles Oldsmobile and other key automotive accounts, balancing Burnett's strength in other consumer product areas.

Mr. Schaff headed the executive team in the negotiations. It was a "completely natural" marriage for both agencies, he says, and not at all premeditated. Like some fine literature, Mr. Schaff laughingly remarks, the merger agreement was written on the back of an envelope during a relaxed dinner and when the lawyers took it over there were very few points to clear up.

"Theoretically you could have put these two companies together easily based on their positions in the industry," he recalls, "but it's any good marriage or merger "it isn't worth a damn if the people aren't compatible. This is a 'people' business and that's all it is."

As an agency grows bigger, how do you keep it from becoming bureaucratic? Mr. Schaff's secret is "never to forget you are dealing with people one at a time. There is no such thing as dealing with people in the mass."

An advertising agency possibly can survive as a faceless entity, Mr. Schaff will admit, "but in order to be growing, to be doing your best work, you must recognize that the work is coming out of individuals. It comes out of them one at a time and it comes out as one solution to one problem at a time."

However, Mr. Schaff continues: "These individuals have to be deeply involved in those problems to create solutions. Thus the real power of an agency resides in its staff, he indicates.

"It isn't any machines, it isn't any written document," he says, so the real challenge of management is to tap the power locked up in people. "We are a fantastic assembly of specialists," he explains, "with enough generalists thrown in to hold it all together."

The Broad View • Mr. Schaff is aware too of the need to be people-oriented in helping the advertising profession itself to grow and to keep in touch with the pulse of the public. For many years he has been active in the American Association of Advertising Agencies and for three years was chairman of the advertiser relations committee.

He also served on the 4A operations committee when it approved the massive study of consumer response to advertising, issued in April 1964. Among other things the study found that radio-TV leave deeper marks than other media and thus arouse stronger reactions and con.

Quite apart from the study findings, however, Mr. Schaff believes, the project was especially significant simply because the leaders of the nation's advertising agencies "had the courage to authorize research into their own business and let the chips fall. And it was only because we took that attitude that we could attract the high-type academic sponsorship and participation that the study had. They knew it would be published as the cards turned up."

Mr. Schaff believes in being just as candid in facing the facts in his own affairs, both personal and business. For example when a young Burnett employee inquires about his future at the agency, Mr. Schaff whip's out the historical statistics to show nothing is constant but change. "The future is in your hands," he will tell him, reminding him that the only things fixed about the business are the principles by which it performs.

Reaching for a Star • In his own career, Mr. Schaff soon came to realize after World War II that his dreams of becoming a publisher were not realistic so he set his goal on getting into advertising. He saw his target, Burnett of Chicago, but he had to do a lot of shooting to hit it, he recalls.

Mr. Burnett granted him an interview. Advised he lacked enough experience, Mr. Schaff relates, he went to work as a house organ editor during the day and retail clerk on weekends. He turned down a $100 charter flying job each weekend to work for 65 cents an hour in a clothing store, but the retail experience was more his advertising ammunition than flying, he recalls. Eight months later Mr. Burnett hired him.

Mr. Schaff still enjoys the thrill of creating a campaign that sells. As head of a class gift fund raising for the 25th reunion of his Princeton class of '42, Mr. Schaff set something of a school mark. His personal letter marathon brought in an 83% response from 600 classmates and gifts totaling a record $314,242. We tried for a symbolic $301,942," he says, "but the dough just came rolling in."

The name of the game is people.
After two weeks of PBL

Eh.

Kiss pay TV good-by

PAY TV can be written off for the foreseeable future. The FCC isn’t likely to challenge the expression from even a small segment of Congress that specific legislative approval is needed to authorize a toll system. What’s happened so far does not have the force of law. At most, it’s likely to be merely a “sense of the House” resolution that the FCC should await legislative study and action before promulgating its proposed authorization of box-office TV, for which it has unquestioned statutory authority.

This is a victory of sorts for broadcasters and motion picture exhibitors who have opposed the FCC’s rulemaking. Even though Congress has not and probably will not enact legislation barring pay TV, there’s little doubt that it could.

There’s precedent for such non-legislation. In 1938 (BROADCASTING, June 15, 1938) the Senate adopted a “sense of the Senate” resolution that the FCC should not authorize power in excess of 50,000 watts for radio stations. Stations in Mexico and Latin America, which occupy the same broadcast band, are using power up to a million watts, and are responsible for some of the interference on AM channels today.

That resolution had no more legal substance than the resolution adopted last week by the House Communications Subcommittee. Despite efforts of the independently owned clear-channel stations, the 50,000-watt power barrier has never been broken.

The not-so-magic numbers

WITH the return this week of FCC Commissioner Robert T. Bartley from an international conference in Geneva, the FCC will have all seven members assembled in this country (if not in Washington at any given moment) for the first time in a couple of months. At full strength the commission will be in a position to attack major questions of policy that have been awaiting action.

One such question that demands attention is the proposed rule to limit television-station acquisitions to a maximum of three, no more than two of them VHF’s, in the seven biggest markets. The proposal was issued nearly two-and-a-half years ago. It has acquired no virtues with age.

By a bare majority the FCC adopted its proposal in the vague belief that concentrations of control were developing beyond tolerable limits. The commission had at hand no evidence to support its feeling that present rules were somehow too loose (or indeed to justify either the present rules or the proposed ones). Its majority just acted out of visceral dislike for the unarguable fact that television companies were expanding. Great policy is hardly to be expected from such origins.

At the same time that the commission proposed its new 50-market rule it adopted an interim policy stating that it would set for hearing any acquisition exceeding the limits of its proposed rule, unless the buyer could make an affirmative showing that the transfer would serve the public interest. Since then the FCC has waived the hearing every time it has been asked to do so. For all practical purposes the interim policy is dead. The same fate ought to be arranged for the rulemaking.

But the commission’s consideration of its multiple-owner-ship regulation ought not to stop with its withdrawal of the interim policy and proposed rule. It is time, indeed past the time, for a fresh and intelligent look at the existing rule, which, on its surface, is more a whimsicality than a rational deterrent to unwarranted concentrations of control. At the very least the present rule, which limits group ownership to seven television stations, no more than five of them VHF’s, ought to be reexamined for its relevance to a broadcasting system that has changed enormously since the rule was adopted.

There is some doubt that the rule was ever relevant. The seven stations count the same whether they are in the seven biggest markets or the seven smallest. Nor does the number seven have any special meaning of its own. It was chosen, as were the similar limits for AM and FM ownerships, because it sounded reasonable to a majority of FCC incumbents of the time. For all the economic or social justification involved in the decision, the number could as well have been 17 as seven.

While the FCC is at it, there would be reason for it to review the relevance to today’s broadcasting structure of its AM and FM ownership limits. The ceilings could be raised on ownership in all three services without the creation of any real possibility of undue consolidations of power. And whatever ceilings are imposed, they ought to be stated in terms more meaningful than mere numbers of properties.

If the FCC really wants to make sensible policy, it ought to solicit economic and social studies that would form the basis for new rules. It ought, in short, to seek facts to replace the suppositions that have led to its multiple-ownership rulemakings of the past.

Some facts it already has in its possession. A comprehensive study prepared for the Committee for Television Development by United Research Inc. made a persuasive showing that the commission’s basic aims of encouraging program diversification would be enhanced by an enlargement of ownership limits. If the commission threw the whole question of multiple ownerships open to comment, we have no doubt that broadcasters could make a conclusive case for modernization of the rules.
Next time you’re on the road, all keyed-up from “turnpike tension,” stop in Houston and ease up. Enjoy a great meal, a quiet, air-conditioned room, the swimming pool, then sit down in front of the TV set. Tune in KPRC-TV, and unwind!

Keyed-up executives unwind with KPRC-TV

NBC in Houston

NBC in Houston represented nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
WHY are so many people in Augusta, Ga., turning to WRDW-TV these days?

Here are eight top-rated reasons WHY

The CBS Thursday & Friday Night Movies

Disney's Wonderful World of Color

Here are two more.

And still another!

The superb combination of programming from both the CBS and NBC television networks offers unexcelled entertainment for the viewers of the Augusta market, and truly makes this season the one to watch on Augusta's "TALL 12" . . . . . .

The full color broadcast center in the city of the Masters Tournament. Maybe you'd better look into it. Call Katz!

WRDW-TV
AUGUSTA, GA.
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